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ABSTRACT 

Maintaining pH homeostasis is one of the most important biological 

processes, and variations in tissue or fluid pH can often be related to diseases. 

Hence, detecting pH changes accurately could be crucial for early diagnosis. This 

thesis investigates electrochemical methods for accurate biological pH 

measurements. Of importance is characterising protein fouling on the electrode 

surfaces and the implications for accurate pH evaluation. 

Chapter 3 investigates the ex vivo pH profiling of the gastrointestinal (GI) 

tract using an electrochemical pH sensor. Also, the variation caused by 

omeprazole and melatonin, known to alter the pH in upper GI tract. Three pH 

electrodes, glass electrode, iridium oxide electrodeposited on boron doped 

diamond (BDD-IrOx), and quinone surface integrated BDD (BDD-Q), were 

assessed in a GI-tract mimic solution to determine suitability before ex vivo 

application. When assessing the electrodes in terms of response time, robustness 

and minimal electrode fouling, the BDD-Q was determined to be the most suitable 

sensor. 

Chapter 4 explores the effect of protein adsorption on: BDD, a BDD that 

has the whole surface laser ablated to sp2 carbon (sp2-BDD), and a glassy carbon. 

The performance of these electrodes was assessed in 0.5% mucin (GI-tract 

mimic), and 5% bovine serum albumin (most abundant protein in blood). Fouling 

was studied using three different methods: (i) Time-dependent change in cyclic 

voltammograms of metal redox couples (Ru(NH3)63+, IrCl62-); (ii) Changes in 

double layer capacitance in response to protein solutions; and (iii) the effect of 

applied electrode potential on protein adsorption and the subsequent silver 

electrodeposition. 

Chapter 5 describes the development of a 3D-printed flow cell capable of 

housing a BDD-Q pH electrode to conduct pH measurements under controlled 

flow. We hypothesise that flow can be used to reduce fouling from mucin and 

albumin. The BDD-Q sensor was flow-independent in the range from 0.1 to 100 

mL/min. The pH of solutions containing proteins were measured under 

stationary and flow (100 mL/min) conditions, while alternating with buffer 

solution. Conducting pH measurements under flow improved the accuracy of the 

measurement. A similar experiment was conducted in blood, a more complex 

media with multiple proteins. Measurements conducted at 100 mL/min showed 

low variation in pH using the BDD-Q. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. ELECTROCHEMISTRY 

Electrochemistry is a powerful technique for understanding physical 

and chemical processes at an interface which undergoes charge transfer.1 Most 

measurements are made at solid-liquid interfaces where the solid constitutes the 

electrode and the liquid the electrolyte. Electrochemical measurements are 

typically either potentiometric (where a voltage between two interfaces is 

measured), or voltammetric (where a potential is applied to an electrode with 

respect to a reference electrode to drive an electron transfer reaction, and a 

current is measured).2 The reactions occurring at an electrode interface can be 

divided into two categories: non-Faradaic, where no charge transfer takes place 

at the interface, but external currents may flow to compensate for changes at the 

interface; and Faradaic, involving the transfer of electrons across the electrode 

interface, as a result of the reduction and/or oxidation of redox-active analytes 

in solution.1–3 

 

1.1.1. Non-Faradaic Processes 

An ideal polarised electrode (IPE) is defined as an electrode at which no 

charge transfer can occur across the electrode-solution interface, regardless of 

applied potential.2 The range over which an electrode behaves as an IPE in 

electrolyte solution is often referred to as its solvent window (SW). The 

electrode-solution interface can be considered analogous to a parallel-plate 

capacitor.4 The electrode surface is one plate of the capacitor, and the solution is 

the other, when a change in potential is applied to the electrode surface, ions in 

solution rearrange to balance the change in electron density at the electrode 

surface, which results in a change to the structure of the electrochemical double 

layer (EDL).  Figure 1.1 shows the Gouy-Chapman-Stern-Graham model for EDL. 
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Figure 1.1.  Schematic for the Gouy-Chapman-Stern-Graham model 

of the electrochemical double layer at an electrode surface assuming 

a negatively charged electrode. The compact double layer consisting 

of densely arranged ions which maintain charge neutrality. In the 

inner Helmholtz plan are specifically adsorbed dehydrated species, 

the outer Helmholtz plane consists of hydrated counterions and the 

diffuse layer of ions which extends into the bulk solution. 5  

 

The region nearest to the electrode/electrolyte interface is known as the 

inner Helmholtz plane (IHP), where species without their hydration shell, and 

solvent molecules are specifically adsorbed. Next to it is the outer Helmholtz 

plane (OHP), which consists of a layer of hydrated ions that have very strong 

long-range coulombic interactions with the charged electrode.6,7 The diffuse 

layer (or Gouy layer) develops outside the OHP, and the concentration of cations 

in the diffuse layer decreases exponentially with distance from the electrode 

surface.8  

The thickness of the EDL depends on the ionic strength of the solution, 

with a smaller double layer thickness in higher ionic strength solutions.4 The 

higher the ionic strength the more ions exist in solution, so excess charge 

(relative to the point of zero charge, PZC) on the surface can be compensated over 
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a shorter distance. The capacitance of the EDL characterises its ability to store 

charge in response to a change in potential and consists of a combination of the 

capacitance of the compact (Stern) layer and the diffuse layer (Gouy layer),6,9 

Equation 1.1. 

1/C = 1/CS + 1/CG  Equation 1.1   

 

where C is the double layer capacitance, CS and CG represent the 

capacitances of the compact and diffuse layers, respectively. The potential at 

which the electrode contains zero charge density is known as the potential of 

zero charge (Epzc).2,6 At potentials more positive than Epzc, the electrode surface 

carries a positive charge, and at potentials more negative, the surface carries a 

negative charge. 

The electrochemical cell for an IPE can be represented by an equivalent 

electrical circuit (EEC), consisting of a capacitor, that represents the EDL 

capacitance Cdl, and a resistor, to represent the system resistance (Figure 1.2). 

The system resistance is a combination of several resistances in series, such as, 

the solution resistance (controlled by solution conductivity), resistances not 

associated with electron/ion transfer i.e., poor electrode conductivity, high 

electrode contact resistance, blocked reference electrode frit.10 These resistances 

are collectively described as the uncompensated resistance, Ru.10 

 

 

Figure 1.2.  Equivalent electrical circuit for an ideal polarised 

electrode. 

 

Ru and Cdl contributes to the non-Faradaic current (often called charging 

or capacitive current) observed during a chronoamperometry (CA) or cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) experiment. The current-time response observed is described 

by Equation 1.2,  

ⅈ =
𝛥𝐸step

𝑅u
exp (−

𝑡

𝑅u𝐶dl
) Equation 1.2   
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Thus, the current decreases exponentially with time. Here, i is the current, ΔEstep 

is the potential step, and t is time. Equation 1.3 can be used to calculate Cdl of solid 

electrodes in contact with electrolyte. This is measured experimentally by 

recording CVs at different scan rates in a supporting electrolyte solution and 

plotting the charging current at a given potential versus the scan rate.11 The 

gradient of the straight line obtained corresponds to CdlA. 

𝐶𝑑𝑙 =
𝑖𝑎𝑣

𝐴 𝜐
 Equation 1.3   

 

Where, Cdl is the specific double layer capacitance (i.e., per unit area), iav 

is the average current magnitude at a given potential (A), υ is the scan rate (V/s) 

and A is the electrode area (cm2). 

One of the oldest electroanalytical techniques used to characterise Cdl, of 

the electrode/electrolyte interface is electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.12 

Equation 1.4 can be used to approximate Cdl, 

𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡 =  
1

𝑗𝜔𝐶𝑑𝑙
 Equation 1.4   

 

where, Zint is the interfacial impedance, j is the imaginary number (√−1) 

and ω is the angular frequency of the oscillating sine wave. When a circuit 

contains only a capacitor, the real impedance is zero, while the imaginary part is 

inversely proportional to the capacitance and frequency. Measurement of Cdl can 

provide valuable insights into adsorption and desorption processes,13,14 as well 

as the structure of film-modified electrodes.15,16 

 

1.1.2. Faradaic Processes 

A simple faradaic reaction can be represented by Equation 1.5, 

𝑂 + 𝑛𝑒−  ⇌ 𝑅 Equation 1.5   

 

where, O and R represent the oxidised and reduced soluble forms respectively, of 

an electroactive species. The position of equilibrium depends on the standard 

electrode potential (E0), under standard conditions (298 K, unit activity). When 

the electrochemical system deviates from standard conditions, the Nernst 

equation (Equation 1.6) is used to determine the electrode potential, 
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𝐸 = 𝐸0 −
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
ln (

𝑎𝑅𝐻𝑆

𝑎𝐿𝐻𝑆
) Equation 1.6   

 

where, E is the electrode potential, n is the number of electrons transferred, F is 

the Faraday’s constant (96485 C/mol), R is the universal gas constant (8.314 

J/mol K), T is the absolute temperature (K), aRHS and aLHS are the activity of the 

redox species. Note when activity is replaced by concentration, Eo is replaced by 

the formal electrode potential, Eo’.2 

Under dynamic conditions where a current flows due to oxidation or 

reduction of species R/O respectively, depletion of redox species at the electrode-

solution interface occurs and a resulting diffusion layer is always established. The 

thickness of this diffusion layer increases with time for a planar electrode (1D 

diffusion). The size of the diffusion layer can be controlled by the potential scan 

rate; at slower scan rates the diffusion layer becomes larger (slow mass 

transport), by increasing the scan rate the diffusion length is kept small (higher 

diffusive mass transport) and the peak current increases. 

The rate of the electrode reaction is determined by the flux (J) of species 

to the electrode surface and is affected by a combination of several factors 

(Figure 1.3): (1) mass transfer rate of O from bulk solution to the electrode 

surface, (2) electron transfer (ET) rate at electrode surface, (3) chemical reaction 

before/after ET, and (4) surface reactions such as adsorption and desorption.2 
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Figure 1.3.  Schematic of a basic electrochemical reaction, showing 

the mass transport and kinetic electron transfer steps in the 

reduction of species O to R at the electrode surface.  

 

Mass transport of electroactive species from the bulk to the electrode 

surface is an important factor that affects electrochemical reaction rates and 

currents. There are three forms of mass transport, and a combination of these 

contribute to the response observed in an electrochemical measurement. (1) 

Diffusion, discussed above, is the movement of species from a region of high 

concentration to a region of low concentration (i.e., concentration gradient). This 

is always present in a dynamic electrochemical system. (2) Migration is the 

movement of charged species in response to an electric field formed when a 

potential difference is applied between two electrodes. This can be the electric 

field generated at the electrode surface and/or that felt in solution due to the 

presence of a sizeable Ru. The latter results in Ohmic drop. The addition of a high 

concentration of non-electroactive supporting electrolyte minimises Ru, helps to 

compensate Ohmic drop, and reduces the thickness of the double layer.2 (3) 

Convection, this is the movement of species in solution due to external forces 

such as stirring or hydrodynamic transport. To overcome these effects and 

simplify interpretation, electrochemical measurements are usually done in 

stationary solutions with the addition of excess supporting electrolyte.  

Therefore, under conditions where electron transfer ten times faster 

than mass transport, and transport is by diffusion only, the currents are 

controlled by diffusion of species to the electrode surface, and is related to J 

through Equation 1.7 at a planar stationary electrode with area, A, 

ⅈ = 𝑛𝐴𝐹𝐽 Equation 1.7   

 

Diffusional flux can be related to the mass transport (diffusion) rate 

constant (kt) and concentration of electroactive species (C) by Equation 1.8,  

J = kt C Equation 1.8   

 

Under diffusion only conditions, the reactions occurring at the electrode 

surface generates a concentration gradient, between the electrode surface and 
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the bulk solution, this in turn gives rise to a diffusional flux.6 Therefore, Fick’s 

first law can be applied under steady state diffusion, and the rate of diffusion is 

directly proportional to the diffusion coefficient (D cm2/s) and the slope of the 

concentration gradient: 

𝐽 =  −𝐷
𝛿𝑐

𝛿𝑥
 Equation 1.9   

 

To probe electron transfer (ET) kinetics, the diffusional flux must be suitably 

increased so that ET kinetics become rate limiting. This can be achieved by e.g. 

(i) scanning faster in a CV; (ii) moving to micro and nano electrodes, which due to 

the presence of significant radial diffusion in addition to linear diffusion have an 

increased diffusional flux,17,18 or by introducing a convective contribution.2,6 

 

1.1.3. Hydrodynamic methods 

There are different methods for generating and controlling convection 

to the electrode surface. Typically, these involve the movement of either the 

electrode with respect to the solution (i.e., a rotating disk electrode)2 or by 

inducing motion in the solution (i.e., in a flow cell).19 In the tube or channel, two 

characteristic flow regimes are observed as depicted in Figure 1.4, 

 

 

Figure 1.4.  Velocity profiles for (a) laminar and (b) turbulent flow  

 

Laminar flow in a channel, also known as Poiseuille flow,1 is 

characterised by an ordered velocity profile where the velocity is at the greatest 

along the centre of the channel and decays to zero at the walls (Figure 1.4a). 

Conversely turbulent flow is chaotic and poorly defined such that the velocity at 

a particular point is not predictable, as shown schematically in Figure 1.4b. 

Whether a solution is laminar or turbulent depends upon the velocity of the 
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solution, the geometry of the hydrodynamic system and the viscosity of the 

solution and is described by the Reynolds number (Re) of the system.2 Laminar 

flow is observed for a channel system with a Re < 2000.20,21 Re for a channel flow 

system, describing the ratio of convective to viscous forces, is given by Equation 

1.10, 

Re =
�̅�𝐷h

𝜈
 

Equation 1.10   

 

Ū is the mean fluid velocity (cm/s), 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity (0.01 

cm2/s for water at 25°C),19 and Dh is the hydraulic diameter, dependent on the 

channel dimensions. The values for Ū and Dh can be calculated from Equation 1.11 

and Equation 1.12 for rectangular or square channel, 

�̅� =  
𝑉f

2ℎ𝑤
 

Equation 1.11   

𝐷h =
8ℎ𝑤

2ℎ + 𝑤
 

Equation 1.12   

 

where, Vf is the volume flow rate (cm3/s), h and w are the height and width of the 

channel, respectively. Under laminar flow the steady state limiting current (ilim) 

response for a rectangular channel electrode system can be predicted by Levich 

equation, Equation 1.13,22,23 

ⅈlim = 1.165 𝑛𝐹𝐶𝐷
2

3�̅�−
1

3ℎ−
1

3𝑤𝑥𝑒

2

3 
Equation 1.13   

 

where, xe is the length of the band electrode.  

 

1.1.4. Electrochemical Techniques 

Voltammetry is commonly used for electroanalysis, where a potential 

waveform is applied digitally and the current in the electrochemical cell is 

recorded using a potentiostat. This current represents several processes, both 

Faradaic and non-Faradaic depending on the experimental conditions. 

CV is the most commonly used electrochemical technique. In CV, the 

potential is scanned in one direction at a defined scan rate, and then reversed to 

complete the cycle, Figure 1.5a. The resulting current vs. potential response can 
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inform on the electrode characteristics and response to an electroactive species. 

Exemplar CVs for a macroelectrode, Figure 1.5b, and microelectrode or electrode 

under forced convection reactions, Figure 1.5c, are presented. 

 

Figure 1.5.  (a) A staircase cyclic voltammogram waveform and 

resulting exemplar current response for a reversible reaction on a 

(b) macroelectrode and (c) microelectrode including the respective 

diffusional profiles.  

 

Digital potentiostats cannot apply an analog ‘true linear’ waveform, 

instead the potential sweep consists of a series of discrete potential steps, 

resolution of which depends on the bit size of the digital to analogue converter 

(DAC) e.g., 16 bit DAC has a resolution of 0.305 mV, resulting in a staircase scan 

(Figure 1.5a).24 For each potential step an i-t curve is obtained, the potentiostat 

analyses the current over a region of this curve. The analysis method varies 

between potentiostats, current sampling could be the end of the step, or the 

average current over a certain percentage of the step, however, some 

potentiostats also allow the option to choose how much of the current is 

sampled.10 To avoid this, on some potentiostats, a true analog generator can be 

added. The approximation of staircase CV to linear sweep CV is only valid under 

certain conditions,25 and may not be appropriate for more complex time 

dependent processes (such as, adsorption).26 

For a species in solution, in the oxidised form, the scan starts at a 

potential well positive of E0, and one where no current is flowing (the open circuit 

potential, OCP) and is then scanned in a negative direction. As the potential 

approaches E0, the reduction of the species begins and a faradaic current starts 
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to flow, depleting O species at the surface, and causing an increase in flux and 

current. Increasing E results in an increase in the current up to a potential where 

a maximum peak current results (ip: ipa and ipc for the anodic and cathodic peak 

respectively). For fast electron transfer at some point past the peak current, the 

concentration profile at the electrode surface is such that the concentration of O 

at the electrode surface is zero.27 Under fast electron transfer, diffusion-

controlled conditions, the theoretical peak-to-peak potential separation ΔEp is 57 

mV (at T = 298 K) for a one ET reaction.28 

In the case of a planar macroelectrode, with a linear diffusional profile, 

after reaching ip, a subsequent drop in current is observed, as the rate of mass 

transfer of the redox species to the electrode surface is not sufficiently fast to 

replace that being consumed at the electrode surface. For reversible reactions, 

under diffusion-controlled conditions, ip can be described using the Randles-

Sevcik equation, Equation 1.14,2 assuming T = 298 K. 

ⅈ𝑝 = 0.4463 (
𝐹3

𝑅𝑇
)

1
2

𝑛
3
2𝐴𝐷

1
2𝐶𝑣

1
2 

Equation 1.14   

 

where, ν is the scan rate (V/s). By substituting ip for i in Equation 1.7 and using 

Equation 1.8, then kt can be determined using Equation 1.15. 

𝑘t = 2.69 × 105𝑛
1
2𝐷

1
2𝑣

1
2𝐹−1 

Equation 1.15   

 

For a 1 mm diameter planar disc electrode, assuming n = 1, D = 1 × 10−5 

cm2/s, and v = 100 mV/s, kt is calculated as 0.0028 cm/s.  

At the surface of a planar microelectrode, the diffusional flux profile 

changes from planar to hemispherical (Figure 1.5c), thereby increasing the flux 

of electroactive species to the microelectrode surface compared to that at a 

macroelectrode. As the potential is scanned out in the negative direction, the 

current increases and reaches a steady state limiting current, ilim, due to the high 

diffusional flux. On scanning back, the product of the ET reaction diffuses away 

from the electrode sufficiently fast, so that there is no product to detect in the 

reverse reaction. For a disk microelectrode, ilim is predicted using Equation 1.16,6 

ⅈlim = 4𝑛𝑟𝐹𝐷𝐶 Equation 1.16   
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where, r is the electrode radius (cm). Under this condition, for a disk 

microelectrode, kt = 4D/πr,2 therefore, for a disk of diameter 1 µm, kt = 0.25 cm/s, 

nearly two orders of magnitude greater than a 1 mm macroelectrode. Under 

diffusion limited conditions for a fast electron transfer reversibly system, the 

Δ𝐸3

4
−

1

4

, known as the Tomes potential, corresponds to the potential difference 

between three-quarter wave and one-quarter wave of the limiting current 

response is 56.4 mV/n (Figure 1.5c).29 

CV can be used to determine the ET kinetics of a redox active species. 

When ET at the electrode surface is slow compared to mass transport, i.e., the 

process is now kinetically limited, for a reductive process this means a more 

negative potential needs to be applied for an appreciable current to flow. This 

results in a distortion of the CV for both macro and micro electrodes, with a shift 

in E0’ and a concomitant increase in ΔEp (for planar macro electrodes) and Δ𝐸3

4
−

1

4

 

(for microelectrode). 

A further commonly used electroanalytic technique is square wave 

voltammetry (SWV). SWV is a type of pulse voltammetry technique, in which the 

waveform consists of a series of symmetric square wave pulses, superimposed 

on a base staircase potential30 (Figure 1.6). The variables that can be changed 

include, the frequency and amplitude of pulses, and increment for each potential 

step. 
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Figure 1.6.  Square wave voltammogram waveform and current 

decays. Current sampling points have been indicated and the 

resulting i-V curve. 

 

The current is sampled twice during each square-wave cycle, once at the 

forward pulse, and once at the reverse pulse. Current commercial potentiostats 

sample over a proportion of the pulse (often the last 40%, although this varies 

between manufacturers). The difference between the two measurements is 

plotted versus the base staircase potential (Figure 1.6). The raw data extracted 

from SWV is a series of current-time (i-t) decays in the forward and reverse 

directions with the length of decay determined by the frequency of pulse applied. 

The i-t decays are a combination of non-faradaic (𝑒
−𝑡

𝑅𝑢𝐶𝑑𝑙) and faradaic (𝑡−1/2) 

components. If the solution is sufficiently conductive, the non-faradaic 

component will decay well before the faradaic current signal, resulting in 

negligible contributions from charging current in the final voltammogram.31 

Therefore, much lower detection limits are achievable using SWV 

(concentrations of ~nM) compared to CV (~μM).31,32 Other pulsed techniques 

include normal pulse voltammetry and differential pulse voltammetry.33 The 

choice of the type of voltammetric technique to use often depends on the 

application. For all techniques, a range of parameters should be tested to ensure 

the best detection limits are achieved. 

 

1.1.5. Electrochemical cell 

The electrochemical cell varies depending on the size of the working 

electrode (WE) used. For a microelectrode, where small (<10 nA) currents are 

observed, a two-electrode set up is typically used, consisting of a WE, where the 

reaction of interest occurs, and a reference electrode (RE) that provides a stable 

and fixed reference potential against which the potential measured at the WE are 

compared. For micro and smaller electrodes, even though current flows through 

RE in a two-electrode set-up it is not enough to perturb the RE potential.10 A RE 

holds a constant and known potential by virtue of being encased with a constant 

composition of potential determining ions. Typical RE’s include Hg/Hg2Cl2/Cl- or 
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Ag/AgCl/Cl-, commonly referred to as saturated calomel electrode (SCE), and 

silver-silver chloride respectively. For the former the concentration of chloride is 

saturated, whilst for the latter different known concentrations of Cl- can be 

used.34 

As the electrode diameter increases to the macro scale (mm size), the 

currents measured also increase, and passing currents through the RE will result 

in RE polarisation and drift (drift of few mVs is common). Therefore, to prevent 

current flow through the RE, a counter electrode (CE) is introduced, typically coil 

or mesh of platinum or other inert metal, and the potential of CE shifts to allow 

currents of equal and opposite magnitude of that observed at the WE to pass 

through the CE. Since most of the time CE is platinum, water oxidation or 

reduction could occur. It is important that the CE has a surface area significantly 

larger than the WE, to avoid any limitation on the reactions occurring at the 

surface of the WE. The three-electrode cell set up is depicted in Figure 1.7. 

 

 

Figure 1.7.  Schematic of a typical three-electrode electrochemical 

set up. Current flows between the counter (CE) and working (WE) 

electrodes, whilst potential is controlled between the WE and 

reference (RE) electrodes. 10 

 

All three electrodes are connected to a potentiostat, which controls the 

potential between the WE and RE, and records the resultant current between the 

WE and CE. 
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1.1.6. Electrode materials 

A WE can be fabricated from any conductive material, provided it does 

not react with the reactant or product of interest for analysis. The ideal material 

for electroanalysis would have low background currents, low ohmic resistance, a 

large potential window of analysis, low toxicity, inexpensive, reproducible, and 

stable. Mercury electrodes (drop and film) used to be the most commonly used 

WE, due to favourable properties such as, minimal non-faradaic contribution, a 

wide cathodic window (up to -2.5 V), easily renewable and highly reproducible 

surface.35 However, due to the limited anodic potential range,6 extreme toxicity 

of mercury,36,37 and mechanical instability (i.e., the mercury drops are easily 

displaced),38 it is no longer practically applicable as an electrode material, 

particularly for biological sensing or for flow applications. 

Platinum, gold, and carbon-based electrode materials have been used as 

alternative WEs to mercury electrodes. Metal electrodes offer favourable 

electron transfer kinetics and a large anodic potential range. However, the 

electrodes are limited in the cathodic window (to -0.2 to -0.5 V region, depending 

on pH)6 and have high background currents associated with surface oxide or 

adsorbed hydrogen layer formation.39,40 The presence of these films can alter the 

electrode reaction kinetics, and lead to irreplicable results.  

Carbon based electrodes are in widespread use for electroanalysis. 

Primarily due to the broad SW, low cost, biocompatibility, and electrocatalytic 

activity for various redox reactions.41–44 The allotropes of carbon include 

graphite, diamond, and carbon fibres.44 The hybridisation in carbon materials 

vary, with carbon atoms in graphite all being sp2 hybridised. Diamond is entirely 

sp3 hybridised and requires dopants for electrical conductivity for 

electrochemistry. Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are the most commonly used 

fullerene-based electrochemical material, which can be single or multiple layers 

of graphite sheets rolled up to form a tube structure. For an electrode material 

the density of electronic states (DOS), determined by the microstructure and 

surface states, controls the ET kinetics of the material. A low DOS can reduce the 

ET rate, which is the case for boron doped diamond, or highly oriented pyrolytic 

graphite, compared to metal electrodes.44–46 
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Basal plane carbon surfaces are robust, and relatively inert, although, the 

material is still susceptible to surface contaminations (e.g., adsorbed 

hydrocarbons) which can significantly affect ET processes.47–49 Pristine carbon 

surfaces are difficult to achieve in a real-world setting, as the surface becomes 

contaminated upon exposure to air.47,50 Although, methods have been explored 

in polishing51 or modifying52,53 the surface to ensure a reproducible electrode 

surface with improved sensitivity and selectivity. 

 

1.2. BORON DOPED DIAMOND AS AN ELECTRODE MATERIAL 

Diamond is a remarkable material containing ~2 × 1023 carbon atoms 

per cm3, exhibits very high thermal conductivity (24-25 Wcm-1K-1 at 300 K, 

compared to 1.5 for Si, and 4 for Cu),54 incredibly hard and mechanically stable 

making it resistant to wear and chemical attack.55 However, due to the wide band 

gap of 5.47 eV (at 300 K),54 it is an electrical insulator (Figure 1.8a). In order to 

produce the electrical conductivity necessary for an electrode material, diamond 

can be doped with either boron (p-type dopant), or nitrogen (n-type dopant). 

Boron effectively takes up the same position as a carbon atom, with a relatively 

small activation energy (0.37 eV), and unlike nitrogen (1.7 eV), high doping levels 

are possible.56 Therefore, boron is the preferred dopant for electrochemical 

studies. 

 

Figure 1.8.  Electronic band structure (a) intrinsic diamond, a wide 

band gap insulator with the Fermi level (E f) in between the valence 

(VB) and conduction band (CB); (b) lightly boron doped dia mond the 
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carrier concentration depends on the ionisation energy of boron and 

the temperature; (c) heavily doped diamond (~10 20  atoms per cm3), 

where the dopant wavefunctions overlap, resulting in delocalisation 

and metallic behaviour with E f  inside the dopant state.57  

 

At moderate doping levels (~1018 boron atoms per cm3) BDD is a p-type 

semiconductor with an acceptor level (EA) in the diamond bandgap (Figure 1.8b), 

boron atoms accept electrons from the valence band (VB), leading to holes in the 

VB. With dopant densities above ~1020 atoms per cm3, BDD can have a metallic 

conduction behaviour, as the dopants are close enough together for their 

wavefunctions to overlap (Figure 1.8c). This leads to hopping conduction and 

pinning the Fermi level (Ef) in the dopant states. Boron doping is accompanied 

by a colour change from colour-less (intrinsic) through blue (semiconducting 

doping levels) to black (metallic doping levels). 

BDD exhibits many advantageous properties over other common 

electrode materials, such as Au, Pt, and glassy carbon (GC) including:56,58,59 wide 

SW, low background currents, corrosion resistance at high temperatures, 

pressures and in challenging environments, and reduced fouling due to its inert, 

low roughness and hydrophilic (O-terminated) surface. Figure 1.9a shows the 

comparison of a typical BDD SW with other common electrode materials. 

 

Figure 1.9.  (a) Comparison of SWs for BDD, GC, Au, and Pt, in 0.1 M 

KNO3  at 0.1 V/s,60 (b) SWs in 0.1 M KNO3  for BDD and sp2 containing 

BDD (~pH 5-7). 

 

To understand why BDD exhibits such a large SW (>3 V in 0.1 M KNO3, 

within a ± 0.4 mA/cm2 threshold),61 it is important to note that the sp3 structure 
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results in the BDD surface showing very low electrocatalytic activity towards 

water splitting. As water electrolysis is an inner-sphere redox, the water 

molecules must adsorb favourably to the electrode surface in order for an ET 

event to occur. BDD surfaces are known to be weakly adsorbing.62,63 This 

differentiates from outer-sphere redox reactions that only require proximity to 

the electrode surface for ET, therefore are not sensitive to surface chemistry or 

functionality.2 

Ideally, there would not be any sp2 carbon present in a BDD electrode. 

However, it is extremely challenging to exclude all sp2 carbon during the diamond 

growth or processing stages.56,61 Although, it is noted that growth conditions do 

exist for BDD growth with minimal sp2 carbon as used herein.61 If present, sp2 

carbon is most commonly found at grain boundaries. The presence of sp2 carbon 

also increases the electrocatalytic activity of BDD,64 reflected in Figure 1.9b. The 

SW is reduced as water electrolysis is facilitated by the increase in 

electrocatalytic sp2 carbon sites.65 On sp2 carbon containing BDD, the reductive 

window also shows a current-voltage signal for the reduction of oxygen and a 

further current response due to oxidation of sp2 carbon in the oxidative window, 

limiting the SW of the electrode.56 For certain applications, such as e.g., low 

concentration sensing (where low background currents are required) or the 

generation of hydroxyl radials responsible for electrochemical combustion 

(requires a low adsorbing surface), the presence of sp2-carbon on BDD can be 

considered detrimental.66,67 However, there are also instances where increasing 

the electroactivity of BDD is useful.68,69 For example, for hydrogen peroxide 

generation via oxygen reduction reaction in acid solutions,70 or the detection of 

hypochlorite in unbuffered solutions,71 and determination of free chlorine 

concentration for disinfecting drinking water.72 

 

1.3. pH SENSING 

The pH scale was first introduced by the Danish Chemist Søren Peder 

Lauritz Sørensen, who defined pH as the negative logarithm of proton activity 

(aH+, Equation 1.17)73 

𝑝𝐻 =  − log(𝑎𝐻+) Equation 1.17   
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pH is used to characterise the degree of acidity of an aqueous solution at a given 

temperature. pH measurement techniques have been widely used in food 

production,74 environmental monitoring,75 waste management,76 and biomedical 

applications.77  

 

1.3.1. Glass pH Electrode 

The glass pH electrode response was first observed by Max Cremer in 

1906, he noticed that a solid-liquid interface, separated by a thin glass bubble 

created an electric potential that could be measured. Later, in 1909, Fritz Haber 

and Zygmunt Klemensiewicz, applied this electric potential to hydrogen ion 

activity, which is now recognised as the glass electrode (Figure 1.10).78 The glass 

pH sensors have a high sensitivity and selective towards protons (H+).79 They are 

capable of accurately determining the pH in a wide range from pH 2-12 and their 

response is reasonably fast (<60 s). Furthermore, the electrodes are cheap and 

commercially available, and have a long lifetime. 

 

 

Figure 1.10. Schematic of a glass pH electrode  

 

The sensor is a hydrogen ion selective electrode, comprised of a RE, 

typically Ag|AgCl/Cl- RE, and a thin glass membrane (ca. 0.1 mm thick) coupled 

with an external RE, the interface show a constant potential difference. The pH 

sensing capability arises from ion exchange that occurs at the surface of the glass 

membrane, which consists mainly of amorphous silicon dioxide, and becomes 
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protonated when exposed to solution. Furthermore, the sensor includes a 

combined thermocouple to measure and compensate for temperature changes. 

The degree of protonation establishes a potential difference at the glass 

membrane, which can be related to the solution pH via the Nernst equation, 

Equation 1.18.6,78  

𝐸 = 𝐾 −
2.303 𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
𝑝𝐻 Equation 1.18   

 

where, K is a constant that includes all sample-independent potential 

contributions.6 The electrode potential is measured with respect to an external 

RE. Therefore, the cell potential (at 298 K) is, 

𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐾′ + 0.059 𝑝𝐻 Equation 1.19   

 

The glass pH electrode, however, has several issues, the glass is 

inherently fragile, and must be kept hydrated to maintain performance. 

Additionally, at high pH, alkali cations of similar charge and size to protons, such 

as Li+, Na+, and K+ can bind to the glass membrane resulting in inaccurate pH 

measurements.80 Previously, the electrodes have been applied for biological pH 

measurements,78 however, due to the fragility of the glass, in vivo measurements 

are difficult. 

 

1.3.2. Metal Oxides 

A wide variety of metal oxide materials have been developed for 

electrochemical pH sensing, as they offer the potential for integration on 

wearable and flexible substrate, low cost of fabrication, and biocompatibility.81 

pH sensors have been constructed from the materials of Ir/IrO2, Pt/PtO2, 

Ru/RuO2, Pb/PbO2, Sb/Sb2O3, and W/W2O3.82–86 In particular, iridium oxide 

(IrOx) sensors have exhibited excellent stability over a wide pH range at high 

temperatures (up to 250°C).81,87,88 These electrodes are formed from a thick IrOx 

layer deposited via thermal decomposition of iridium(III), sputtering,88 or 

electrochemical deposition.89 The potentiometric response of IrOx to pH is a 

function of the transition of Ir between two oxidation states, Ir(IV) oxide and Ir(III) 

oxide, as shown in Equation 1.20.90 
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Ir(IV)oxide + qH+ + ne- ↔ Ir(III)oxide + rH2O Equation 1.20   

 

Iridium oxide electrodes follow the Nernst equation for pH response, and 

the slopes of the electrodes vary between 59 and 90 mV/pH, depending on the 

preparation method. Anhydrous iridium oxides prepared by thermal oxidation 

or sputtering showed pH response of 59 mV/pH, in comparison to the super-

Nernstian response (90 mV/pH) observed on electrochemically deposited 

(hydrated) iridium oxides.85 

Similar to the glass pH electrode, the IrOx electrodes can be stored in a 

solution that is most similar to the solution of interest, to ensure the film 

stabilises after deposition. Additionally, variation in the composition and 

hydration of IrOx films can have significant effects on the pH response, and cause 

delamination of the film. IrOx film is unstable to anions,91 which can be a 

challenging for physiological application due to the high concentrations of 

chloride present. 

 

1.3.3. Ion Selective Field Effect Transistors 

Ion Selective Field Effect Transistors (ISFET) devices have gained 

interest as an alternative to glass electrodes, due to the fact the sensors can be 

stored dry, robust, and easily miniaturised.92–95 The pH measurements work by 

controlling the current between two semiconductor electrodes separated by a 

third electrode (the gate) that is in direct contact with the solution of interest, 

integrated into a silicon chip. The gate is a proton sensitive chemical layer such 

as silicon oxide, silicon nitride, aluminium oxide or tantalum pentoxide which 

becomes hydrated by electrolyte solution. This layer then acts as a surface charge 

transfer layer, allowing current to flow from one of the electrodes to the other. 

The degree of protonation of the gate (thus the solution pH) dictates the potential 

observed, which exhibits a Nernstian dependence. ISFET devices often have drift 

issues, and experience blockages in real-world samples.96 

 

1.3.4. Quinone-based pH Sensors 

Voltammetric pH sensing using carbon electrodes has been attractive 

due to their intrinsic biocompatible, robust nature, and low cost.97,98 A review by 
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Kahlert99 summaries the numerous methods which have been used to 

functionalise carbon surfaces with quinones for pH sensing applications. These 

include physical adsorption of organic molecules (e.g., quinhydrone),100,101 

chemical oxidation of the surface,102 and electrochemically assisted covalent 

bonding via reduction of aryl diazonium salts,103 or oxidation of amines.104  

Quinones (Q) are a category of organic compounds that undergo proton 

coupled electron transfer reactions (PCET). The different possible PCET 

pathways for Q have been summarised using a scheme of squares, as depicted in 

Figure 1.11.105,106 

 

Figure 1.11. Quinone scheme of squares demonstrating the possible 

electron and proton transfer reactions pathways.  

 

In aprotic solvents, only electron transfer is possible (Q + 2e- ⇌ Q2-), with 

the voltammetric response typically two well defined redox peaks, that are pH 

independent.107 In aqueous buffered media, Q undergoes PCET of 2e- and 2H+ (Q 

+ 2H+ + 2e- ⇌ QH2), this response is pH dependent, and the peak potential shifts 

towards negative potentials as pH increases. PCET can occur in one concerted 

step, or in a stepwise manner with the ET or proton transfer taking place first.108 

The situation where the second ET is thermodynamically easier than the first, is 

known as potential inversion,109 results in a single redox peak corresponding to 

Q ⇌ QH2 in aqueous media. The reduction potential shows a good linear 

dependence on pH, with a slope of -59 mV/pH, in agreement with the Nernst 

equation, Equation 1.21.109 

𝐸 = 𝐸0 +
0.0592

2
log

[Q]

{QH2]
− 0.0592 pH Equation 1.21   
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As the pH of the solution increases, and pKa1 of Q is reached (Figure 1.12), 

a 2e- and H+ reaction occurs, which equals a 30 mV/pH unit change. By increasing 

the pH further, exceeding pKa2, a proton independent ET reaction (2e-) occurs, 

this is the case in aprotic solvents.110 

 

Figure 1.12. Reaction schematic for the deprotonation of quinone 

showing pKa1 and pKa2 

 

Recent work pioneered by Ayres et al111 involves the controlled 

introduction of sp2-carbon regions on BDD using laser micromachining, to create 

BDD pH sensitive (BDD-Q) sensors, where the sp2 bonded carbon has been 

integrated into the surface with quinone terminations resulting from a chemical 

oxidation.111–114 The BDD-Q sensors follow a Nernstian pH response, with -59 

mV/pH across the buffered and unbuffered pH range 2-12.111,112 

 

1.4. ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS 

Electrochemical sensors have the reputation of being small, cheap, and 

easy to use for analytical applications.112 The rapid response time (typical CV 

takes ~16 s per cycle or SWV takes ~6 s per scan) of electrochemistry makes it 

appealing for use in medical applications where quick analyses are necessary for 

medical diagnostics, to ensure treatment effectiveness, and to understand 

dynamic changes during diseases. One of the biggest problems for an 

electrochemical sensor being used in a biomedical application is biofouling.113–

115 

 

1.4.1. Biological Fouling 

Electrode fouling is a term used to describe the passivation of an 

electrode surface by a substance, that forms impermeable or permeable layers 
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on the surface, modifying charge and electron transfer kinetics at the 

electrode/electrolyte interface.116 Electrode fouling negatively affects the 

sensitivity, detection limit, reproducibility, and reliability of the electrochemical 

sensor. The term biofouling is often used to describe fouling due to (1) the 

undesired growth of bacterial biofilms (e.g., Pseudomonas aeruginosa) on 

sensors,119,120 (2) the adsorption of biological matrix molecules (such as 

proteins),121–123  or (3) formation of by-products of signalling molecules (e.g., 

polymerisation of oxidised catecholamines) on the electrode surface.124,125 This 

absorption on the electrode surface can hinder electrode reactions for accurate 

determination of analytes of interest. 

For biomedical applications, electrode stability over time is vital. One 

major challenge is that in the complex biological fluids (such as urine, saliva, etc.) 

or the in vivo environment, the concentration of biological analytes of interest is 

often very low compared to the large concentration of coexisting background 

species (e.g., cells, proteins) that can adsorb onto the electrode surface. 

Therefore, can lead to reduced accuracy and precision of the 

measurement.116,117,126 Furthermore, on biomedical implants, that are in direct 

contact with blood, protein adsorption can lead to thrombosis.127 Moreover, 

protein adsorption can trigger adhesion of bacteria, particles, or cells and can 

promote inflammation and fouling processes.128–131 

The type of fouling on the electrode surface can vary. Figure 1.13 

illustrates examples of different types of film formation on an electrode surface 

due to a (bio)fouling process.125,132 The film formed on the electrode surface can 

be thought of as an insulating and partially blocking film that allows ET at 

uncovered regions on the surface. This film formation results in a significant 

reduction in the current response, and slower ET kinetics over time, where (if 

given enough time) the electrode will eventually be completely blocked and 

unable to detect any current response. Protein adsorption is an example of 

partially blocking layer that does not allow any charge passing through the 

blocked region,133 this is explored further in Chapter 4.  
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Figure 1.13. Schematic to demonstrate different processes for 

electrode fouling. Adapted from Patel et al,125 and Patel.132  

 

Fouling could also result in the formation of a porous permeable film, 

where the fouling film will alter the mass transfer of the analyte to the surface, 

reducing the current response, but it will not result in a complete loss of 

response. Hence, the response is altered, but the electrode is still functional in a 

fouled state. Finally, the film formed on the surface can be conductive (or 

partially), allowing ET at a reduced rate. This type of film formation can be 

identified by the presence of additional redox features in the resulting 

voltammogram, that can interfere with the analysis of the signal of interest. 

The fouling molecule typically adsorbs onto the electrode surface due to 

favourable interactions, such as hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity, and 

electrostatics, which depend on the physico-chemical properties of the fouling 

agent and electrode material.134–136 This section aims to give an overview of some 

of the electrochemical methods used for characterising biological fouling due to 

the biological environment (specifically protein adsorption) or from by-products 

of electrochemical reactions (e.g., dopamine polymerisation). 

 

1.4.2. Factors affecting protein adsorption on electrode 

surfaces 

There are several factors that influence protein adsorption on an 

electrode surface, (i) solution conditions, (ii) protein properties (conformation, 

charge distribution and strength of intramolecular bonds) and (iii) electrode 

surface properties (chemistry, charge, roughness, and surface energy). The 

conditions used to study protein adsorption can have a considerable influence on 

the adsorption behaviour. External parameters include pH, temperature, and 

ionic strength.131 
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The pH of the solution is known to determines the electrostatic state of 

the protein molecules. When the pH equals the isoelectric point (pI) of the 

protein, it is considered that the amount of negative and positive charges on the 

protein are balanced, resulting in a net neutral molecule.137,138 Therefore, at low 

pH conditions (pH < pI), proteins are thought to be net positively charged, and at 

high pH (pH > pI), proteins are net negatively charged. Electrostatic protein-

protein repulsions are minimised at pI, this allows for higher packing densities 

on the electrode surface. Adsorption rates are increased when protein and 

substrate have opposite charges, due to electrostatic attraction.139,140 

Interestingly, bovine serum albumin (BSA) adsorption on various surfaces 

showed that the maximum adsorption was observed near the pI.141–143  

While strong protein adsorption generally occurs on charged surfaces, 

there is an interesting exception to this rule. Studies have shown that zwitterionic 

surfaces can be highly resistant to protein adsorption.144 Zwitterionic groups are 

closely spaced positively and negatively charged groups with a net zero charge. 

These surfaces are generally thought to be able to bind to water molecules and 

counterions strongly enough to prevent their displacement by proteins, thus 

providing a means to create electrode surfaces that are highly resistant to protein 

fouling.145,146 

The amount of protein adsorbed on the substrate surface is usually 

higher at high temperatures than that at room temperature.147 Jackson et al. 

explored the temperature dependence of BSA adsorption between 295 – 343 

K,148  note, BSA has a melting point of 336 K. It was observed that 316 K was a 

threshold temperature, i.e., below 316 K, the surface concentration of BSA on 

titanium was 2.52 mg/m2 and above 316 K the concentration suddenly increased 

to 6.50 mg/m2. This increase is related to the partial unfolding (spreading on 

material surface) of BSA.148 Furthermore, at temperatures higher than 333 K, 

thermal denaturing and unfolding of BSA begins causing a sudden increase in 

concentration to 10.3 mg/m2. A similar response was observed on Pt149 and 

stainless steel.150 

The concentration of dissolved ions, i.e., the ionic strength of the 

solution, also affects protein adsorption.131 Rabe et al. compared the adsorption 

kinetics of BSA at low (5 mM) and high (50 mM) citrate buffer ionic strength on 
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a hydrophilic glass surface.151 The reduction of buffer ionic strength was shown 

to increase the Debye length from 1.4 to 4.3 nm, which means the electrostatic 

potential of the protein is less efficiently shielded at lower ionic strength.152,153 

Consequently, the electrostatic repulsions between charged molecules are more 

pronounced at low ionic strength, forcing protein molecules to adsorb far apart 

from each other. However, at high ionic strength, because there is less repulsion, 

protein molecules can adsorb more closely, and at higher density. 

The most important aspect to consider for long-term applications of 

electrodes in biological media, is the affinity of a protein for the substrate surface, 

i.e., how likely it is that the protein will adsorb and how strongly will it adhere. 

Protein molecules will spontaneously adsorb to a surface if the process results in 

an overall decrease in the system and its environment’s free energy. The change 

in free energy is denoted by: 

𝛥𝐺 = 𝛥𝐻 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆 Equation 1.22   

 

where ΔG is the change in free energy of the process under constant temperature 

and pressure, ΔH is the change in enthalpy, ΔS is the change in entropy. The 

change in enthalpy is composed of two separate terms: 

𝛥𝐻 = 𝛥𝐸 + 𝑝Δ𝑉 Equation 1.23   

 

where ΔE is the change in bond energy, p is the absolute pressure, and ΔV is the 

change in volume. Since the change in volume for protein adsorption is typically 

negligible in aqueous solution conditions, ΔH mainly represents the change in 

overall bond energy that occurs during protein adsorption, which is an 

exothermic reaction. Note, G, H, and S are state functions i.e., they only depend on 

the difference between the start and end states of the defined system and 

surrounding system, and therefore are not influenced by the path that a given 

process takes. These thermodynamics processes include the interaction between 

the protein and electrode surface, but also with the surrounding aqueous media. 

Under physiological conditions, the surrounding media consists of water 

molecules with charged cations and anions from dissociated salts, and other 

biomolecules. 
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The protein-electrode interaction can vary immensely depending on the 

protein and electrode surface properties. At nonpolar surfaces, protein 

adsorption is mediated by hydrophobic interactions, because nonpolar surfaces 

do not have functional groups that can form hydrogen bonds. Proteins, have a 

mixture of hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions, and can reorganise to interact 

with a nonpolar (hydrophobic) surface. However, water molecules only weakly 

interact with a nonpolar surface and are at a higher free energy state, therefore, 

the displacement of the surface water molecules by proteins is energetically 

favourable hence result in a reduction of the free energy of the system. Equally, 

the displacement of water molecules around the nonpolar groups on the protein 

surface can also contributes to lowering the free energy of the system. These 

combined effects provide a strong thermodynamic driving force for the 

adsorption of protein to a nonpolar surface.131,134 The thermodynamic driving 

force will also guide the orientation of the protein molecules on the nonpolar 

surface, as shown in Figure 1.14. Indicating that the favourable nonpolar 

(protein)-nonpolar (electrode surface) interactions result the protein molecule 

unfolding and occupying a large area of the electrode surface.116 

 

 

Figure 1.14. Illustration of protein adsorption on a nonpolar 

(hydrophobic) surface. Amino acid (AA) residues. Figure from 

Latour.134  

 

Downard and Roddick, investigated the response for the oxidation of 

ferrocenemethanol in the absence and presence of BSA, at modified glassy carbon 

(GC) electrodes.154 The surface of the GC electrode was modified using a 
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diazonium salt to covalently bind various p-substituted phenyl groups. This study 

found, increasing the carboxylate groups close to the surface did not reduce 

protein adsorption. However, hydrophobic groups close to the surface (e.g., 

methoxy) block access of the analyte and render the surface more prone to BSA 

adsorption. Furthermore, hydrophilic groups (e.g., carboxylates) attached to the 

surface via long linkages reduced the amount of protein able to contact the 

electrode surface for adsorption.  

Protein interactions with polar electrode surfaces are mediated by the 

formation of hydrogen bonds, between the polar amino acid residues on the 

protein and polar groups on the electrode surface. The functional groups at the 

electrode surface will form strong hydrogen bonds with water, therefore 

adsorption of protein to this surface involves the breaking of these hydrogen 

bonds. Here, the driving force is an entropic effect (Figure 1.15). Proteins are 

large macromolecules that are covered in many polar functional groups, 

therefore, the displacement of multiple surface bound water molecules for one 

protein molecule is entropically favourable and occurs spontaneously. 

 

 

Figure 1.15. Illustration of protein adsorption on a neutral polar 

(hydrophilic) surface. (A) Single amino acid with a hydroxyl group 

adsorbing to surface. (B) Protein with multiple hydrogen -bondable 

groups interacting with the polar surface. Figure from Latour. 134  

 

Due to the strong hydrophobic interaction in aqueous media, many 

antifouling strategies involve increasing the hydrophilicity of the electrode 

surface.116 For example, the walls of CNTs are generally hydrophobic, with strong 

aromatic π-π interactions, Thomas et al., reported the analysis of tryptophan 

using an oxidised multiwalled CNT-modified carbon paste electrode, which 
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showed good reproducibility, stability, and antifouling properties.155 The 

oxidation of CNT introduces a large number of oxygen functional groups on the 

surface, which in turn increases the hydrophilicity of the material. 

 

1.4.3. Electrochemical Characterisation Methods 

The accurate characterisation of biological fouling is crucial for the 

optimisation of medical devices that interact with complex biological 

environments. Inaccurate or incomplete characterisation may hinder the 

discovery of promising biomaterials, as initial findings may not translate to in 

vivo assessments. A number of electrochemical techniques, either in isolation or 

in combination with non-electrochemical techniques have been used to study 

electrode fouling. Non-electrochemical methods have recently been 

comprehensively reviewed by Jesmer et al. and Wei et al.156,157 A critical 

comparison of non-electrochemical surface characterisation techniques was also 

reported recently by Hedayati et al.,158 which concludes that surfaces which are 

conventionally defined as low- or ultralow protein fouling (e.g., binding <5 

ng/cm2 of protein in a short-term adsorption study) accumulate adsorbed 

proteins in long-term experiments. Therefore, future studies should include an 

evaluation of long-term (> 5 mins) protein-surface interactions. 

 

1.4.3.1. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) 

CV is a useful technique that is often the first experiment performed in 

an electrochemical study of an analyte, a biological material, or an electrode 

material. Non-faradaic and faradaic processes can be investigated using CV, 

described in Section 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.159,160  Changes in ET due to the presence of 

protein molecules on the electrode surface typically result in a change in the 

shape of the CV e.g., a change in the magnitude of the peak current or ΔEp.6,161  

For example, the CV response for the reduction of potassium ferricyanide 

at a robust flexible nanoporous gold (NPG) electrode and a planar gold electrode 

in the absence and presence of fibrinogen showed that fibrinogen barely effected 

the electrochemical signal on NPG acquired over 60 mins. In contrast the redox 

peaks disappeared within the first 10 mins on the planar gold electrode.160  

Nanoporous electrodes have demonstrated higher fouling resistance than planar 
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electrodes, however, the antifouling properties are strongly depend on the size 

of the pores. This is demonstrated in a study by Patel et al, where the 

electrochemical performance of planar, macroporous (pore size: 1200 nm), 

hierarchical (pore size: 1200 and 60 nm), and nanoporous (pore size: <50 nm) 

gold electrodes were investigated in the presence of BSA.162 The time taken for 

the peak current for the reduction of ferricyanide to reach half its original value 

(prior to exposure to BSA) was 3, 12, and 38 min for planar, macroporous, and 

hierarchical gold electrodes, respectively. Interestingly, the NPG electrode 

showed an average decrease in the peak current of 12 ± 8% after an hour in the 

protein containing solution.162 This antifouling property of NPG appears to be 

due to the nano porosity and high surface area. Fouling agents can readily adsorb 

onto the planar gold electrode surface, which is contact with bulk solution, 

however, fouling of the inner surface of NPG would be slower and more difficult 

due to restricted mass transport of large species through small pores.116,162 This 

indicates that a pore size of <50 nm is required for effective fouling resistance to 

BSA or similar sized proteins. 

The study conducted using fibrinogen as the fouling agent uses a relatively 

low concentration of fouling agent (1 mg/mL).160 Fibrinogen typically exists at 

relatively high concentrations (~ 3 mg/mL) in blood plasma,163 hence the 

concentrations used in this study, may not be representative of a real system. 

Carbon-based electrodes are very popular for biological applications due 

to their biocompatibility and versatility.164,165 These electrodes typically contain 

oxygen-based surface functional groups, such as aldehyde, ketones, alcohols, and 

carboxylic acids, making the surface inherently hydrophilic. Furthermore, the 

surface functionality can be tuned depending on the carbon material. For 

example, tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) was found to have significantly 

more carbonyl groups than pyrolytic carbon (PyC), which had an equal amount 

of ketone, hydroxyl and ether/epoxide groups.166 Both ta-C and PyC electron 

transfer kinetics (measured via assessment of ΔEp) for the reduction of 

Ru(NH3)63+ were shown to be unaffected by 2% BSA or undiluted fetal bovine 

serum (FBS). The electrode was immersed in the protein solutions for 30 mins at 

37°C (and rinsed using phosphate buffered saline (PBS)) prior to conducting 

measurements (at room temperature). This is, however, not a true 
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representation of electrode fouling, since the measurements are not conducted 

in situ, and the PBS rinse may be removing some of fouling agent from the 

electrode surface. The ET kinetics of IrCl62- were affected by both fouling 

agents.166 Both BSA and FBS are present in the overall negative charge state, 

hence this could be due to the electrostatic repulsion between the redox species 

and the anionically-charged proteins adsorbed on the electrode, and/or the 

stronger interaction of the proteins and the positive applied potential at the 

surface (although, the Epzc of this material is not characterised). 

Studying the effects of the most abundant proteins in the body is crucial 

for the evaluation of sensors for biological applications. However, it also 

important to consider the effects of multiple protein environments, that closely 

relates to real-world biological samples. In solutions such as blood serum, urine, 

sweat, and saliva, there are a range of molecules present in high concentrations 

and with different molecular weights. The protein in blood plasma can be classed 

in three board groups: globulins, fibrinogen, and albumins which is the most 

abundant of the three.167 Saliva contains high concentrations of mucin, a 

glycoprotein, which is also secreted in the upper and middle portions of the 

stomach (along with pepsinogen).167 

In an effort to improve the antifouling property of carbon electrodes, 

Siraj et al. recently reported a method of hydrogenating carbon electrodes by n-

butylsilane reduction, that reduces the oxygen surface functional groups on the 

surface168 to produce an antifouling hydrophobic electrode surface for dopamine 

detection.169,170 The antifouling properties of these electrodes were explored in a 

synthetic fouling solution containing, 1% (v/v) caproic acid (a lipid), 4% (w/v) 

BSA and 0.01% (w/v) cytochrome c (both are proteins), and 0.002% (w/v) 

human fibrinopeptide B (a peptide). The detection of dopamine in this solution, 

using CV, a ~35 % decrease was observed in the dopamine oxidation peak after 

incubating the electrodes in the synthetic solution for 30 mins. After further 

incubation for a week, there was no further change in the dopamine signal. 

However, the non-hydrogenated carbon electrode completely lost all dopamine 

detection signal. A major challenge in dopamine detection in vivo is electrode 

fouling from amphiphilic proteins, lipids, and peptides present in the 

extracellular fluid irreversibly adsorbing on an oxygenated sp2 carbon surface, 
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through dipole-dipole or ion dipole interactions, or hydrogen bonding, which will 

prevent dopamine from reaching the electrode surface for ET.170 Hydrogenating 

the carbon surface, produces a sp3-enriched carbon surface, with reduced C-O 

functional groups, and C=O converted to C-H bonds.169 The H-terminated surface 

has minimised the adsorption of biomolecules, and the siloxane dendrimers 

(from n-butylsilane reduction) sterically discourages large biomolecules from 

adsorption to the surface.168 

   

1.4.3.2. Fast Scan Cyclic Voltammetry (FSCV) 

FSCV is an electrochemical technique used for the detection of 

neurotransmitters on a sub-second timescale, and often used in combination 

with carbon-fibre microelectrodes (CFME).171 The potential is ramped from a 

holding potential to a switching potential and back, usually at a 400 V s-1 scan 

rate and a frequency of 10 Hz (sub second temporal resolution).172 Experiments 

must be performed at a microelectrode, due to the small time constant for fast 

capacitive charging.173 Venton and Cao, recently published a critical review on 

the fundamentals of FSCV, which provides a detailed explanation of the technique 

FSCV as well as its well-known application for dopamine detection.172 

There are several waveforms for FSCV, depending on the application.174–

178 Dunham and Venton recently reported a study on reducing electrode fouling 

and increasing serotonin sensitivity by extending the switching potential.177 

Figure 1.16 summaries the waveforms used in this study. To test electrode 

fouling, 25 repeated serotonin injections were conducted, for 5 s and every 30 s 

using flow injection analysis. A decrease in serotonin oxidation current from the 

current recorded in the first injection is recognised as CFME fouling. The Jackson 

waveform (Figure 1.16A), scans from 0.2 V, to switching potential 1 V to -0.1 V, 

then back to the holding potential of 0.2 V at 1000 V/s, was previously developed 

to reduce serotonin fouling.179,180 However, this study showed that using this 

waveform, the electrodes were still fouling with a 39 ± 3% average current 

decrease. The dopamine waveform (Figure 1.16B) sweeps from -0.4 V to 1.3 V at 

400 V/s,181 showed no electrode fouling with only, 5 ± 2% current decrease 

compared to first injection, this is thought to be due to the negative holding 

potential. The antifouling nature of the dopamine waveform is due to the 
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extended switching potential of 1.3 V, which regenerates the carbon electrode 

surface, and the negative holding potential which reduces the adsorption of 

serotonin and its oxidation products. However, a positive holding potential (0.2 

V) is necessary to attract serotonin to the surface. 

 

 

Figure 1.16. FSCV waveform that have been explored for reduced 

electrode fouling for the detection of serotonin. From Dunham and 

Venton.177  

 

Hence, this study introduced two new waveforms based on a 

combination of the Jackson and dopamine waveforms, keeping the positive 

holding potential and the extended switching potential. Figure 1.16C shows the 

extended waveform (ESW) scans from 0.2 V to 1.3 V, then to -0.1 V and back to 

0.2 V at 1000 V/s. Figure 1.16D shows the extended hold serotonin waveform 

(EHSW), which applies the same potential as extended waveform, but at a slower 

scan rate of 400 V/s. Both ESW and EHSW exhibited reduced fouling compared 

to Jackson waveform, with current decrease of 19 ± 2% and 18 ± 4%, 

respectively, with good sensitivity for serotonin. 

In the example below the traditional CFME was compared to pristine 

CNT and functionalised CNT electrodes.182 Functionalisation took place using an 

O2 plasma, which is known to introduce oxygen functionalised groups (hydroxyl, 
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carbonyl, carboxyl) on the CNT surface.183 It was confirmed by Raman, that the 

CFME and functionalised CNT electrodes have significantly higher sp3/sp2 ratios 

than the pristine CNT electrode. All electrodes were placed in brain tissue for 2 h 

without any waveform application, and tested using 1 μM dopamine prior to and 

after tissue exposure.182 On average a 31 ± 15% reduction in dopamine current 

was observed for CFME, whereas, a 76 ± 4.6% and 42 ± 7.2% reduction in current 

was observed for pristine CNT and functionalised CNT, respectively. This study 

shows that careful consideration of the surface characteristics of the electrode is 

necessary to optimise electrodes for resistance to fouling. 

 

1.4.3.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

EIS is a powerful surface sensitive alternating current (AC) technique, 

which can inform on both faradaic and non-faradaic electrode processes.2 EIS is 

able to distinguish between two or more electrochemical reactions, it can identify 

diffusion-limited reactions (e.g., diffusion through a passive film), and provide 

information on the capacitive behaviour of a system.184–186 Generally, Nyquist 

plots are fitted to an EEC to extract quantitative information on the 

electrode/electrolyte interface. To model electrode behaviour when exposed to 

protein solutions, two types of EECs have commonly been used. Figure 1.17a 

shows the Randles circuits which has commonly been used to model solutions 

containing only proteins.14,133,148,187 Figure 1.17b is the modified Randles circuit, 

which has been used to model solutions containing proteins and a metal redox 

couple13,122,186,188 (e.g., ferri/ferrocyanide). The models contain certain elements 

including, Cdl, solution resistance (Rs), charge transfer resistance (Rct), and a 

Warburg impedance (W) is introduced to model the diffusion process in the 

system. The Cdl can be replaced by a constant phase element (CPE), which 

accounts for any surface inhomogeneity between electrode and protein 

layers.185,189,190 
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Figure 1.17. EEC models, (a) Randles circuit and (b) modified 

Randles circuit  

 

Moulton et al., investigated the electrochemical behaviour of gold 

electrode exposed to HSA and immunoglobulin G (Ig.G) using EIS.14 The PZC of 

the gold electrode was estimated to be -275 mV. Hence for potentials lower than 

-275 mV, the surface carries a negative charge, and potentials higher than -275 

mV carries a positive charge. EIS measurements were recorded between 50 mHz 

and 100 kHz with AC amplitude of 10 mV, and the effect of protein interaction on 

the gold electrode was explored at three potentials, 400 mV, OCP (100 mV), and 

-400 mV. The resulting EIS spectra were fitted using the EEC shown in Figure 

1.17a, with a CPE instead of Cdl. The Cdl  decreased upon exposure to the proteins 

at all three potentials. The Rct increased after exposure to Ig.G, this considered to 

be due to the formation of a continuous insulating layer on the gold surface, 

which is hinders ET of the ferricyanide couple in solution. Interestingly, the 

greatest Cdl decrease observed for both proteins were at or more positive to the 

electrode OCP, and under the same conditions, Ig.G caused a greater decrease in 

Cdl than HSA.14 The decrease in capacitance is due to a fouling of the gold 

electrode surface. 

MacDonald and Andreas, reported a method for determining the best 

EEC model for BSA adsorption on a Pt wire electrode.13 The step first was to 

create a library of circuits that may model the physical processes occurring 

within the system. Then each circuit was fit to experimental data, and the relative 

residual errors from the circuit parameters relating to the physical parameters 

with the standard deviation from the repeat measurements were used to 

determine the best circuit. It was found that the modified Randles circuit (Figure 

1.17b) models the experimental data in the absence of BSA (exposed to PBS for 

20 h). After the electrode had been incubated in BSA (1 g/L) for 30 mins, then 

removed and EIS recorded in PBS with ferri/ferrocyanide over a 20 h time 

period, it was determined that a porous, insulating film of BSA is formed on the 

Pt electrode surface. To model this accurately an additional time constant 

(resistor and CPE in parallel) was required. EIS is only reasonable when the 

fitting parameters used represent the physical system being assessed. 
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Further to the models shown in Figure 1.17, Cobb and Macpherson used 

a RC circuit to model the time-dependent fouling observed on a BDD electrode in 

the presence of mucin (0.5 %).191 The EIS data was compared with the Cdl values 

determined using current-time data from a SWV potential pulse sequence. Both 

techniques show a small but quantifiable decrease in capacitance, which can be 

attributed to electrode fouling from mucin adsorption. 

 

1.5. IMPORTANCE OF PH SENSING IN THE BODY 

The regulation of pH is critical to maintaining a healthy balance in 

biological environments. The pH of human organs, which ranges from 1 to 8, is 

carefully regulated by acid-based homeostasis192 controlled by a variety of 

buffering agents.193 The pH of blood and interstitial fluid (ISF) is normally 

between 7.35 and 7.45, and an acidosis or alkalosis event can be fatal. Respiratory 

compensation, which expels CO2, and renal compensation, which secretes 

hydrogen ion, bicarbonate, and ammonia, keep blood pH stable.193 Bicarbonate 

and ammonia are examples of extracellular buffers, whereas proteins, 

particularly histidine residues, and phosphate are examples of intracellular 

buffers.193 

The healthy lung has a neutral pH, whereas the cystic fibrosis lung has 

an acidic pH.194 When the pH of the lung environment is reduced, the activity of 

certain intracellular antimicrobials is inhibited, resulting in bacterial infection.195 

In the stomach, the proton pump hydrogen potassium ATPase exchanges H+ for 

K+, resulting in a highly acidic pH of 1.5-2.0, when it is empty.196 This is required 

for both digestion and bacterial defence. Reduced acidity causes gastrointestinal 

(GI) infections; however, too much acid can cause stomach ulcers. Proton pump 

inhibitors (such as omeprazole) effectively raise stomach pH and protect against 

ulcers.197 

pH changes in a biological system can be the cause or the result of disease 

and dysfunction. As a result, detecting this critical parameter is critical in disease 

detection and prevention. This section discusses advancements in 

electrochemical pH sensors for in-vivo and ex-vivo measurements of biological 

fluids. However, because biological pH sensing is a vast field of study, the 

examples provided below are only a few. 
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1.5.1. Ex vivo and biological fluids 

Ex vivo electrochemical measurements are conducted outside the body. 

A major advantage for studying ex vivo tissue is that measurements that would 

not be easily possible in living organisms, can be explored in a controlled manner. 

Furthermore, prior to in vivo application of any sensor, ex vivo analysis can 

provide valuable information on sensor performance, before placing in patients 

through unnecessary treatments. Similar to ex vivo tissue, analysing bodily fluids 

can provide important information on diseases/physiology. 

Chapter 3 explores the application of BDD-Q pH sensors for the real-time 

measurement of pH changes in the absence and presence of drugs such as, 

omeprazole, across an ex vivo upper GI tract tissue. Previously, BDD 

microelectrodes have been used to record the pH in a mouse stomach.198 The pH 

sensing method is based on the potential change that is related to proton 

reduction (hydrogen evolution reaction) following an applied current.199 

However, this method lacked sensitivity, as any redox active species which is 

present and can be reduced/oxidised at the applied current will also be detected 

and can interfere with the proton reduction of interest. 

Aside from ex vivo tissue pH measurements, carbon-based electrodes 

have also been used for the pH assessment of biological fluids. For example, 

Chaisiwamongkhol et al. investigated the pH in oxygenated saliva using a CFME, 

where the surface had been chemically oxidised to enrich the surface with pH 

responsive quinone groups.200 A Nernstian response (-59 mV/pH) was observed 

across the pH range 2-8, which is appropriate for many biological fluids. The pH 

in both synthetic and authentic human saliva was also explored.200 Performing 

the measurements at a high scan rate of 4 V/s was shown to remove any 

interference from the oxygen reduction reaction occurring on the sp2 carbon 

surface. Hence, this approach provided a method that was capable of analysing 

real-world samples without any extra treatments (e.g., degassing). 

IrOx pH sensors have been used extensively for physiological 

applications.77,201–204 This is due to IrOx electrodes being cost-effective and allow 

for miniaturisation. Grant et al., reported the use of sputter coated IrOx pH 

sensor, for pH monitoring in human blood.205 The stability of the IrOx sensor was 

assessed in PBS prior to placement in blood. Over the measurement time (85 
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mins), the response time was < 5 s, and showed minimal drift (< 0.4 mV/h). In 

blood, the pH response was linear in the tested range (6.5 to 8.2) with a 

sensitivity of -57.8 mV/pH unit. The response time for IrOx was < 5 s, however, 

the stability of the sensor for the duration of the measurement (3 h) is not shown. 

Most IrOx pH sensors are operated under potentiometric mode, 

however, Chaisiwamongkhol et al., recently reported the use of IrOx 

electrodeposited on iridium micro-disk electrode in voltammetric mode.206 The 

pH response of the electrode in sheep’s blood and uncertainty in the 

measurement was studied using both CV (± 0.07 pH units) and SWV (± 0.03 pH 

units). The IrOx pH sensor exhibited super-Nernstian response using both 

techniques. Section 1.1.4, discusses the difference between these two 

voltammetric techniques, and the ability of SWV to improve signal-to-noise ratio, 

reduces the uncertainty in the pH measurement, compared to CV. 

Urine contains urea, uric acid, creatinine, and protons, which are 

important biomarkers for the diagnosis of various illnesses such as, kidney 

disease, electrolyte disorders, and urethritis.204,207,208 Liu et al., developed a 

graphite ink based electrochemical sensor capable of detecting multiple analytes: 

urea using OCP, and uric acid and pH using SWV.209 The pH detection range was 

4.0 to 8.0. In SWV, the oxidation peak current corresponds to the concentration 

of uric acid, the variation of pH causes a shift in the oxidation peak potential of 

uric acid, and this extent of shifting is the basis of the pH measurement. The 

sensitivity of pH detection in urine was 73 mV/pH. This work has produced a 

device that is portable, cost-effective, and user-friendly.209 

 

1.5.2. In vivo 

In vivo electrochemical sensors need to be minimally invasive and 

biocompatible to avoid any physiological immune response and tissue damage 

during measurement. This is particularly important for long-term measurements 

that can last for weeks or months. Sensor patches with micro spikes (~ 1 mm) for 

piercing the skin to the epidermis and gain access to the ISF have been explored 

as minimally invasive pH sensors for in vivo sensing.210–214 The composition of 

ISF is claimed to be similar to blood serum, because of the equilibrium 

maintained between ISF and blood plasma by small molecules. Additionally, 
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surface fouling is significantly reduced for ISF compared to blood, because there 

is a lower concentration of proteins and other large molecules in ISF, hence 

sensors are suitable for long-term measurements.210 A recent review by García-

Guzmán et al., provides a comprehensive summary of progress in microneedle 

based electrochemical sensors.210 

Potentiometric pH sensors have been used in vivo to monitor the pH in 

rat brain,215 bladder and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).216 A zinc oxide (ZnO) thin film 

on a tungsten (W) microneedle was used as the pH-sensitive electrode for in vivo 

pH measurement in the bladder and CSF.216 The microneedles had a sensitivity 

of -46.35 mV/pH and was found to stabilise within 20 s in buffer solution. For the 

in vivo study, measurements were limited to 60 s to reduce pain to the animal. 

The pH measurements recorded using the ZnO pH needle sensor was compared 

to CSF and bladder urine collected separately and analysed using a commercial 

pH meter. The pH recorded using the commercial pH meter was higher than that 

recorded in vivo. The ZnO on W pH sensor was also found to have a limited 

working pH range from pH 2 – 9, and prolonged exposure to higher pH levels 

caused damage to the microneedle sensors. 

For the real-time in vivo monitoring of rat brain pH, a gold-covered 

acupuncture (AN) needle with molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) nanosheets 

deposited at the tip, with polyaniline (PAN/MoS2/AN), was used.215 The 

potentiometric PAN/MoS2/AN microneedle exhibited a close to Nernstian 

response of -51.2 mV over the pH range of 3-9. The pH sensor was assessed in rat 

brains, while physically perturbing the pH with the addition of NaH2PO4 and 

Na2CO3. The pH sensor was able to successfully detect the changes in pH, 

however, only in a qualitative manner. Interestingly, the potential responses in 

phosphate buffer solution before and after implanting the electrode for 2 h, 

showed little fouling, with the potential stabilising within 100 s. 

A non/minimally-invasive and safe approach to reach body fluids is to 

use ingestible devices.217 These are mainly used to understand the physiology of 

the GI.218,219 The Bravo system employs an antimony pH sensor to measure the 

pH of the GI tract.220 The capsule lifetime is generally several days, and the in vivo 

tests have been conducted while the patients maintain their regular diets and 

daily activities. Recently, pH tests are increasingly being considered as the 
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benchmark for monitoring of gastric reflux, helping clinicians to diagnose and 

manage gastroesophageal reflux disorders.221 

IrOx electrodeposited on screen-printed carbon electrode has been used 

in a wireless and ingestible capsule to monitor the pH in a dog’s GI tract.222 The 

pH sensor is flexible and was folded into the capsule (at a reduced volume). For 

the in vivo study, the capsule was in the dog’s body for 48 h, there was no obvious 

damage present in the GI tract from the capsule. The IrOx sensor showed good 

sensitivity, -74.37 mV/pH, and the sensor was calibrated before and after in vivo 

measurements, showing minimal fouling in the pH response. The fabrication of 

the IrOx has a significant effect on the sensitivity. A study using an IrOx sensing 

film formed on a single polyimide substrate by sol-gel, dip coating and thermal 

oxidation process, showed near-Nernstian sensitivity between -51.1 and 51.7 

mV/pH.202 The system was assessed in vivo by implanting the sensor to the 

oesophageal wall of a live pig, and the IrOx pH sensor response showed good 

agreement with the commercial Bravo (antimony) system.202 

Further to measuring pH, the capsule can also provide fundamental 

information on the physiology of the GI tract, for example, Kuo et al. showed that 

there is correlation (r = 0.73) between food leaving the stomach to the capsule 

leaving the stomach.223 Therefore, the pH capsules have also been used to assess 

the passage time of the GI tract as a whole or individual organs for disorders 

related to the upper GI tract, constipation, and idiopathic gastroparesis in 

diabetic patients (delayed gastric emptying). It was also shown that in 

constipated patients, the transit time in the colon and the gastric emptying time 

were significantly delayed.224 

Although ingestible sensors have been extremely valuable in 

understanding the physiological of the GI tract, and the adsorption of drugs, such 

as, omeprazole, a proton pump inhibitor,197 there are still some limitations that 

need to be addressed. Firstly, determining the location of the sensor in the GI 

tract is problematic, even though tracking the pH can inform on the emptying of 

the stomach, it is often uncertain and unreliable.225 While the stomach is empty, 

it is possible that bicarbonate from the duodenum can enter the stomach, causing 

a pH change for at least a short time, that can accidently be interpreted as the 

capsule entering the duodenum. Furthermore, ingestible sensors are disposable, 
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making it expensive and not sustainable. Drifting sensor data, inaccurate 

transmission, or a loss of data transmission due to sensor and recorder being too 

far apart, can lead to data losses or inaccurate data interpretation.225 

Quinone-modified carbon paste electrode has been applied in vivo for the 

pH monitoring in a rat hindlimb, to inform on tissue ischaemic injury (reduced 

blood flow to tissue).226 The carbon paste electrode was modified by 

electrodepositing the diazonium salt, 4-Benzoylamino-2, 5-

dimethoxybenzenediazonium chloride – hemi zinc chloride. This sensor has 

shown Nernstian behaviour over the physiological pH range 7.2-7.6. For in vivo 

testing, linear sweep voltammetry was used to cycle the potential range -0.7 to 

+0.8 V vs Ag|AgCl over a 45 min period to establish a baseline. Ischaemia was 

induced by placing a tourniquet around the rat’s limb, and pulling as tightly as 

possible, this was maintained for 10 mins, after which the tourniquet was 

removed, and measurements continued for 45 mins. Before and after 

implantation calibrations showed no significant difference. However, the 

voltammograms in phosphate buffer for pre and post implantation show a loss in 

quinone peak resolution (broadening of the peak). Furthermore, scanning 

electron microscopy images of the surface showed that the smooth carbon paste 

electrode surface seen prior to implantation had changed to an uneven, concave 

shape. This is an indication of electrode instability and biofouling occurring at the 

surface of the electrode. 
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1.6. AIMS 

This thesis aims to assess electrochemical pH sensors for their 

application in biological systems, with a particular focus on understanding the 

performance properties of the pH electrode and the impact of biological fouling, 

specifically protein adsorption on the electrode surface.  

The use of electrochemical sensors for ex vivo tissue pH measurements 

can be challenging, as there are stringent requirements for an ideal pH sensor, 

such as, the temporal and spatial resolution of measurements, robustness of the 

electrode etc. Chapter 3 aims address these requirements and determine the 

most suitable electrochemical pH sensor technology that can be used to map the 

pH profile in the GI tract of a mouse in the absence and presence of omeprazole, 

a proton pump inhibitor, and melatonin a bicarbonate agonist and acid inhibitor.  

Chapter 4 explores the impact of proteins adsorption (0.5% mucin, and 

5% BSA) on electrochemical processes on three carbon-based electrodes. In 

particular, (i) the voltammetry of common redox species (Ru(NH3)63+, IrCl62-) as 

a function of time, (ii) the use of double layer capacitance measurements to 

provide information of the state of electrode surface (iii) the impact protein 

adsorption can have on a surface sensitive process, such as the electrodeposition 

of silver.  

Chapter 5 focuses on the development of a 3D printed flow cell that can 

incorporate glass sealed BDD electrodes, along with reference and counter 

electrodes. The flow rate characteristics are explored using a standard redox 

couple (Ru(NH3)63+). Replacing the BDD electrode with both an IrOx and BDD-Q 

pH electrode allows assessment of the impact of the flow rate on the measured 

pH values for both IrOx and BDD-Q pH sensors. Finally, flow is explored as a 

method for eliminating or reducing the biofouling observed on IrOx and BDD-Q 

electrodes in Chapter 3, in the presence of mucin, and BSA. The findings from the 

protein investigation are used to conduct pH measurements in the more complex 

media of blood, under stationary and flow conditions (at three flow rates, 1, 10, 

and 100 mL/min). 

Finally, Chapter 6 summaries the work presented in this thesis and 

discusses some directions for future work. 
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Chapter 2. EXPERIMENTAL 

This chapter details the chemicals, materials, and instrumentation used 

throughout this thesis. More specific experimental information is provided 

within each chapter. 

 

2.1. CHEMICALS 

All solutions were prepared using ultra-pure water with a resistivity of 

≥ 18.2 MΩ cm at 25°C (Millipore, Watford, UK). Chemicals were used as received, 

and weighed using an analytical balance (A200S, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany). 

A summary of the chemicals used can be found in Table 2.1. Solution pH values 

were measured using a commercial glass pH probe (SevenGo pro, Mettler 

Toledo).  

 

Table 2.1.  List of chemicals used with details of suppliers.  

Chemical Supplier Details 

Anhydrous potassium 

carbonate 

K2CO3 

Fisher Scientific Extra pure 

Argon gas BOC Pureshield, 

99.998% 

Boric acid 

H3BO3 

Scientific Lab Supplies > 99.0% 

Bovine serum albumin Sigma Life Science Lyophilised 

powder ≥ 96.0% 

Calcium chloride dihydrate 

CaCl2 

Sigma Aldrich ≥ 99.0% 

Citric acid monohydrate 

C6H8O7 

Sigma Aldrich ≥ 99.5% 

Glucose 

C6H12O6 

Sigma Aldrich ≥ 99.5% 
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4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazineethanesulfonic acid 

(HEPES) 

Sigma Aldrich ≥ 99.5% 

Hexaammineruthenium (III) 

chloride 

[Ru(III) (NH3)63+]Cl3 

Strem Chemicals 99.0% 

Hydrogen peroxide 

H2O2 

Sigma Aldrich 30% w/w 

Iridium tetrachloride 

IrCl4 

Alfa Aesar 99.8% 

Magnesium sulfate, anhydrous 

MgSO4 

Sigma Aldrich ≥ 99.5% 

Mucin from porcine stomach Sigma Life Science Type II 

Oxalic acid dihydrate 

C2H2O4 

Sigma Aldrich ≥ 99.0% 

Potassium chloride 

KCl 

Acros Organics Extra pure 

Potassium hexachloroiridate 

(IV) 

K2 [Ir(IV) Cl6]2- 

Sigma Aldrich 99.99 % trace 

metals basis 

Potassium nitrate 

KNO3 

Acros Organics 99+%, for analysis 

Sheep’s blood in Alsever’s TCS Bioscience  

Silicon tubing RS Components 3.2 mm bore 

diameter 

Silver nitrate 

AgNO3 

Sigma Aldrich 99.99 % trace 

metals basis 

Sodium chloride 

NaCl 

Sigma Aldrich For analysis 

Sodium hydroxide 

NaOH 

Sigma Aldrich > 99.99% 

Sulphuric acid Fisher Scientific ≥ 95.0% 
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H2SO4 

Tertiary sodium phosphate 

Na3PO4 

Acros Organics ≥ 99.0% 

 

2.2. MATERIALS 

Materials used for sensor fabrication and experimental set up in this 

thesis are summarised in Table 2.2. 

 

Table 2.2.  List of materials used with details of suppliers.  

Materials Supplier Details 

3D printer Resin FormLabs Formlabs 

Clear Resin 

Alumina polish Buehler ø= 0.05 μm 

particles 

Boron doped 

diamond 

Element Six Electroanalytical grade 

CarbiMet 

(silicon carbide) paper 

Buehler P120, P180, P240, 

P1000 

Conductive 

adhesive, Ag epoxy 

Chemtronics, 

Circuitworks 

- 

Copper wire R.S. Components - 

Epoxy Resin Araldite 5-minute epoxy 

Glass capillaries Harvard Apparatus Ltd. O.D. 2 mm, I.D. 1.16 

mm 

Glassy Carbon 

electrode 

CH Instruments, IJ 

Cambria 

ø = 3 mm 

Hamilton glass 

syringes 

- 100 mL 

Leak-free silver-

silver chloride electrode 

Alvatek LF 1-45 

Polishing pads Buehler MicroCloth PSA 

Pt wire Goodfellows - 
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Saturated 

calomel electrode 

CH Instruments, IJ 

Cambria 

- 

Syringe pump KD Scientific Dual syringe 

 

2.3. ELECTRODE FABRICATION 

2.3.1. Preparation of BDD 

All work in this thesis was undertaken using cylinders of polycrystalline 

BDD with a 1 mm diameter (boron dopant density >1020 B atoms cm-3, minimal 

sp2-carbon content,1,2 Element Six) laser machined from a 6 inch freestanding 

polycrystalline BDD wafer using a 355 nm Nd:YAG 34 ns laser micromachine (E-

355H-ATHI-O system, Oxford Lasers). The BDD wafer had a thickness of 357 μm 

and was polished to ~nm roughness on the growth (front) face and lapped on the 

nucleation (rear) face. 

 

2.3.2. Oxidative acid treatment and thermal anneal procedure 

After laser micro-machining, all BDD samples underwent an oxidative 

acid treatment to remove loosely bound sp2 and oxygen-terminate the BDD 

surface. Samples were heated at ~200°C for 30 min in a solution containing 0.75 

g of KNO3 per mL of concentrated H2SO4. The samples were removed and rinsed 

before placing in concentrated H2SO4 and heated for an additional 30 min.3 Once 

cooled, samples were thoroughly rinsed with ultrapure water and left to air dry 

on lint-free cloth. To remove any further sp2 carbon, particularly from the laser 

machined edge regions a thermal anneal at 600°C in air for 5 h was performed 

with the polished face against the supporting quartz slide to exclude oxygen to 

prevent etching of the polished face. 

 

2.3.3. Incorporation of pH sensitive BDD-Q and sp2-BDD 

For pH sensing applications such as those discussed in Chapter 3 and 5, 

and preparation of sp2-BDD in Chapter 4, a further laser micro-machining 

process is undertaken prior to the addition of an electrical contact, to produce 

patterned regions of sp2 carbon into the BDD surface.4,5 The sp2 carbon features 

were produced by rastering the laser beam in a circular pattern with a nominal 
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pulse density of 1 × 106 pulses per cm2 with a pulse fluence of 14 J cm-2.6 

Followed by the same oxidative acid procedure as described in section 2.4.2. The 

patterned BDD samples do not undergo an additional thermal anneal after 

patterning, as the desire is to utilise the properties of the laser induced sp2 

carbon. 

2.3.4. Formation of an Ohmic contact to BDD 

For all electrochemical experiments an ohmic contact was prepared on 

the rear face of the BDD. Layers of Ti (10 nm)/Au (400 nm) were sputtered 

(Moorfields MiniLab 060 platform sputter/evaporator) onto the back (lapped, 

nucleation face) of the BDD samples under vacuum (< 10-5 mbar) and the samples 

were subsequently annealed in air at 400°C for 5 h, to allow the Ti to react with 

the BDD to form titanium carbide (TiC), which helps to lower the potential 

barrier from the BDD to the metal contact,7 creating a reliable Ohmic contact. 

 

2.3.5. Electrode manufacture 

2.3.5.1. Glass sealed electrodes 

To produce useable electrodes, the prepared BDD cylinders were placed 

into heat-pulled (Narishiage PB-7) borosilicate glass capillaries with the Ti/Au 

sputtered side facing the open capillary end. A vacuum was then applied and the 

BDD cylinders were heat sealed within the capillaries, melting the glass around 

the front and side faces of the BDD to seal the sides of the electrode. An external 

electrical contact was established by filling the glass capillary with conductive 

silver epoxy and inserting a copper wire until pressed against the Ti/Au sputter 

contact.  

The BDD electrode surface was then exposed by polishing away the glass 

from the tip using carbimet abrasive paper, incrementally moving from grit sizes 

P120, P180, and P240, then finally exposing the BDD round out of the 

surrounding glass with a P1000 carbimet paper. Note, care must be taken to 

ensure that the glass capillary is held perpendicular to the abrasive disks, failure 

to do so results in the exposure of the laser ablated edges of the BDD cylinders 

and a poorly defined electrode surface. The electrodes were imaged (Olympus 

BH-2-HLSH) to check that all glass remnants had been removed from the 
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electrode surface, exposing the full electrode area. White light interferometry 

was used to measure the area of the electrodes (section 2.5.3). 

 

2.3.5.2. All Diamond electrodes 

An alternative method to the glass casing, is to fabricate all-diamond 

devices consisting of BDD electrodes encased in an insulating diamond during 

the growth process (Figure 2.1),8 which can be sealed in a tougher polymer-based 

casing than the glass capillary. Directly growing BDD into the intrinsic diamond 

provides the best seal between the two materials than with other electrode 

sealing materials. These electrodes are fabricated by laser micromachining into 

an insulating diamond substrate, then overgrowing a layer of BDD. This layer of 

BDD is then polished back to expose the coplanar all-diamond electrode.8 

 

 

Figure 2.1.  Schematic for all-diamond electrode manufacturing 

process, (a) the growth of insulating diamond, (b) the laser 

micromachining of the insulating diamond in the pattern of the 

electrode required, (c) a layer of BDD overgrown, and (d) the 

subsequent polish back to reveal BDD electrode coplanar with the 

surrounding insulating diamond.8 

 

2.3.6. Iridium oxide pH sensor fabrication  

The iridium oxide (IrOx) solution was prepared as described in 

literature.9–11 4.45 mM iridium tetrachloride, 1 mL hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 

30% w/w), and 39 mM oxalic acid dihydrate were added sequentially to 100 mL 

of water and stirred for 30-, 10-, and 10-min intervals, respectively. Anhydrous 

potassium carbonate was added until a pH of 10.5 was achieved, resulting in a 

pale yellow-green solution. This was stirred for 48 h until the solution had 
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stabilised, and the appearance changed to a blue-purple colour. The IrOx solution 

was stored refrigerated and bought to ambient temperature before use. Anodic 

deposition of an IrOx onto a BDD electrode (1 mm diameter) was performed in 

the IrOx deposition solution using a chronoamperometric method, where the 

potential was pulsed for 100 × 0.2 s steps between 0 V and +0.8 V versus a 

saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The film quality was assessed via CVs 

conducted at 1 mV s-1 between 0 V to 1 V vs SCE in 0.1 M H2SO4 and considered 

successful where a peak current of ~4 µA (51 µAcm-2) was observed. The pH 

response is reliant on the hydration of the film and a difference in storage and 

measurement matrix can affect equilibration times,12–14 therefore, the resulting 

film was hydrated in pH 7 buffer solution 2 days prior to use and stored in this 

buffer solution when not in use. 

 

2.4. INSTRUMENTATION 

2.4.1. Potentiostats 

Three potentiostats were used throughout this thesis, 

 

Table 2.3.  Potentiostats used in each chapter  

Chapter Potentiostats 

3. Ex vivo Electrochemical pH 

Mapping of the Gastrointestinal Tract 

in the Absence and Presence of 

Pharmacological Agents 

CHI-760 E, CH Instruments 

Autolab PGSTAT128N, Metrohm  

4. Characterising the Impact of 

Biological Fouling on Carbon 

Electrodes using Electrochemical 

Techniques 

Ivium Compactstat, Alvatek (Ivium 

Technologies) 

5. Assessing boron doped diamond 

electrodes under flow for biomedical 

applications 

Autolab PGSTAT128 N, Metrohm 
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2.4.2. 3D Printing 

The components of the flow cell developed and applied in Chapter 5 

were 3D printed using a Form 3 printer (Formlabs, Massachusetts, USA). A 

computer-aided design (CAD) software, Fusion 360 (Autodesk, USA) is used to 

design the objects to be printed. The Form 3 is a stereolithographic (SLA) 3D 

printer. SLA printers use a photosensitive thermoset polymer resin, set by an 

ultraviolet (UV) laser beam,15 Figure 2.2. 

In SLA 3D printer, a UV laser and galvanometers are used to guide the 

laser beam, allowing it to build the CAD model layer-by-layer in the 

photopolymer resin. Once the model has been completed it requires 

postprocessing, which involves the removal of uncured resin through by washing 

with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) before a final UV cure to ensure the photopolymer 

achieves its full material properties. All Formlabs resins are 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) based with a 405 nm photo-initiator, although 

the exact chemical composition varies. SLA is ideal for printing devices with small 

features, and those that are required to be water-tight, such as the flow cells used 

in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 2.2.  (a)Schematic of an SLA 3D Printer, once the desired 

object is printed, it is (b) washed in an IPA bath, and (c) cured using 

UV laser beam. 

 

2.4.3. White Light Interferometry 

White light interferometry (WLH) is used to measure the topography of 

a surface through optical interference. A broad-spectrum light source is used that 

is collimated using a condenser lens. The light is split into two beams, one 

reflected from a reference mirror and the other scattered by the sample. The 

reflected beams are relayed to a charge coupled detector, forming an interference 

pattern.16 From this, topographical information from the sample can be 

determined with sub-nm resolution. A Bruker Contour GT (Burker, USA) was 

used to determine surface area of BDD-Q electrodes used in this thesis. 
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2.5. ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERISATION 

To ensure the BDD was sufficiently doped, and the electrode has a 

sufficiently Ohmic electrical contact a series of electrochemical characterisation 

measurements were undertaken. 

2.5.1. Capacitance 

The working electrode was polished using an alumina slurry on a soft 

polishing pad followed by an alumina-free damp polishing pad to ensure a clean 

electrode surface, rinsed, and placed in a 0.1 M KNO3 solution. In a three-

electrode set up, utilising an SCE reference and Pt wire counter electrodes, a 

cyclic voltammogram was recorded between -0.1 V and 0.1 V starting at 0 V at 

0.1 V/s until a stable response was observed to measure the capacitance of the 

electrode. The final CV was analysed using 63 Equation 2.1. 

𝐶𝑑𝑙 =
𝑖𝑎𝑣

𝜈𝐴
 Equation 2.1  

 

Where Cdl is the capacitance of the double layer (μF/cm2), iav is the average 

current (A) of the anodic and cathodic current at 0 V, ν is the scan rate (V/s) and 

A is the electrode area (cm2). High quality BDD is expected to have a capacitance 

value of < 10 μF/cm2.17 

 

2.5.2. Solvent window 

A solvent window is the potential range within which an electrode 

material could be used for analytical measurements before solvent oxidation and 

reduction dominate the current response. A CV is recorded across a large 

potential range from a starting point where no reactions are expected to occur, 

sweeping the potential from at 0 V to -2 V and then between -2 V and +2 V 

repeatedly (3 cycles). The current of the second CV was converted to current 

density (mA/cm2) and the solvent window is defined as the potential range in 

which a current of no more than ±0.4 mA/cm (based on the region where solvent 

reactions occur).2,17 For high quality BDD the solvent window is expected to 

exceed 3 V, any incorporated sp2 material will reduce this range as it facilitates 

inner sphere reactions such as oxygen reduction and can itself be oxidised.17 
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2.5.3. Redox electrochemistry 

A well-defined redox mediator, in this case ruthenium hexamine 

(Ru(NH3)63+), is used to probe the material and quality of contact. This particular 

mediator on BDD is advantageous as it shows fast electron transfer (> mass 

transport) and is electroactive in a region challenging for p-doped 

semiconducting BDD making it a good probe of the material quality.17 A CV is 

recorded between +0.2 V and -0.6 V in 1 mM Ru(NH3)63+ with 0.1 M KNO3, the 

potential separation (ΔEp) between the cathodic and anodic peaks at 0.1 V/s can 

be compared to theory; a value < 70 mV is expected for a well doped BDD 

electrode with a good ohmic contact under standard conditions, although the 

theoretical value for a macroelectrode is 57 mV, the size of the BDD electrodes 

used means that some contribution of hemispherical diffusion from the edges is 

also expected which will increase this value.18 Additionally, for a given scan rate 

and concentration of analyte, the peak current can be predicted according to the 

Randles-Sevcik equation, Equation 2.2, 

ⅈ𝑝 = 0.4463𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶 (
𝑛𝐹𝜈𝐷

𝑅𝑇
)

1

2
 

Equation 2.2  

 

where, n is the number of electrons transferred, F is the Faraday’s constant, A is 

the area of the electrode (cm2), C is the concentration of the redox species 

(molcm-3), 𝜈 is the scan rate (V), D is the diffusion coefficient of the redox couple, 

R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the temperature (K). 

 

2.5.4. Quinone surface coverage measurement 

For electrodes with deliberate sp2 carbon incorporation measurement of 

the relative amount of sp2 carbon can be useful to compare electrode behaviours. 

An indirect measure using quinone electrochemistry can be used to infer the sp2 

carbon content.5 A CV is conducted in 0.1 M H2SO4 at 0.1 V/s between 0 V to -2 V, 

then to +2 V, and back to 0 V for 20 cycles in a three electrode set up. Quinone 

surface coverage analysis was undertaken in a pH 2 Carmody buffer using CV 

between 0 and 0.7 V vs. SCE at 0.1 V/s. The peak between 0.25 and 0.6 V is 

baselined with a straight line and integrated to give the area under the peak (Ap). 

The quinone surface coverage (Γ) is calculated by,  
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𝛤 =
𝐴𝑝

𝑛𝐴𝐹𝜈
 Equation 2.3  

 

Where n is the number of electrons transferred, A is the electrode surface area, 

and F is Faraday constant. 
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Chapter 3.  EX-VIVO ELECTROCHEMICAL pH MAPPING 

OF THE GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT IN THE ABSENCE AND 

PRESENCE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL AGENTS 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

Disturbances in the pH homeostasis of the upper gastrointestinal (GI) 

tract, leads to many different health issues including gastritis, gastroduodenal 

ulceration, dyspepsia, and gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD).1–3 Under 

healthy conditions, the pH in the upper GI tract is maintained at ~7 in the 

oesophagus, dropping to ~2 in the stomach and rising to pH 5-6 in the duodenum 

(Figure 3.1).4–6 The low pH in the stomach is due to gastrin-stimulated proton-

potassium pumps7 in oxyntic glands secreting gastric acid.8 Gastric acid is 

secreted in response to chemical and mechanical stimulus.9 In the duodenum, 

production and secretion of bicarbonate dominates, causing partial 

neutralisation of acid entering from the stomach and resulting in a pH rise.10 

Alterations in gastric acid production and/or bicarbonate excess or deficiency 

result in disturbances to the pH homeostasis. Drugs such as omeprazole, treat 

excess acid production disorders such as GERD by reducing acid production in 

the stomach, due to their action as a proton pump inhibitor (PPI).1,11 The 

hormone, melatonin, has been used effectively in combination with omeprazole 

for GERD treatment,12 as it provides gastric mucosal protection by inhibiting acid 

secretion, whilst stimulating duodenal bicarbonate secretion.13,14 Detecting pH 

changes across the GI can offer vital information to aid diagnosis and efficacy of 

treatments for GI related illnesses. 
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Figure 3.1.  Diagram of the human body, with the oesophagus, 

stomach and duodenum labelled 

 

pH measurements are typically performed using potentiometric glass pH 

sensors.15 These electrodes show a Nernstian (-59 mV/pH unit) response and 

high selectivity towards protons (H+).15,16 However, the glass membrane is 

fragile, the sensors can be bulky, the electrodes often require frequent 

recalibration due to potential drift, and a stable pH response can take minutes, 

dependent on solution conditions.17 When miniaturisation of the sensor is 

required, metal-metal oxide electrodes, in particular iridium oxide (IrOx) films 

are often used.17–22 When electrochemically deposited, IrOx films exhibit 

Nernstian to super-Nernstian responses (-60 to -80 mV/pH unit).20,23–25 Such 

electrodes have shown variability in response time ranging from 0.3 s to 190 

s;20,23,26–28 the longer response times are associated with increases in solution 

alkalinity.20,23 High concentrations of chloride have been shown to result in film 

dissolution,18 suggesting that IrOx films are not suitable for long-term application 

in chloride-containing systems. 

Quinone (Q) functionalised carbon-based electrodes, operated as 

voltammetric pH sensors, have also attracted interest, as the quinones undergo 

proton coupled electron transfer (Q + 2H+ + 2e- → QH2) and thus show a 

Nernstian voltammetric pH response.29 The quinones are either directly 

integrated into the electrode surface, as is the case for sp2 bonded carbon 

materials30–33 and hybrid sp2-boron doped diamond electrodes (BDD-Q 
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electrodes),34 or are tethered chemically to the electrode surface.35,36 The latter 

is far more susceptible to degradation if the electrode requires mechanical 

cleaning. Q-functionalised electrodes perform well under buffered conditions, 

providing a pH response in the time taken to produce a voltammetric scan (i.e. 

seconds).32–34 In unbuffered solutions, the situation is more complicated due to 

local proton depletion/accumulation during the voltammetric measurement. The 

use of low Q surface coverages coupled with pulsed voltammetric 

measurements37 or Q structures that promote inter and intra-molecular 

hydrogen bonding,38,39 have been explored to negate this effect. 

There is limited information concerning pH measurements across the 

upper GI tract; measurements have largely focused on the stomach only, ex-vivo 

and in-vivo. For example, IrOx electrodes were used ex-vivo to measure the pH of 

isolated stomach tissue.40,41 To minimise electrode fouling, measurements were 

made under flow, however, this comes at a loss of spatial resolution due to flow-

induced mixing of local pH gradients. In-vivo pH measurements of gastric acid in 

the stomach were carried out using glass potentiometric electrodes,42,43 whilst a 

BDD microelectrode placed in the stomach of a mouse was used to record 

stomach pH.44 The latter measured the amperometric signal associated with 

proton reduction, however, unlike the techniques highlighted above, this method 

lacks selectivity for protons, any redox species active at the operating potential 

will be reduced. Although still in their infancy, in-vivo pH measurements have 

been performed using ingestible wireless transmitting capsules (e.g., SmartPill)45 

that record pH, pressure, and temperature during transit.46,47 The pH component 

of the SmartPill is an ion-selective field effect transistor. However, such devices 

suffer from frequent loss of signal, large pH-drift, and difficulty in accurately 

determining the location of the capsule.5  

This study aims to map the pH profile of the upper GI tract of a mouse, 

under first homeostasis and then in response to pharmacological treatment (both 

omeprazole and melatonin). The measurement is made under diffusion only 

conditions, to minimise flow induced pH mixing, and the electrode itself is used 

to mechanically stimulate the tissue in order to induce acid secretion. To 

determine the most suitable pH technology for this measurement, we first assess 

the suitability of three different electrochemical approaches, traditional pH 
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sensitive glass, IrOx electrodeposited on BDD (BDD-IrOx), and BDD-Q in 

physiologically relevant 0.5% w/v mucin. Mucin, which coats the surface of 

epithelial organs is a useful mimic for the GI environment,48–50 and a common 

electrode fouling agent.50 The most promising methodology, in terms of 

robustness, minimal fouling, ability to rapidly measure pH, with a spatial 

footprint capable of differentiating between different regions of the GI tract, is 

then applied. 

 

3.2. EXPERIMENTAL 

3.2.1. Solutions 

Solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (Milli-Q, resistivity ≥ 

18.2 MΩ cm at 25 °C). All chemicals were used as received. Carmody buffers were 

prepared over the physiological range pH 3-8 using boric acid (H3BO3, 99.97%, 

Sigma-Aldrich), citric acid monohydrate (C6H8O7, ≥99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), and 

tertiary sodium phosphate (Na3PO4, ≥95%, Sigma-Aldrich).52 BDD/BDD-Q 

electrode characterisations were conducted in 0.1 M KNO3 (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), 

1 mM (Ru(NH3)63+/2+ (99%, Strem Chemicals), 0.1 M H2SO4 (Fisher Scientific), 

and pH 2 Carmody buffer. The IrOx deposition solution was prepared from 

iridium tetrachloride hydrate (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), hydrogen peroxide solution 

(H2O2, 30% w/w, Fisher Scientific), oxalic acid dihydrate (HO2CCO2H, ≥99%, 

Sigma Aldrich), and anhydrous potassium carbonate (K2CO3, ≥99%, Fisher 

Scientific). Mucin from porcine stomach (Sigma-Aldrich) 0.5% w/v in HEPES 

buffer solution, pH 7.4 (135.5 mM NaCl, 5.9 KCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 1.2 mM MgSO4, 5.0 

mM HEPES, 3.5 mM NaOH, 10.0 mM glucose) was prepared and used as a 

biological mimic of the GI tract environment. pH measurements were made using 

a Mettler Toledo SevenGo pH portable meter and InLab Expert Go-ISM glass 

probe (bulb size = 10 mm), kept in the Mettler Toledo InLab storage solution, 

when not in use. All pH electrodes were calibrated using Carmody buffers of pH 

3, 4, 6, 7 and 8. Pharmacological tests were conducted on mouse GI tissue (2 

months old, C57BL6) using 10 μM omeprazole (C17H19N3O3S, Sigma-Aldrich), and 

1 μM melatonin (C13N16N2O2, ≥98%, Sigma-Aldrich) in HEPES buffer solution. The 
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preparation of IrOx solution and the electrodeposition of IrOx film on BDD is 

described in detail in Chapter 2. 

 

3.2.2. BDD and BDD-Q pH sensor fabrication and 

characterisation 

Polycrystalline BDD cylinders of 1 mm diameter (357 µm thickness; 

boron dopant density >1020 B atoms cm-3; minimal sp2-carbon content, Element 

Six), polished on the top (growth) surface to approximately nanometre scale 

roughness, were machined from a 6-inch freestanding BDD wafer using a 355 nm 

Nd:YAG 34 ns laser micromachiner (E-355H-ATHI-O system, Oxford Lasers). The 

BDD cylinders were cleaned by immersing in ~200 °C, concentrated H2SO4 

(analytical reagent grade ≥ 95 %, Fischer Scientific) saturated with KNO3 for 30 

mins. Samples were then rinsed with ultrapure water and cleaned in 

concentrated H2SO4 at ~200 °C for 30 minutes.53 The BDD cylinders were 

annealed at 600 °C in air for 5 hours to remove any sp2 bonded carbon created 

during the laser machining process.53 To provide an Ohmic electric contact, Ti 

(10 nm) / Au (400 nm) was sputtered (Moorfields MiniLab 060 platform 

sputter/evaporator) onto the backside of the cylinder and annealed at 400°C for 

5 hours. These were then sealed in glass capillaries (O.D. 2 mm; I.D. 1.16 mm, 

Harvard Apparatus Ltd., Kent, U.K.) using the procedure outlined previously.54  

For BDD-Q electrodes, the acid-cleaned and annealed BDD cylinders 

were laser micro-machined to produce a patterned hexagonal array of sixty-one 

sp2-bonded carbon containing pits (diameter = 50±2 µm, depth = 5±2 µm, centre-

to-centre spacing = 100 µm), following a published procedure.35 Each pit was 

composed of a series of concentric rings, machined with a pulse fluence of ~14 J 

cm-2, with pulses pitched at 1.5 µm, and rings pitched at 3 µm. After laser 

machining, the electrodes were acid cleaned at ~200 °C for 30 min in 

concentrated H2SO4 saturated with KNO3, rinsed, followed by a final treatment in 

concentrated H2SO4 at ~200 °C for 30 minutes. This procedure leaves a very 

robust form of sp2 bonded carbon, which has withstood the oxidative acid clean, 

in the laser machined regions of the BDD surface.53 An Ohmic contact was formed 

and the BDD-Q sealed in glass, as described above. The electrode surface and pit 

profiles were analysed via white light interferometry (WLI: Contour GT, Bruker). 
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3.2.3. Electrochemical measurements 

Electrochemical measurements (voltammetric or open circuit potential 

(OCP)) were conducted using a potentiostat (CHI-760E, CH Instruments Inc., 

USA, or AutoLab PGSTAT128N, Metrohm, UK). For the BDD-Q electrode, 

measurements were made using a SCE (IJ Cambria Scientific Ltd., UK), or a non-

leak silver-silver chloride reference electrode (Ag|AgCl, Alvatek Ltd., UK), and a 

platinum wire (Goodfellow) counter electrode. Prior to use the electrochemical 

response and quinone surface coverages associated with the laser 

micromachined sp2 bonded carbon regions of the BDD-Q electrode were 

characterised using standard protocols described previously.35,55 Given the very 

low Q surface coverages38 and to negate any possible proton 

depletion/accumulation effects, the pH response of the BDD-Q electrode was 

recorded using square wave voltammetry (SWV) using previously defined 

parameters: frequency = 150 Hz, amplitude = 100 mV, step potential = 1 mV.35,38 

SWV also offers a reduced scan time over other pulse techniques such as 

differential pulse voltammetry. The BDD-Q electrode was stored dry when not in 

us. Between measurements, where necessary, the electrodes were polished first 

with alumina (0.05 μm, Buehler, Germany) paste on a micro cloth pad (Buehler), 

and then on a wetted (ultrapure water) alumina-free pad. 

For the glass pH probe, as commercial pH meters provide the user with 

only the final pH reading, to access the OCP-time data, the pH probe was 

connected to an AutoLab PGSTAT128N potentiostat. The OCP was measured 

(data point every 0.1 s) against a non-leak Ag|AgCl reference until the change in 

OCP was  0.1 mV (corresponding to 0.001 pH units respectively). Once stabilised 

the OCP was recorded for a further 30 s and the OCP data averaged over this time 

period, to give the final pH reading. The measurements were conducted in order 

of decreasing acidity. The glass pH electrode was stored in the Mettler Toledo 

InLab storage solution when not in use, and was cleaned in accordance with 

manufacturer guidelines by soaking the electrode in 0.1 M HCl solution.56 For 

IrOx, OCP measurements were conducted against a non-leak Ag|AgCl reference, 

using the CHI-760E and the same protocol adopted for making stable OCP 

measurements. These measurements were conducted by first decreasing pH and 
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then increasing, in repeat cycles, obtaining at least three measurements at each 

pH. 

 

3.2.4. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) was used to 

image the BDD-Q electrode before and after SWV scans in 0.5% w/v mucin in 

HEPES buffer solution. FE-SEM was performed using a Zeiss Supra 55VP, using 

an in-lens detector at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. 

 

3.2.5. Biological preparation 

Animal experiments were carried out in compliance with the relevant 

laws and institution (University of Brighton) guidelines. Experimental 

procedures were conducted under ARRIVE guidelines.57 C57BL6 male mice (2 

months old) were euthanised using CO2 gas. The oesophagus, stomach, and 

duodenum were isolated and placed in HEPES buffer solution (pH 7.4) prior to 

sample preparation. The tissue was then cut along the middle, lightly stretched, 

and pinned flat onto a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) plate using stainless steel 

pins (diameter = 50 μm), resulting in final tissue dimensions of ~ 1.5  5.5 cm. To 

keep the tissue viable, the pinned tissue was covered with HEPES buffer solution. 

 

3.2.6. Biological experiments 

For ex-vivo BDD-Q pH measurements, the tissue sample was positioned 

in the centre of the PDMS plate, with the electrode mounted on a 

micromanipulator for reproducible placement on the tissue; counter and 

reference electrodes were positioned close-by (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2.  Three-electrode set-up used for ex-vivo pH 

measurement across the upper gastrointestinal tract, indicating the 

location of the non-leak Ag|AgCl reference electrode (RE), BDD-Q pH 

electrode, and Pt counter electrode (CE).  

 

For each measurement, the BDD-Q electrode was brought into contact 

with the tissue (to mechanically stimulate acid production), and then retracted 

to ~ 0.5 mm using a micro-positioner to maintain a constant separation from the 

tissue; the tissue surface varied in height, especially in the mid-region of the 

stomach. After measurement, the electrode was removed, rinsed using ultrapure 

water, and returned to the tissue. One measurement was made on the 

oesophagus, five on different regions of the stomach, and four on different 

regions of the duodenum. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of the upper GI tract, 

outlining the areas where the measurements were made. The HEPES buffer was 

then replaced with omeprazole (10 μM)58 in HEPES buffer, to assess the influence 

of the PPI. The tissue was then perfused using HEPES buffer and treated with the 

hormone melatonin (1 μM),13 a stimulant for bicarbonate production in the 

duodenal mucosa, in HEPES buffer. Recordings commenced after 20 mins 

exposure to the specific treatment. 
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Figure 3.3.  Optical image of a mouse GI tract indicating the regions 

of pH measurement showing (1) oesophagus, (2-6) stomach, and (7-

10) duodenum 

 

3.2.7. Data analysis 

Data analysis was conducted using OriginPro 9.1 (OriginLab Corp.), 

Python 3.6 and GraphPad Prism 8. For BDD-Q the SWVs were smoothed using a 

rolling mean with a window of 10 data points, in order to remove low amplitude 

noise. The pH peak was identified using the first derivative method within the 

bounds +0.3 V to -0.2 V vs Ag|AgCl. Where the first derivative is equal to zero, a 

turning point occurs, and the peak minima are identified by a positive second 

derivative at that point. For each SWV, the peak current and potential values were 

recorded, and calibration curves were fitted using linear regression. To evaluate 

statistical differences in the pH of the tissue between treatments, a two-way 

ANOVA adjusted for Sidak correction was employed, an appropriate correction 

for multiple comparisons. Differences were considered statistically significant at 

a probability of p < 0.05. 

 

3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.3.1. Potentiometric pH sensing technologies 

Figure 3.4 illustrates (i) the mode of action of the pH measurement and 

(ii) typical OCP-time traces in 0.5% w/v mucin in HEPES buffer, for (a) glass and 

(b) BDD-IrOx pH electrodes. 0.5% was deemed physiologically relevant based on 

measurement of mucin concentration extracted from the GI tract of a mouse, 
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after placement of tissue in 25 mL of oxygenated Krebs buffer for a period of 1 

hour. The glass and BDD-IrOx pH electrodes were calibrated by measuring the 

OCP in Carmody buffers (pH 3-8) before and after measurement in mucin. 

Between measurements the electrodes were gently rinsed with ultrapure water. 

 

 

Figure 3.4.  Schematic of the potentiometric pH sensors (ai) glass pH 

electrode, and (bi) BDD-IrOx pH electrode (this electrode can operate 

potentiometrically or voltammetrically, we use the potentiometric 

mode in this investigation). Open circuit potential measurement s 

were conducted in 0.5% w/v mucin in HEPES solutions using (aii) 

glass pH electrode, and (bii) BDD-IrOx pH electrode.  

 

The data in Figure 3.5 shows the pre- and post-calibrations using a glass 

pH electrode after conducting pH measurements in 0.5% w/v mucin in HEPES 

solution (for ≤ 1 mV and ≤ 0.1 mV). After every post-calibration, the glass pH 

electrode was cleaned by soaking in 0.1 M HCl solution in according with 

manufacturer guidelines.58 This procedure was performed three times. 
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Figure 3.5.  Before (black-square) and after (red-circle) 

measurement in 0.5% w/v mucin-HEPES buffer solution calibration 

(n=3) for glass pH electrode. 

 

Similarly, the BDD-IrOx electrode was calibrated and placed in 0.5% 

mucin solution, to make a stable pH measurement (for ≤ 1 mV and ≤ 0.1 mV), then 

rinsed and re-calibrated (Figure 3.6). After every re-calibration, the electrode 

was polished in alumina slurry, and a fresh IrOx film deposited onto the BDD 

electrode. This process was performed three times.  
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Figure 3.6.  Before (black-square) and after (red-circle) 

measurement in 0.5% w/v mucin-HEPES buffer solution calibration 

(n=3) for the BDD-IrOx pH electrode 

 

For both electrodes, the calibrations pre- and post-placement in the 

mucin solution showed minimal difference in gradient and intercept (Figure 3.5 

and Figure 3.6). Using the pre-mucin placement calibration data, the OCPs were 

converted to pH values as shown in Figure 3.4 aii and bii. Note, whilst for the 

same IrOx electrode, the calibration gradient is unaffected by placement in 0.5% 

mucin, for each freshly prepared IrOx electrode, different calibration gradients 

were recorded (Figure 3.6) with a maximum gradient observed of 73 mV/pH, and 

minimum of 65 mV/pH. This could be due to the variation in Ir3+/Ir4+ ratio, or the 

hydration level of the film.18,59 The fact that the ratio or hydration level of the film 

cannot be precisely controlled means the electrode cannot be reproduced exactly 

each time. 
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OCP measurements in 0.5% mucin HEPES solution were performed until 

the change in response is ≤ 0.1 mV. From the data collected two pH values were 

determined one at ≤ 1 mV and the other ≤ 0.1 mV, which correspond to 0.01 and 

0.001 pH units respectively, reflective of the stability criteria available on a 

commercial pH meter. The average time required for the glass electrode to obtain 

a stable pH response in the mucin solution was 150 ± 60 s (≤ 1 mV) and 750 ± 60 

s (≤ 0.1 mV), n = 3 (same electrode). For comparison, in mucin-free media 

(Carmody buffer pH 4) the response time was measured as 65 ± 17 s (≤ 1 mV) 

and 165 ± 60 s (≤ 0.1 mV), n = 3. Figure 3.4 aii displays the first 300 s where the 

largest changes are evident., Figure 3.7, shows 800 s of OCP data collection for 

both electrodes while in 0.5% mucin.  

 

 

Figure 3.7.  OCP measurements conducted in 0.5% w/v mucin in 

HEPES solution using (a) glass pH electrode and (b) IrOx pH 

electrode, with 1 mV and 0.1 mV thresholds (indicated by dashed 

vertical black lines).  

 

The pH of mucin measured with the glass pH probe, assuming ≤ 1 mV 

accuracy was 5.10 ± 0.04 (n =3) and 5.123 ± 0.013 (n=3) for ≤ 0.1 mV. A separate 

measurement in the same mucin solution using the Mettler Toledo pH meter gave 

a pH of 5.020 ± 0.106 (automatic endpoint determination setting was set to 0.001 

pH unit accuracy), n = 3 (same electrode and meter). 

In Figure 3.4 bii, the OCP-time profile is also shown for the IrOx electrode 

in 0.5% w/v mucin HEPES solution, over 300 s. Here the electrode can be seen to 

reach a stable pH of 5.19 ± 0.08 ( 1 mV) and 5.20 ± 0.08 ( 0.1 mV) in 190  35 

s and 330 ± 104 s respectively, (n = 3, three different electrodes). In mucin-free 
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media (Carmody buffer pH 4) the response time was measured as < 1 s (for both 

≤ 1 mV and ≤ 0.1 mV). For the glass and IrOx electrodes the decreased times to 

reach a stable reading in the Carmody buffer suggests that mucin presence is 

significantly affecting stabilisation times, possibly due to time-dependent 

adsorption effects.  

The longer the stabilisation time the less responsive the pH electrode is 

to dynamic pH changes. For both electrodes fairly lengthy stabilisation 

timescales are required leading to greater diffusional mixing between local pH 

gradients on the GI tissue. Moreover, given the mouse GI tract dimensions, Figure 

3.3 to map areas of interest, ten pH measurements every few mm along the length 

of the tract, are required. The size of the glass pH bulb diameter used (ca. 10 mm) 

poses a spatial problem for this application. Whilst it is possible to obtain pH-

sensitive glass probes with smaller diameters (commercially 8-12 µm probes are 

available),60 reduced size comes with significantly increased fragility. An 

essential part of this experiment is mechanical stimulation of the tissue, in the 

vicinity of the measurement, by the probe itself; the use of fragile micro-glass pH 

electrode would prove challenging. Contact of the probe with the tissue, for 

stimulation, is also problematic for the IrOx-coated electrode, which whilst of an 

appropriate size (1 mm diameter), is likely to suffer from the film being 

compromised upon mechanical impact with the tissue.  

 

3.3.2. Voltammetric pH sensing technology 

Figure 3.8a show a WLI of a BDD-Q pH sensor, illustrating the position of 

the sixty-one laser-ablated pits in the BDD electrode surface. Figure 3.8b (inset) 

shows ten consecutive SWV scans at the BDD-Q electrode (0.6 to -0.3 V, 

frequency: 150 Hz, amplitude: 0.1 V, increment: 1 mV) recorded in 0.5% w/v 

mucin in HEPES solution. The time taken for one SWV scan is only 6 s and is an 

advantage of the voltammetric approach over the OCP timescales for both the 

glass and BDD-IrOx pH electrodes. Prior to measurement in mucin, the BDD-Q 

electrode was calibrated in pH 3-8 Carmody buffers (n = 6 per buffer).  
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Figure 3.8.  (a) White light interferometry image of a BDD -Q pH 

electrode with the redox reaction responsible for the pH response, 

(b) average pH against scan number, for ten consecutive SWV scans 

conducted in 0.5% w/v mucin in HEPES solution, with standard 

deviation error bars n = 4; inset shows the ten SWV scans in mucin 

for pH determination. 

 

After recording the ten SWV scans (measurement time = 60 s), the BDD-

Q electrode was gently rinsed and recalibrated. This procedure was repeated 

using the same electrode and two other BDD-Q electrodes (i.e., n = 4 in total); 

calibrations shown in Figure 3.9. The pre- and post-calibrations, for each 

electrode, are very similar in gradient and intercept. The pre-mucin calibration 

was used to convert peak potential to pH. Figure 3.9a and b were collected using 

the same BDD-Q electrode, where after post-calibration of (a), the electrode was 

polished using an alumina slurry, and calibrated for the repeat (b). 
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Figure 3.9.  Before (black – square) and after (red – circle) 

measurement in 0.5% w/v mucin-HEPES buffer solution calibration 

(n = 4) for BDD-Q pH electrode. 

 

FE-SEM images of the BDD-Q electrode surface after (a) polishing using 

alumina and rinsing with ultrapure water and (b) after ten consecutive SWV 

scans, removal from the 0.5% mucin – HEPES solution and gently rinsing the 

electrode with water, are shown in Figure 3.10. In Figure 3.10a, the BDD grains 

(light and dark regions) are clearly visible, representing low and higher boron 

doped regions of the polished surface,61 with three recessed laser-machined pits 

evident, which contain the sp2 bonded carbon regions. After placement in mucin, 

running ten consecutive SWV scans and gently rinsing (Figure 3.10b), 

interestingly, whilst the image appears very similar, there is now little contrast, 

even though the imaging conditions were the same. This may suggest some 

mucin remaining on the surface even after the rinse process but is not conclusive. 

However, even if present, there is clearly not enough mucin to impact 

deleteriously on the calibration data, Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.10. FE-SEM images of BDD-Q pH electrode (a) polished with 

alumina slurry and rinsed, (b) after ten consecutive SWV 

measurements in 0.5% w/v mucin in HEPES buffer solution and 

rinsing. 

 

In the mucin-HEPES solution, taking the first scan data, Figure 3.8b, a pH 

value of 4.950 ± 0.09 was recorded. In comparison the Mettler Toledo pH meter 

recorded a value of 4.968 ± 0.13 (n = 4, same pH probe and meter). The error is 

slightly lower for the BDD-Q electrode than the glass pH probe. Considering the 

repeat scans, if errors are ignored and the average pH per scan number (black 

square data in Figure 3.8b) is compared, the data does show a very small 

decrease in peak potential (from 0.197 V to 0.190 V), equivalent to a pH increase 

from 4.951 to 5.057. The origin of this very small deviation in pH with repeat 

scans is investigated further in Chapters 4 and 5. Mucin time-dependent 

adsorption62 may be one possibility (Chapter 4). 

 

3.3.3. BDD-Q ex-vivo experiments 

From an assessment of all three electrodes in terms of time required to 

record one pH value, the size and robustness of the electrode, and minimal shifts 

in the pre- and post-mucin calibrations, the BDD-Q electrode was deemed the 

most appropriate for GI tract pH mapping (Figure 3.3). Ten measurements were 

typically performed across the GI tissue sample, to include the oesophagus (1), 

stomach (2-6) and duodenum (7-10). 

It was first necessary to validate that the pre-calibration of the BDD-Q 

electrode was not compromised by contact with the GI tract tissue. In order to 

assess the electrode performance, nine measurements were performed across 

the GI tract (measurement 10 in Figure 3.3, was omitted due to tissue size), using 
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three BDD-Q electrodes. Given the large variation in pH across the GI tract, whilst 

the very small change in pH arising from repetitive scans (Figure 3.8b) could be 

accommodated, a short rinse step (~ 10 s) was included between each 

measurement. This was a precaution to remove any possible mucin (or other 

species) adsorption exacerbated from contact with the tissue, during mechanical 

stimulation and was adopted in all GI tract measurements. Even with this rinse 

step the timescale for BDD-Q measurements is still faster than that possible with 

glass pH and IrOx electrodes based on the 0.5% mucin data in Figure 3.4aii and 

bii. Importantly, calibration of the electrode pre- and post-tissue pH 

measurement showed minimal difference for all three BDD-Q electrodes (Figure 

3.11) indicating the electrodes had not been compromised through contact with 

the tissue.  

 

 

Figure 3.11. Before (black-square) and after (red-circle) calibration, 

after conducting nine measurements across the gastrointestinal tract 
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with rinsing between each measurement using three BDD -Q pH 

electrodes. 

 

BDD-Q pH measurements across the mouse upper GI tract are shown in 

Figure 3.12, (a) in HEPES buffer only, (b) with the addition of 10 μM omeprazole 

and (c) with the addition of 1 μM melatonin, under stationary conditions. During 

these measurements the BDD-Q electrode was brought into contact with the 

tissue, to create the mechanical stimulus needed for acid secretion. Six tissues 

were used in total, i.e., n = 6, with the same BDD-Q electrode. The pH values 

recorded in Figure 3.12 represent the mean of these six samples, with the sample 

standard deviation as error bars. The pH was calculated using the buffer 

calibration recorded prior to each tissue measurement. 

 

 

Figure 3.12. BDD-Q electrode measurements of the pH across 

different regions of mouse gastrointestinal tract in (a) HEPES buffer 

solution only (green line), (b) 10 μM omeprazole in HEPES buffer 

solution (red line), and (c) 1 μM melatonin in HEPES buffer solution 

(blue line). Data represents an average of 6 tissue sample, with 

standard deviation error bars, where **p<0.01 and *p<0.05. Note the 

HEPES buffer measurement in (a-c) is the same data and was 

recorded prior to addition of either omeprazole or melatonin.  
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In the absence of pharmacological treatments (Figure 3.12a), the 

oesophagus is found to be neutral (E1 pH = 7.43 ± 0.097), while the stomach goes 

from neutral (S1 pH = 7.06 ± 0.28) to slightly acidic (S2 pH = 5.29 ± 0.48; S3 pH = 

5.13 ± 0.30), before becoming more alkaline (S4 pH = 6.46 ± 0.29; S5 pH = 6.56 ± 

0.11) towards the duodenum, which itself is more alkaline (D1 pH = 5.75 ± 0.21; 

D2 pH = 6.03 ± 0.41; D3 pH = 6.16 ± 0.43; D4 pH = 5.85 ± 0.13). The stomach pH 

is slightly higher than expected, but this is due to the acid secreted from the cells 

being buffered by the HEPES solution (pKa = 7.56). These results demonstrate 

the effectiveness of the BDD-Q electrode at recording GI tissue pH. Conducting 

these measurements under static conditions and in close proximity to the tissue, 

allows for accurate spatial pH measurement in multiple locations along the upper 

GI tract.  

Having successfully recorded pH measurements in physiologically 

typical tissue, the effects of pharmacological treatments were explored. Figure 

3.12b shows the effect of adding omeprazole (10 μM) to the HEPES buffer 

solution. Here, a two-way ANOVA at a 5% significance level, with the Sidak 

correction for multiple comparisons was employed. The data demonstrates 

statistical significance in the pH of the body region of the stomach (S2 and S3), 

where the pH has risen, S2 pH = 5.79 ± 0.48; S3 pH = 5.64 ± 0.30, compared to 

that in untreated tissue. The tissue was then rinsed and left for 20 mins in HEPES 

buffer solution in order to help the tissue recover its original state. The buffer 

was then replaced with fresh solution containing 1 μM of melatonin in order to 

study the effect of this hormone on tissue pH. The pH response after melatonin 

treatment is presented in Figure 3.12c. Statistically significant differences in pH 

were observed in the duodenum and stomach (two-way ANOVA with Sidak 

correction). The D1-D4 regions of the duodenum and the body regions of the 

stomach (S2 and S3) all became more alkaline i.e. (D1 pH = 5.99 ± 0.25; D2 pH = 

6.23 ± 0.35; D3 pH = 6.30 ± 0.37; D4 pH = 6.05 ± 0.36) and (S2 pH = 5.72 ± 0.24; 

S3 pH = 5.63 ± 0.46) compared to pH measurements in the untreated tissue. 

Omeprazole is a known PPI targeting the H+/K+-ATPase pump in the 

body regions of the stomach. The pH mapping measurements clearly highlight 

the ex-vivo action of omeprazole in suppressing gastric acid release in the body 

regions of the stomach (S2 and S3) of the GI tract, whilst leaving the oesophagus 
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and duodenum unaffected. Upon addition of melatonin (Figure 3.12c), a potent 

bicarbonate agonist,13,63 the pH probe demonstrates a statistically significant 

increase in pH in the duodenum regions of the GI tract (specifically D1, D2 and 

D4). Melatonin is also thought to inhibit gastric acid production,63 and the pH 

probe shows statistically higher pH, again in the body regions of the stomach 

compared to the untreated tissue. Whilst this response could be due to melatonin, 

however, as the pH values recorded are very similar to those determined in the 

presence of omeprazole, it is possible omeprazole was left behind, even after 

flushing the tissue with buffer post-treatment. 

 

3.4. CONCLUSION 

This study reports the first ex-vivo pH profile map of the upper GI tract 

(of a mouse) from oesophagus to duodenum, in the absence and presence of the 

pharmacological agents, omeprazole and melatonin, using an electrochemical pH 

sensor. pH electrodes for measurement in this ex-vivo environment ideally 

require the following properties, (i) high temporal resolution (the longer the 

measurement timescale the greater the impact of diffusional mixing from 

neighbouring zones); (ii) a meaningful spatial resolution,  1 mm for the tissue 

employed herein; (iii) robustness, as contact with the tissue was used to both 

mechanically stimulate acid release and maintain a constant height separation 

and (iv) minimal impact of biological adsorption. Of the three pH electrodes 

assessed, BDD-Q appeared the most promising, recording the fastest response 

time (6 s versus ~100’s of s), having an appropriate spatial footprint, and suitable 

robustness for repeated contact with the tissue surface.  

Using BDD-Q it was possible to track the pH falling from near neutral 

conditions in the oesophagus, to acidic in the stomach and rising to more alkaline 

in the duodenum. The importance of spatial resolution was illustrated by 

employing a small enough BDD-Q probe such that clear pH variations could be 

visualised even within specific regions of the GI tract (stomach). Utilising a 

robust, stable probe was also important in enabling the impact of 

pharmacological treatment protocols to be readily assessed on the same tissue 

using the same probe. Adding omeprazole caused the body regions of the 

stomach to rise in pH, whilst melatonin resulted in an increase in pH in both the 
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body regions of the stomach and the duodenum. To combat any possible 

electrode fouling from tissue contact the probe was briefly rinsed in between 

measurement. Future work would look to in-situ cleaning routes. Given, one 

advantage of a voltammetric sensor (BDD-Q), over a potentiometric one (BDD-

IrOx and glass) is the ability to apply currents/voltages, electrochemical in-situ 

cleaning routes could be considered. Finally, possible future developments could 

also see this technology move from ex-vivo to in-vivo through incorporation of the 

BDD-Q sensor into endoscopic probes or ingestible wireless transmitting 

capsules.  
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Chapter 4. CHARACTERISING THE IMPACT OF 

BIOLOGICAL FOULING ON CARBON ELECTRODES USING 

ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

A major factor limiting the use of electrochemical sensors for biological 

studies is the fouling caused by the complex biological matrix itself. Fouling 

typically involves the passivation of an electrode surface by an agent that forms 

an impermeable or partially permeable layer on the surface, modifying charge 

and electron transfer at the electrode/electrolyte interface.1 Electrode fouling 

can negatively affect the sensitivity, detection limit, reproducibility, and 

reliability of the electrochemical sensor.1,2 In particular, in vivo measurements 

expose the sensors to a complex matrix of proteins, which easily adsorb on the 

sensing surface.3 

Electrode fouling that occurs by the adsorption of biological 

macromolecules is mostly due to proteins as a result of their abundance in 

biological samples. It is well documented that the adsorption of proteins to 

surfaces is a complex process, not driven or dominated by any single factor but a 

combination of several factors.4 Some of the factors that can affect protein 

absorption are: (i) the type and concentration of protein; (ii) the temperature 

(under most conditions the adsorption is an endothermic process); (iii) the ionic 

strength; (iv) size (smaller proteins diffuse quicker and arrive at the surface 

faster), and; (v) the pH which can affect the overall charge of the protein 

(minimise protein-protein repulsions while at their isoelectric point, pI).4–6 The 

types and quantity of proteins that are adsorbed to a material surface, as well as 

their arrangement, orientation, and conformation, depends not only on the 

solution conditions but also the characteristics of the material surface such as 

surface chemistry (hydrophobicity), roughness, and charge.5 

Carbon-based electrodes, such as glassy carbon (GC), pyrolytic carbon, 

reduced graphene oxide, carbon nanotubes, and boron doped diamond (BDD), 

have been favoured in medical/bio-related devices, due to their biocompatibility, 

low background currents, cost, and the capability for surface regeneration.7 
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Several electrochemical techniques, such as, cyclic voltammetry (CV),8–14 

chronoamperometry (CA),15 electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS),11,16–

18 and electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance,19–21 either individually, or in 

combination with non-electrochemical techniques, have been used to study 

protein adsorption on electrode surfaces. 

Blood is an example of a complex biological fluid which contains a 

mixture of different proteins with potential to cause fouling.22 Of particular 

interest is serum albumin, which regulates the colloidal osmotic pressure of 

blood, and is by far, the most abundant protein in blood.23,24 Bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) fouling of electrode surfaces has been studied by probing the 

faradaic response of a surface-sensitive redox couple (ferrocyanide) and a 

biologically relevant redox species (dopamine), using CV and EIS.11  The data 

showed that BDD generally exhibited the least fouling in most conditions 

compared to GC. 

Further studies found that adsorption of human serum albumin on gold 

was promoted by both positive and negative applied potentials, as shown by in 

situ ellipsometry.25 Complementary CV measurements of the redox behaviour of 

ferricyanide indicated partial blocking of the electrode surface as determined 

from the reduction in peak currents.25 A comprehensive study was recently 

conducted on the effect of BSA and fetal bovine serum (FBS) adsorption on the 

electron transfer kinetics of a positively and negatively charged redox complex 

(Ru(NH3)63+ and IrCl62-)  on both tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C), and SU-8 

based pyrolytic carbon (PyC).12 Redox behaviour on PyC was observed to be less 

affected by BSA and FBS than for a ta-C electrode. For these experiments, the 

redox responses were not recorded in solutions containing the BSA/FBS, instead 

the electrodes were transferred between solutions with protein, and solutions 

with redox mediators. Hence it is difficult from this study to translate the results 

to in-vivo studies, where the analyte of interest is present in a complex mixture 

with proteins. 

Similarly, mucins are a family of glycoproteins critical in maintaining the 

homeostasis in harsh environments.26 These include the air-water interface of 

the respiratory system, the acidic environment of the stomach, and secretory 

epithelial surfaces of specialised organs (liver, pancreas, eye, etc.) that fluctuate 
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in pH, ionic concentration, oxygenation, and hydration.27–29 Fouling of 

electrochemical sensors due to the presence of mucin is also a well-known issue, 

as discussed in Chapter 3.15,30–32 Previously, 0.5% mucin was found to be 

detrimental to the detection of serotonin using CV on GC and BDD.30 Interestingly, 

the same study also demonstrated that 5% BSA showed no fouling on BDD and 

GC electrodes.30 A separate study focusing on BDD, explored the time dependent 

effect 0.5% mucin can have on the double-layer capacitance (Cdl) of BDD over a 

period of 30 mins using both CA and EIS. The results demonstrated that upon 

exposure to mucin, the Cdl increased slightly, then decreased to reach a plateau 

by 30 mins.15 This decrease in Cdl was associated with fouling of the oxygen-

terminated BDD surface, which is hydrophilic and can likely interact with mucin, 

through the hydrophilic carbohydrate side chains of the glycoprotein. 

In our previous work we have developed and studied the use of localised 

sp2-bonded carbon on BDD (sp2-BDD) as an electrode surface capable of 

detecting pH changes in the gastrointestinal tract (ex-vivo, Chapter 3)31 and in 

blood (in-vitro).33 The accurate characterisation of sensors and biological fouling 

is crucial for the optimisation of medical devices that interact with complex 

biological environments. Inaccurate or incomplete characterisation may hinder 

the discovery of promising biomaterials, as initial findings may not translate to 

in-vivo assessments. In this chapter we investigate the effect of different 

biological matrices on the electrochemical responses of BDD, sp2-BDD, and GC in 

the presence of mucin and BSA at their biological concentrations (0.5% and 5% 

(w/v) respectively). For these studies, the entire sp2-BDD surface was converted 

from BDD to non-diamond carbon using a laser ablation process.34  The BDD is an 

sp3 bonded carbon electrode whilst GC is an sp2 bonded carbon electrode which 

shows short range crystallinity.35 High resolution transmission electron 

microscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy studies reveal the sp2-BDD 

electrode surface comprises of a very thin layer of ordered graphite capped with 

an ultra-thin layer of amorphous carbon.36 Comparing the response of the three 

different electrode surfaces will be of interest, especially given our interest in 

using hybrid sp2-BDD electrodes for biological electrochemical sensing (Chapters 

3 and 5).33 
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To investigate time dependent fouling, CV of hexaamineruthenium 

(Ru(NH3)63+/2+) and hexachloroiridate (IrCl62-/3-) were recorded in the presence 

of mucin and BSA. Secondly, the change in Cdl was examined in 0.1 M KCl solution 

under positive and negative potentials in the absence and presence of fouling 

agents using CV. Finally, we explored the potential dependence on protein film 

formation, and the subsequent effect it can have on the electrochemical 

deposition of silver. 

 

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL 

4.2.1. Chemicals 

Solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (Milli-Q, resistivity ≥ 

18.2 MΩ cm at 25°C). All chemicals were used as received. Measurements were 

carried out in 0.1 M potassium chloride (KCl, extra pure, Acros Organics) with 1 

mM hexaamineruthenium (III) chloride (Ru(NH3)63+, 99%, Strem Chemicals), or 

1 mM potassium hexachloroiridate (IV) (IrCl62-, 99.99%, Sigma Aldrich). Effects 

of a biological matrix was simulated by adding 0.5% (w/v) mucin from porcine 

stomach Type II (Sigma Life Science), or 5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA, 

≥ 96%, Sigma Life Science) to 0.1 M KCl. Silver electrodeposition was conducted 

using 1 mM silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99.99%, Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in 1 M 

potassium nitrate (KNO3, 99+%, Acros Organics). Solution pH was measured 

using a Mettler Toledo SevenGo pH portable meter and InLab Expert Go-ISM glass 

probe, kept in the Mettler Toledo InLab storage solution when not in use. All 

electrodes, before use, were polished with alumina (0.05 μm, Buehler, Germany) 

paste on a MicroClothTM polishing pad (Buehler), and then on a wetted 

(ultrapure water) alumina-free pad. 

 

4.2.2. Electrode preparation 

Cylinders of polycrystalline BDD with a 1 mm diameter (boron dopant 

density >1020 B atoms cm-3, minimal sp2-carbon content,37 Element Six) were 

machined from a 6 inch freestanding polycrystalline BDD wafer using a 355 nm 

Nd:YAG 34 ns laser micromachiner E-355H-ATHI-O system, Oxford Lasers). The 

wafer was of 357 µm thickness with nanometre scale roughness of the growth 
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face, achieved through polishing. Once the BDD discs were cut, they were acid 

cleaned for 30 minutes in ~200 °C, concentrated H2SO4 (analytical reagent grade 

≥ 95 %, Fischer Scientific) that had been saturated with KNO3, followed by a 

second 30 minute treatment in ~200 °C, concentrated H2SO4, to remove any 

loosely bound sp2.36 The BDD discs were annealed at 600°C in air for 5 hours to 

minimise any non-diamond carbon on the sidewalls from the laser machining 

process.36 To prepare the sp2-BDD electrodes, the surface of the acid cleaned BDD 

discs were laser micromachined (with fluence of 14 J cm-1, just above the 

ablation threshold of BDD)33,34 in a spiral pattern to leave a layer of sp2 bonded 

carbon covering the entire BDD surface. A similar high temperature oxidative 

acid treatment, as for the BDD discs, was followed to remove any loosely bound 

sp2-carbon.  

To provide an electrical contact Ti (10 nm) / Au (400 nm) was sputtered 

(Moorfields MiniLab 060 platform sputter/evaporator) onto the backside 

(lapped ~100 nm roughness) of the discs, then annealed at 400 °C in air for 5 

hours to form an ohmic contact.38,39 These BDD and sp2-BDD discs were then 

sealed in glass capillaries (O.D. 2 mm; I.D. 1.16 mm, Harvard Apparatus Ltd., Kent, 

UK) using the procedure outlined in Chapter 2.38,40 The electrode surface and 

laser profiles were analysed via optical microscopy (Leica DM4000M) and white 

light interferometry (WLI; Contour GT, Bruker) prior to electrochemical 

characterization. 

 

4.2.3. Electrochemical measurements 

For all electrochemical measurements a three-electrode configuration 

was used on an Ivium compactstat (Ivium Technologies B.V.). All CV 

measurements were performed using the current averaging mode41 on the Ivium, 

recommended for analysis of surface adsorbed species, in aerated solutions 

(unless otherwise stated). A saturated calomel electrode (SCE, IJ Cambria 

Scientific Ltd.) and a coiled platinum wire (Goodfellow) served as the reference 

and counter electrodes, respectively. The SCE was routinely monitored for any 

drift (relative to a master SCE reference electrode), given its use in fouling 

solutions. The coiled Pt wire counter electrode was flame cleaned before use to 

remove any unwanted contaminants. 1 mm BDD, sp2-BDD, or 3 mm GC (CH 
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Instruments, IJ Cambria Scientific Ltd.) electrodes were used as the working 

electrode. 

The diffusion coefficient, D, of 1 mM Ru(NH3)63+/2+ in 0.1 M KCl was 

determined by steady-state CV using a platinum microelectrode (diameter = 26.5 

μm measured optically) at a scan rate of 5 mV/s. 0.5% mucin or 5% BSA was 

dissolved in the 1 mM Ru(NH3)63+/2+ solution to study the effect of protein 

presence on D (Ru(NH3)63+. The Cdl of the three carbon-based electrodes were 

determined using current averaging CV with a window of 200 mV at three 

potentials ranges (1) -0.1 to 0.1 V, (2) 0.3 to 0.5 V and (3) -0.5 to -0.3 V, at 50 

mV/s scan rate. 

For all experiments involving AgNO3, a leak-free silver-silver chloride 

(Ag|AgCl, 3 M KCl, Alvatek Ltd., UK) reference was employed, to avoid any 

chloride contamination from the porous frit of the SCE reference. Leakage of 

chloride ions can result in the formation of AgCl precipitate. All AgNO3 solutions 

were purged in Ar to avoid any side reactions from the presence of oxygen. Each 

electrode was held at +0.4 V or -0.4 V vs SCE for 900 s in a 0.1 M KCl solution 

containing either 0.5% mucin or 5% BSA, and the electrode was gently rinsed 

before placing in AgNO3 solution, to record CV at 100 mV/s. 

 

4.2.4. Kinematic viscosity measurement 

Kinematic viscosity is measured using a gravimetric U-tube capillary 

(“Q” Glass Company, inc., Routine, size 300) viscometer by recording the time it 

takes for solution to travel through the orifice of the capillary (from the start 

mark to the stop mark) under the force of gravity. Equation 4.1 is used to 

calculate the kinematic viscosity of the solution of interest, ηs, at 22°C, 

𝜂𝑠 =  
𝜂𝑤𝜌𝑠𝑡𝑠

𝜌𝑤𝑡𝑤
 Equation 4.1   

 

where ηw is the kinematic viscosity of water, ρs and ρw is the density of 

the solution of interest and water respectively, and ts and tw is the time taken for 

the solution meniscus and water meniscus to drop from the start to stop mark. 

The flow of an aqueous solution 0.1 M KCl containing 1 mM Ru(NH3)62+ or 1 mM 

IrCl62- in the absence and presence of 5% w/v albumin and 0.5% w/v mucin was 
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recorded (n = 6), and the average time taken to flow between the two points used 

to calculate the kinematic viscosity. 

 

4.2.5. White Light Laser Interferometry 

White light laser interferometry (WLI) images were recorded using a 

Bruker ContourGT (Bruker Nano Inc., Tuscon, AZ, USA). A three-dimensional 

(3D) rendering of interferometry data was performed and the roughness of the 

GC electrode surface was quantifies using Gwyddion 2.41 (Czech Metrology 

Institute, CZE). An average of the roughness profiles across the electrode surface 

is reported. 

 

4.2.6. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) 

A Zeiss SUPRA 55 VP FE-SEM was used with an in-lens detector and a 

secondary electron emission detector to obtain images of BDD and sp2-BDD, with 

Ag nanoparticles (NPs) at 5 kV. The NPs had been electrochemically deposited by 

holding at -0.2 V vs Ag|AgCl for 60 s, on either a freshly alumina polished (and 

rinsed) surface or on a surface modified with 0.5% mucin or 5% BSA by holding 

at +/- 0.4 V vs SCE for 900 s. 

 

4.2.7. Data Analysis 

D was calculated by averaging the current over 100 mV of the CV plateau 

region. The limiting current at a disc microelectrode, ilim, is expressed in Equation 

4.2,  

ⅈ𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 4𝑛𝑎𝐹𝐷𝐶 Equation 4.2   

 

where n is the number of electrons (= 1), a is the electrode disk radius (= 

0.00133 cm), F is the Faraday constant (= 96485 Cmol-1), and C is the analyte 

concentration (1 × 10−6 mol cm3). The CV macroelectrode data were analysed by 

measuring the cathodic or anodic peak current, ipc or ipa, and the peak-to-peak 

separation, ΔEp. ImageJ software has been used to analysis the particle sizes in 

the FE-SEM images for the silver electrodeposition on BDD and BDD-Q 

electrodes. 
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4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.3.1. Faradaic: Effect of biological matrices on the response of 

redox couples 

Diffusion coefficient measurement using platinum microelectrode 

The presence of proteins in solution can directly affect the D of redox 

molecules, due to an increase in solution viscosity.42 A Pt microelectrode 

(diameter = 26.5 μm) was used to estimate D of Ru(NH3)63+, (Figure 4.1a) and D 

of IrCl62- in 0.1 M KCl (Figure 4.1b), in the absence, pH 6.32 (Figure 4.1, black) and 

in the presence of 0.5% (w/v) mucin, pH 3.80 (Figure 4.1, red) under degassed 

conditions. The same experiment was carried out in 5% (w/v) BSA, pH 6.96 

(Figure 4.1, blue). 

 

In the absence of proteins in Figure 4.1a, for (Ru(NH3)6)3+, the current 

reaches steady state at -4.31 nA, and D calculated using Equation 4.2 was 8.30 

× 10−6 ± 0.07 cm2/s (n = 3), is in good agreement with the literature value of 8.43 

× 10−6 cm2/s (± 0.03).43 Upon addition of 0.5% mucin, the pH of the solution 

drops from pH 6.32 to pH 3.80, and the current reaches steady state at -3.59 nA. 

The further increase in current past the plateau region is most likely due to 

proton reduction in the more acidic solution. In the presence of mucin, D (Ru(NH-

3)63+) has dropped by 23% to 6.87 × 10−6 ± 0.09 cm2/s, and with BSA (pH 6.96), 

 

Figure 4.1.  CVs of (a) 1 mM Ru(NH3)63+/2+ and (b) 1 mM IrCl62-/3- in 

0.1 M KCl (black, solid line) performed using Pt microelectrode 

(diameter = 26.5 μm), with 0.5% mucin (red) and 5% BSA (blue) at 5 

mV/s, performed under Ar.  
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it has dropped by 34% to 5.87 × 10−6 ± 0.09 cm2/s. This data indicates that the 

presence of proteins has clearly affected the diffusion of (Ru(NH3)6)3+ to the 

electrode surface, with BSA having the greatest affect. The theoretical D for 

Ru(NH3)63+ was calculated for mucin and BSA containing Ru(NH3)63+ solution, 

using the Stokes-Einstein equation (Equation 4.1), 

𝐷 =  
𝑘𝐵𝑇

6𝜋𝜂𝑠𝑅0
 Equation 4.1  

 

where, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10−23 J/K), T is temperature (K), ηs 

is the kinematic solution viscosity (cm2/s), and R0 is the solute radius calculated 

based on the D measured for (Ru(NH3)6)3+. The kinematic viscosity of the protein 

solutions with redox mediators were measured using a capillary U-tube 

viscometer and calculated using Equation 4.1, for mucin and albumin was 1.23 

and 1.21 mm2/s respectively. From this the D was estimated, giving 6.78 and 6.77 

× 10−6 cm2/s for mucin and BSA respectively. This suggests the difference in D 

observed in mucin is due to the increase in solution viscosity. However, in the 

presence of BSA, in addition to the increased viscosity, there is possibly also an 

adsorption event driving the change in D. 

Figure 4.1b shows sigmoidal curves as expected for the reduction of 

(IrCl6)2- to (IrCl6)3-. Using Equation 4.1, D was calculated as 7.74 × 10−6 ± 0.01 

cm2/s. However, the scans in BSA and mucin are very different. At the potential 

where zero current should flow, the microelectrode is showing a positive current 

suggesting that there is an additional non-electrochemical pathway for (IrCl6)2- 

to be converted to (IrCl6)3-. This means upon starting the scan there is a sizeable 

concentration of (IrCl6)3- at the electrode surface which gets electrochemically 

oxidised to (IrCl6)2- at the start of the scan. One possible explanation could be that 

the proteins are acting as reducing agents44–46 to convert (IrCl6)2- to (IrCl6)3- in 

solution prior to starting the scan. 

 

Ruthenium hexaammine cyclic voltammetry response 

In order to probe the time-dependent adsorption of biologically relevant 

concentrations of mucin and BSA on the three different carbon-based electrode 

surfaces, the electron transfer kinetics of two differently charged redox probes, 
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Ru(NH3)63+/2+ and IrCl62-/3- were investigated by observing the change in the ΔEp 

with time. Also included are the responses in a protein free solution i.e., 0.1 M KCl 

only (the control solution). Also monitored was the change in the reductive (for 

Ru(NH3)63+/2+ and IrCl62-/3-) peak currents densities, jpc, calculated using the 

geometric area of each electrode.  Figure 4.2 shows (a) jpc and (b) ΔEp analysed 

from the CV recorded continuously for 912 s (one cycle takes 16 s, hence 57 CVs 

recorded) for (i) BDD, (ii) sp2-BDD, and (iii) GC electrodes. The solution used 

contained 1 mM Ru(NH3)63+/2+ in 0.1 M KCl supporting electrolyte, no proteins 

added (black, squares), 0.5% w/v mucin (red, circles) and 5% w/v BSA (blue, 

triangles). Each data point represents the mean of n = 3, with standard deviation 

error bars. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.  (a) The cathodic peak current density, and (b) the peak -

to-peak separation between anodic and cathodic peak potentials  for 

the reduction of 1 mM Ru(NH3)3+/2+in 0.1 M KCl, with 0.5% (w/v) 

mucin or 5% (w/v) BSA, performed using (i) BDD, (ii) sp 2-BDD, and 

(iii) GC electrodes in aerated solutions, at 100 mV/s for 9 12 s 

(average of n = 3, with standard deviation error bars). 

 

In Figure 4.2, in the absence of proteins (black, squares), jpc and ΔEp for 

Ru(NH3)63+ reduction on BDD remains relatively stable at ~0.27 mA/cm2 and 
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~65 mV respectively from the first scan to the last scan at 912 s. Similar 

behaviour is observed for sp2-BDD and GC except the current takes a little longer 

to stabilise. ΔEp also shows minimal change over time for both sp2-BDD and GC, 

varying from 63 to 66 mV. All ΔEp values are close to that expected for a diffusion-

controlled reaction, 57 mV/n.47  

The first scan after addition of 0.5% mucin (red, circles), shows that the 

jpc for the reduction Ru(NH3)63+ on BDD has decreased by 22% to 0.21 mA/cm2, 

and stabilises at 0.19 mA/cm2, and ΔEp has increased to 85 mV reaching a stable 

90 mV by 912 s. Similarly, on sp2-BDD, in the first scan, jpc decreased to 0.22 from 

0.26 mA/cm2 (15%) in the absence of proteins and stabilised to 0.20 mA/cm2 by 

900 s. ΔEp in the presence of mucin has increased to 69 mV and continues to 

slowly increase over 912 s to 74 mV. The first scan in the presence of mucin using 

GC also shows a decrease in jpc to 0.22 mA/cm2 (12%) which remains stable over 

time, however, ΔEp shows minimal difference (64 to 66 mV) from the solution 

containing only Ru(NH3)63+. In the presence of mucin, from Figure 4.1, D for 

Ru(NH3)63+ was observed to decrease by 23%. Under macroelectrode conditions, 

the decrease in jpc is similar, although interesting this decrease is less for the sp2-

BDD and GC electrodes.  Whilst increased viscosity must be playing a role it is 

also useful to consider the changes in ΔEp, whilst minimal for GC, there is a small, 

but notable increase for both BDD and sp2-BDD, above the values recorded in just 

background electrolyte. This could indicate possible adsorption on these 

electrodes surfaces of the mucin which is impacting electron transfer. 

The first CV scan after the addition of 5% BSA on BDD indicates a 52% 

decrease in jpc (Ru(NH3)63+) from 0.27 to 0.13 mA/cm2, which stabilises at 0.14 

mA/cm2 in 900 s, with ΔEp varying from 73 mV (first scan) to a highest of 90 mV. 

The greatest effect of BSA is observed on the sp2-BDD electrode, with jpc starting 

at 0.16 mA/cm2 in the first scan and reaching a lowest of 0.14 mA/cm2 by 112 s 

(7th scan), but then increasing to 0.21 mA/cm2 at 912 s (57th scan). Interestingly, 

the observed changes in jpc over time correlates with a decrease in ΔEp, starting 

at 131 mV, reaching a high of 134 mV at 80 s (5th scan) and dropping to 74 mV at 

912 s (57th scan). This indicates that although BSA initially affects the peak 

current, and impedes electron transfer, over time the electrode recovers from the 

fouling causes by BSA and reaches a response closer to that observed in the 
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absence of any proteins. Furthermore, the reproducibility of the results (n = 3) 

suggests that this is a real effect. 

The first scan on GC, shows 24% (0.19 mA/cm2) decrease in jpc caused 

by BSA, which stabilises at 0.18 mA/cm2 by 912 s, and again ΔEp shows minimal 

effect from BSA. The changes observed in GC can be correlated with the increase 

in viscosity, which in turn reduces the D for Ru(NH3)63+ (Figure 4.1a). However, 

the increased ΔEp and the greater reduction in jpc on BDD again likely indicates a 

combination of adsorption and viscosity changes. Furthermore, electron transfer 

kinetics at BDD and sp2-BDD appear more affected by proteins than at GC. BDD 

inherently exhibits a lower electron transfer rate constant, k0, than GC,48 hence 

any changes in electron transfer at the electrode surface caused by the presence 

of proteins are likely to be more exaggerated on BDD than GC. 

The data shown in Figure 4.3 are the CV responses for 1 mM Ru(NH-

3)63+/2+ for (i) BDD, (ii) sp2-BDD and (iii) GC electrodes, at times of 16, 128, 480, 

and 912 s after addition of (a) 0.5 % mucin or (b) 5 % BSA, equivalent to scans 1, 

8, 30, and 57. Initially, before addition of protein, and just in 0.1 M KCl, the 

voltammetric peak shape (black line) observed at all the electrodes corresponds 

to a diffusion-controlled, redox probe freely exchanging electrons with the 

electrode surface. 
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Figure 4.3.  CVs for the reduction of 1 mM Ru(NH 3)63+/2+ in 0.1 M KCl 

(black) obtained in the presence of (a) 0.5% mucin and (b) 5% BSA, 

using (i) BDD, (ii) sp2-BDD, and (iii) GC electrodes, in aerated 

solutions at scan rate of 100 mV/s. CVs were acquired over 9 12 s. 

 

For BDD, the CVs show slight distortions in the peak over time and the 

greatest decrease in current on the first scan. For sp2-BDD, the voltammograms 

in the presence of 5% BSA show more clearly how the shape of the CV evolves 

over time. With repeated scanning the CV is more peak-shaped and the current 

increases. This evolution suggests that whilst BSA is adsorbing on the electrode 

surface and impeding electron transfer during the early scans, with time, the BSA 

may be desorbing from the surface, as electron transfer is becoming less 

hindered, and the current is increasing. This is the most interesting as it is the 

only system where there is a measurable increase in the rate of electron transfer 

with increasing scan number. 

For the GC electrode, the presence of a second electron transfer process 

is noted at -0.5 V, which is attributed to the oxygen reduction reaction, ORR 

(Figure 4.3a, b(iii)). Interestingly, in the presence of mucin or BSA with 

continuous scans, its presence is less obvious, suggesting adsorption of both 

these proteins on the GC surface is impeding ORR (a surface sensitive reaction). 

 

Hexachloroiridate cyclic voltammetry response 
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Proteins are charged molecules, where the overall charge is dictated by 

the pI of the protein. Mucin and BSA have a pI between pH 2-349 and 4-550 

respectively. The pH of the 1 mM Ru(NH3)63+ solutions used with mucin and BSA 

were, 3.80 and 6.96 respectively. Hence under these conditions the protein 

molecules are overall negatively charged. An interesting experiment was 

therefore to explore the impact adsorption of a negatively charged molecule 

could have on a negatively charged outer-sphere redox couple, such as, IrCl62-/3-. 

Figure 4.4 shows the reduction of IrCl62-/3- on (i) BDD, (ii) sp2-BDD and (iii) GC 

electrodes at times of 14, 126, 476, and 910 s after addition of (a) mucin or (b) 

BSA, equivalent to scans 1, 9, 34, and 65. 

 

Figure 4.4.  CVs for the reduction of 1 mM IrCl 62-/3- in 0.1 M KCl 

(black) obtained in the presence of (a) 0.5% mucin and (b) 5% BSA, 

using (i) BDD, (ii) sp2-BDD, and (iii) GC electrodes, in aerated 

solutions at scan rate of 100 mV/s. CVs were acquired over 9 10 s. 

 

In contrast to Ru(NH3)63+, the electron transfer kinetics for IrCl62- are 

heavily affected by both mucin and BSA on all tested electrodes, clearly in 

agreement with the Pt microelectrode data in Figure 4.1b. Taking the BDD 

electrode first in the control solution. The CV is as expected showing a well-

defined peak shaped CV of ΔEp = 65 mV corresponding to reduction of (IrCl6)2- to 

(IrCl6)3- and subsequent oxidation. Then similar to the response using Pt 

microelectrode in Figure 4.1b, in the presence of mucin or BSA, the current starts 
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positive indicating the presence of the reduced form IrCl63- at a sizeable 

concentration. It is also interesting to note the current drops to zero in the region 

where reduction of (IrCl6)2- is expected. This general behaviour is also seen on 

the sp2-BDD and GC electrodes. Interestingly, in the presence of mucin, on the 

two sp2-carbon based electrodes (Figure 4.4a (ii) sp2-BDD and (iii) GC) a 

shoulder is observed in the first scan of the oxidation peak of IrCl63-/2- that could 

indicate two sites for electron transfer, which diminishes in prominence with 

repeated scans. 

Next, we consider the behaviour of all three electrodes in the 5% BSA 

solution (Figure 4.4b). A similar result is seen as for the mucin, in that when 

starting the scan in the oxidative window an oxidative current pass, suggesting 

BSA generation of (IrCl6)3-.  The larger oxidative currents at the start of the scan 

and reduced reductive currents as the potential is scanned more negative, 

suggests BSA is more effective than mucin at this reductive turnover. The wave 

shape is also more sigmoidal, as found with systems which have increased flux,51 

especially on BDD and GC. Due to the oxidative peak being less defined and 

reaching a plateau, it is more difficult to extract ΔEp. We note, the OCP has shifted 

from +0.76 V for IrCl62- in 0.1 M KCl to ca. +0.30 V in the presence of mucin and 

BSA. In comparison the OCP of the control and different protein Ru(NH3)63+ 

solutions remained around +0.2 V. 

As IrCl62- is being reduced to IrCl63- prior to applying a potential, the 

concentration of IrCl62- present in solution has reduced. Therefore, the change in 

jpa for 1 mM IrCl63- oxidation is tracked over time as shown in Figure 4.5, using 

(a) BDD, (b) sp2-BDD, and (c) GC electrodes, with no protein added (black, 

squares), 0.5% w/v mucin (red, circles), or 5% w/v BSA (blue, triangles). The 

peak current is reported in the absence of proteins. However, in the presence of 

BSA and mucin over the measurement time (910 s), the CV shape changes from 

peak to steady state, in this case the steady state current is reported. 
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Figure 4.5.  The anodic current density for the oxidation of 1 mM 

IrCl63-/2-  in 0.1 M KCl, with 0.5% (w/v) mucin (red circle) or 5% 

(w/v) BSA (blue triangle), performed using (a) BDD, (b) sp2-BDD, and 

(c) GC electrodes in aerated solutions, at 100 mV/s for 910 s (average 

of n = 3, with standard deviation error bars) . 

 

In the absence of protein, the oxidative currents recorded on BDD was 

0.18 mA/cm2, sp2-BDD was 0.19 mA/cm2, and GC was 0.20 mA/cm2. The currents 

stabilise to 0.20 mA/cm2 on BDD and sp2-BDD, and 0.21 mA/cm2 on GC in 910 s. 

The anodic currents decreased with consecutive scans in mucin with all 

electrodes. The first scan exhibits 0.17, 0.22, and 0.24 mA/cm2 for BDD, sp2-BDD, 

and GC respectively. The current continues to decrease and does not stabilise 

within the measurement time of 910 s, and the current reaches 0.09, 0.13, and 

0.12 mA/cm2 for BDD, sp2-BDD, and GC respectively by 910 s. 

In BSA, the jpa of the first scan for BDD was 0.30 mA/cm2, and for both 

the sp2-BDD and GC electrodes, the current was 0.37 mA/cm2. Similar to mucin, 

the current decreases and almost stabilises by the end of the measurement 

duration (910 s) for BDD (0.22 mA/cm2) and sp2-BDD (0.27 mA/cm2) but does 

not stabilise for GC (0.21 mA/cm2). This suggests that BSA has a greater fouling 

effect on GC than the other carbon-based electrodes, and the fouling observed 

with mucin seems similar on all three electrodes. 

 

4.3.2. Non-Faradaic: Effect of biological matrices on the double 

layer capacitance 

As one EIS spectrum takes ca. 180 s to record, within that timeframe we 

show there are already significant changes in the CV behaviour in the presence 
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of BSA or mucin (Figure 4.2 and 4.3) from that in the control solution. Due to the 

length of the EIS measurement, it is therefore not possible to accurately assess 

what happens during the initial stages of electrode contact with the protein 

containing solution. Furthermore, in an EIS experiment the measurement is only 

made at only one potential and it is well known that protein adsorption can be 

affected by the applied potential (and charge) on the electrode surface.52–55 

Therefore, experiments were undertaken where the change in Cdl was recorded 

over three different potential ranges, 0.0 V ± 0.1 V, +0.4 V ± 0.1 V and -0.4 V ± 0.1 

V vs SCE, using (a) BDD, (b) sp2-BDD, and (c) GC electrodes, Figure 4.6. Cdl was 

measured using the box CV method56 in three different solutions, control 0.1 M 

KCl, 0.5% mucin in 0.1 M KCl and 5% BSA in 0.1 M KCl. Cdl is calculated using 

Equation 4.2: 

𝐶dl =  
𝑖av

𝜐𝐴
 Equation 4.2  

 

where iav is the average non-Faradaic current magnitude measured at the defined 

potential from each box CV from the forward and reverse sweep, υ is the scan 

rate (50 mV/s) and A is the area of the electrode. The geometric area was 

assumed for all three electrodes. For BDD (Figure 4.6a) in 0.1 M KCl, the box CV 

starts distorting at potentials below -0.4 V vs SCE. Interestingly, deaerating the 

solution did not show any improvement, indicating other processes must be 

contributing even after degassing. Figure 4.6b, for sp2-BDD, shows non-Faradaic 

regions at all potentials for capacitance analysis. The sp2-BDD surface contains 

surface integrated quinone terminations, which are known to be pH sensitive as 

shown in Chapter 3.34,57,58 The pH of 0.1 M KCl solution can vary from pH 6.00 to 

6.95 (as the pH of unbuffered solutions can be affect by the amount of dissolved 

CO2 present), hence the quinone pH response can be seen in the CVs for 0.0 V and 

+0.4 V vs SCE. For GC (Figure 4.6c) it was difficult to find a purely non-Faradaic 

(box-shaped) response in all potential regions investigated. However, the CV 

responses were still analysed to see if they could provide a qualitative 

assessment of the change in Cdl, from the protein-free solution to solutions 

containing different proteins. 
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Figure 4.7 shows the mean change in Cdl (ΔCdl), which is the difference 

from the mean value measured in the control solution (0.1 M KCl = 5.14 ± 0.04, 

5.17 ± 0.34, and 4.40 ± 0.06 µF/cm2 for potentials +0.4, 0.0, and -0.4 V vs SCE 

respectively) to the mean value measured in the presence of protein. The Cdl 

values are extracted from the box CVs recorded over 904 s using a 1 mm BDD 

electrode at (a) +0.4 V, (b) 0 V, and (c) -0.4 V vs SCE in the presence of mucin (red 

circles) or BSA (blue triangles), in 0.1 M KCl at 50 mV/s. As each CV takes 8 s to 

record, there are therefore 112 data points. Each measurement is an average of  

three repeats, with standard deviation error bars. 

 

 

Figure 4.6.  Box CVs for measuring the capacitance at different 

potential on (a) BDD (aerated), (b) sp 2-BDD (deaerated), and (c) GC 

electrodes (deaerated) shown in 0.1 M KCl. 

 

Figure 4.7.  BDD capacitance measured using CV at three potentials, 

(a) +0.4, (b) 0 and (c) -0.4 V (± 0.1 V) in the presence of two different 

fouling agents, 0.5% mucin (red circles) or 5% BSA (blue triangles), 

at 50 mV/s (average of n = 3, with standard deviation error bars) . 
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In the presence of both 0.5% mucin and 5% BSA at +0.4 V and 0 V vs SCE 

the capacitance is always lower than the control measurement, with respect to 

time. However, within this there are variations, with the mucin continuing to 

decrease, whilst the BSA decreases then increases. In contrast, at -0.4 V vs SCE, 

whilst mucin causes a decrease in capacitance with time, with respect to the 

control, the BSA causes a slight increase in capacitance with time.  

For both BSA and mucin, the greatest ΔCdl is observed at the applied 

potential of +0.4 V vs SCE, a change of -0.59 ± 0.004 (at 128 s) and -0.68 ± 0.11 

µF/cm2 (at 904 s) respectively.  Although for BSA by 904 s, the ΔCdl increases to -

0.48 ± 0.04 µF/cm2. A similar response is observed at 0 V vs SCE where, the ΔCdl 

reaches a maximum negative change at 264 s (-0.58 ± 0.10 µF/cm2), then 

increases to -0.19 ± 0.13 µF/cm2, reaching close to the control value in BSA. At 0 

V vs SCE, the ΔCdl for mucin stabilises by 904 s to -0.56 ± 0.19 µF/cm2. This could 

suggest that BSA initially accumulates at the electrode surface, but then over time 

desorbs and moves away from the electrode surface resulting in the capacitance 

returning to a value close to that of the clean surface. Finally, at -0.4 V vs SCE, the 

electrode capacitance in the presence of mucin stabilises at -0.29 ± 0.01 µF/cm2, 

with the smallest ΔCdl observed. However, in the presence of BSA, the ΔCdl starts 

close to the control (-0.001 ± 0.16 µF/cm2 at 16 s) and increases to 0.30 ± 0.12 

µF/cm2 by 904 s. The reason for the increase in ΔCdl is currently unclear and 

requires further exploring. 

The addition of 0.5% mucin and 5% BSA decreased the pH of 0.1 M KCl 

solution from pH 6.20 to pH 3.89 and 6.00 respectively. As the pH is above the pI 

for both mucin and BSA,49,50 the overall negatively charged proteins are likely to 

be electrostatically attracted to the more positively charged electrode surfaces 

(at +0.4 V vs SCE). This accounts for the greatest negative ΔCdl observed. When 

proteins adsorb at the BDD-solution interface, whilst they can partially 

compensate the charge on the electrode surface, they are significantly bigger 

than simple (hydrated) ions e.g., K+, Cl-, and so will be of lower effective charge 

density. To contextualise, BSA is a small globular protein of size ~66 kDa. Atomic 

force microscopy revealed the native form if BSA has an equal-sided triangle 

structure with a side length of 9.2 nm, and the extended form has a length of 25 
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nm.59,60 Mucin is a larger glycoprotein of size 0.5 to 20 MDa (depending on the 

length of the oligosaccharide chain) and transmission electron microscopy has 

revealed long fibres of ~400 nm in length.28,61 

Figure 4.8 illustrates how the electrochemical double layer is modified 

in the presence of proteins. In the absence of proteins, the charge at the electrode 

surface is efficiently compensated by the counterions in solution, in this case K+ 

and Cl-. However, in the presence of proteins, the charge at the electrode surface 

is likely to be less efficiently compensated, therefore, the thickness of the double 

layer increases, which causes the capacitance to decrease.55,62 

 
Figure 4.8.  Illustration of the electrochemical double layer in the 

(left) absence and (right) presence of proteins, with red and white 

circles representing the water molecules, and yellow representing 

protein molecules.  

 

Further to the charge at the electrode surface, the electrode surface 

chemistry (hydrophobicity) and roughness can also have an effect on how 

proteins interact and adsorb on the surface. For example, it was shown increasing 

the hydrophobicity (by introducing methoxy groups) on a GC electrode surface 

increased BSA adsorption.63 Mucin is known to have a hydrophobic backbone 

and a hydrophilic oligosaccharide side chain,64 therefore depending on the 

surface chemistry, it will reorganise itself to interact most appropriately with the 

surface.  
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The O-terminated BDD surface has been reported to be hydrophilic and 

smooth (RMS = 10 nm),65,66 therefore, the changing ΔCdl are likely to be 

predominantly due to the polarisation of the electrode surface. The exact charge 

of the electrode surface is dependent on the applied potential relative to the 

potential of zero charge (Epzc), which for polycrystalline material such as BDD is 

challenging to measure. Interestingly, Wang et al. very recently reported a 

method for extracting out the Epzc of the individual crystal grains associated with 

polycrystalline Pt using scanning electrochemical cell microscopy.67 However, 

this method has yet to be applied to the individual crystal grains of 

polycrystalline BDD. We note that the open circuit potential in the control 

solution is 0.15 V vs SCE and, in the protein, containing solutions BSA and mucin 

OCP, it is 0.1 – 0.2 V vs SCE. 

Figure 4.9 shows the mean ΔCdl from control (0.1 M KCl = 16.5 ± 0.21, 

16.5 ± 0.34, and 12.7 ± 0.53 µF/cm2 for potentials +0.4, 0.0, and -0.4 V vs SCE 

respectively) to the presence of protein using a 1 mm diameter sp2-BDD 

electrode at: (a) +0.4 V, (b) 0.0 V and (c) -0.4 V vs SCE, in the presence of mucin 

(red circles) or BSA (blue triangles) in 0.1 M KCl at 50 mV/s. Each measurement 

is an average of three repeats, with standard deviation error bars. 

 

 

Figure 4.9.  sp2-BDD capacitance measured using CV at three 

potentials, (a) +0.4, (b) 0 and (c) -0.4 V (± 0.1 V) in the presence of 

two different fouling agents, 0.5% mucin (red circles) or 5% BSA (blue 

triangles), at 50 mV/s (average of n = 3, with standard deviation error 

bars). 
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Immediately noticeable compared to BDD is the fact that all the ΔCdl 

values are now much bigger. However, similar to BDD is the fact the greatest ΔCdl 

values for both mucin and BSA are observed at the applied potential of +0.4 V vs 

SCE at 904 s, giving -4.57 ± 0.22 and -5.81 ± 0.03 µF/cm2, respectively. BSA also 

results in a negative value of  ΔCdl at 0 V and -0.4 V vs SCE (-2.53 ± 0.12 and -2.82 

± 0.14 µF/cm2 respectively at 904 s). Likewise, mucin reduces the capacitance 

measured at -0.4 V vs SCE compared to the control (ΔCdl -3.93 ± 0.07 µF/cm2 at 

904 s). However, interestingly for mucin, ΔCdl measured at 0 V vs SCE has 

increased compared to the control and is now positive at +3.48 ± 0.36 µF/cm2 (t 

= 16 s), reducing to +2.61 ± 0.17 µF/cm2 at t = 904 s. This increase suggests mucin 

is now interacting differently with the sp2 surface, compared to the BDD. 

Nevertheless, the change is still indicating that mucin is clearly affecting the 

electrode performance.  

Overall, the data indicates that the sp2-BDD seems much more affected 

by proteins than BDD, as the difference in the mean ΔCdl for sp2-BDD is greater. 

One possibility for this, could be due to the increase in the roughness of the sp2-

BDD surface of RMS = 460 nm compared to 10 nm for BDD,66 which provides 

more anchoring points for proteins to attach to compared to the smoother BDD 

surface. 

Figure 4.10 shows the mean ΔCdl from control (0.1 M KCl = 42.7 ± 1.05, 

39.4 ± 3.69, and 46.4 ± 4.06 µF/cm2 for potentials +0.4, 0, and -0.4 V vs SCE 

respectively) in the presence of protein, using a 3 mm diameter GC electrode at: 

(a) +0.4 V, (b) 0.0 V and (c) -0.4 V vs SCE, in the presence of mucin (red circles) 

or BSA (blue triangles) in 0.1 M KCl at 50 mV/s. Compared to BDD and sp2-BDD, 

the GC box CVs were the most distorted at all three potential ranges, therefore, 

the best way to interpret the data is only qualitatively, as there are clearly other 

processes interfering with the CV response (even in deaerated conditions). 
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Starting with mucin, at all three potentials, the change in capacitance 

decreases over time, at +0.4 V vs SCE change reaches below the control value and 

at 0.0 V and -0.4 V vs SCE, the ΔCdl stabilises above the control value. A similar 

behaviour can be observed with BSA at +0.4 and 0.0 V vs SCE with ΔCdl stabilising 

below control, however at -0.4 V vs SCE, the ΔCdl increases over time. 

Interferometry showed that the average surface roughness of the GC electrode is 

RMS = 37 ± 8.6 nm, which is slightly rougher than the BDD electrode surface. 

Thus, again the presence of proteins has had a significant effect on the 

capacitance of the electrode. However, due to the distortion of the shape of the 

CV and the difficulty in accurately determining a non-Faradaic region for GC, 

these changes should only be viewed qualitatively. 

 

4.3.3. Effect of protein adsorption on the electrodeposition of 

silver 

Direct imaging of the protein film on the electrode surface using FE-SEM 

proved to be difficult, due to the insulating nature of the proteins. Therefore, 

silver metal was electrodeposited, as an indirect method for providing 

information on protein adsorption on the surface. Here we investigate the Ag 

deposition CV response, Ag deposition pattern, and size of Ag particles as a means 

of providing an insight into protein adsorption on the electrode surface. A similar 

 

Figure 4.10. GC capacitance measured using CV at three potentials, 

(a) +0.4, (b) 0 and (c) -0.4 V (± 0.1 V) in the presence of two different 

fouling agents, 0.5% mucin (red circles) and 5% BSA (blue triangles), 

at 50 mV/s (average of n = 3, with standard deviation error bars) . 
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approach has been previously used to study the film formation from serotonin 

electrochemical oxidation on BDD,68 and to investigate β-casein protein 

adsorption on gold surfaces.69  

Protein adsorption was allowed to take place by holding the electrode at 

either +/-0.4 V vs SCE for 900 s in 0.5% mucin or 5% BSA (both with 0.1 M KCl 

supporting electrolyte). This also allows the possibility to study the effect of 

applied potential on protein film formation. The electrode was then very gently 

rinsed prior to placing in a deaerated solution containing 1 mM AgNO3 in 1 M 

KNO3. Silver electrodeposition was also performed on a clean polished BDD 

electrode for comparison. The CV for Ag electrodeposition on the bare BDD 

electrode is shown in Figure 4.11a and b (black line). Here the potential was 

scanned from 0.4 to -0.8 V vs Ag|AgCl, to induce electrodeposition (for clarity data 

from +0.40 V to -0.45 V vs Ag|AgCl is shown) and then scanned back (-0.8 V to 

+0.8 V vs Ag|AgCl) to promote Ag dissolution from the electrode surface. The 

characteristic peak potential for Ag electrodeposition occurs at +0.17 V vs 

Ag|AgCl on the BDD electrode surface, whilst that for stripping occurs at +0.46 V 

vs Ag|AgCl. The CV response for 1 mM AgNO3, after the electrode had been held 

at -0.4 V (red line) or +0.4 V (blue line) vs SCE for 900 s is shown in Figure 4.11 

for (a) 0.5% mucin and (b) 5% BSA. 

 

 

Figure 4.11. CVs for the silver electrodeposition (first scan unless 

stated otherwise) on clean BDD electrode (black), after holding at 

+0.4 V (blue) or -0.4 V vs SCE (red) in (a) mucin or (b) BSA for 900 s 

(inset show enlarged CV at deposition potentials , scan 1 = solid, scan 

2 = dashed). Ag electrodeposition conducted under Ar.  
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For 0.5% mucin, after both applied holding potentials, the peak 

potentials for Ag electrodeposition have shifted negatively to +0.06 V and -0.33 

V vs Ag|AgCl for -0.4 V and +0.4 vs SCE respectively. For BSA, after holding at -0.4 

V vs SCE, the peak potential has also shifted negatively to 0.14 V vs Ag|AgCl (from 

+0.17 V vs Ag|AgCl). However, the CV response after holding at +0.4 V vs SCE 

shown in the insert in Figure 4.11b, shows no peak can be observed on the first 

scan but can be observed in the second scan at 0.08 V vs Ag|AgCl. The negative 

shift in potential, for both applied holding potentials during placement in the 

protein solutions (mucin and BSA), indicates a larger overpotential required for 

Ag electrodeposition, suggesting a resistive contribution. The potential needed 

after holding the electrode at +0.4 V vs SCE in both, mucin and BSA, is more 

negative than that after holding at -0.4 V vs SCE, indicating more protein 

adsorption which hinders electron transfer from the electrode to Ag+ in solution. 

This is expected as shown above (from the Cdl data) where a more positive 

applied potential at the electrode surface appears to be promoting protein 

adsorption.  

For BSA after holding at +0.4 V vs SCE, protein adsorption is sufficient 

enough to hinder electron transfer such that the first scan shows no deposition 

peak. The second scan only presents a small deposition peak of very low current. 

This suggests that protein adsorption is a reversible process, and over time some 

of the adsorbed protein molecules have diffused away from the electrode surface 

into solution leaving more regions available for Ag electrodeposition. 

The effect of protein adsorption on Ag electrodeposition can be further 

observed through FE-SEM imaging, shown in Figure 4.12(a) a clean BDD surface, 

and Ag deposition on (b) clean BDD electrode, (c) after holding at +0.4 V vs SCE 

and (d) after holding at -0.4 V vs SCE in 0.5 % mucin for 900 s and performing Ag 

electrodeposition. A potential of -0.2 V vs Ag|AgCl for 60 s was chosen for Ag 

electrodeposition, as maintaining the same potential and electrodeposition 

conditions on all electrodes, allows for the comparison of the sluggish deposition 

kinetics in the presence of protein on the electrode surface. 

Figure 4.12a shows the In-Lens FE-SEM image of a polished, annealed 

surface of a polycrystalline BDD electrode, which enables visualisation of grains 
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with different boron dopant concentrations (the darker grains contain higher 

boron dopant levels).36 Figure 4.12b shows the secondary lens FE-SEM image for 

Ag electrodeposition on the clean BDD surface, there appears to be little grain 

dependence on the Ag deposition pattern (all images displayed here are 

representative of the whole surface). The length of time (60 s) and potential 

applied (-0.2 V vs Ag|AgCl) allows for the nucleation and growth of micron sized 

dendritic Ag particles on the BDD electrode. Previously, similar deposition 

conditions have shown that Ag electrodeposition is grain dependent on 

polycrystalline BDD,68,70 however, here the surfaces used were unannealed. 

Annealing the surface is known to roughen the surface from 1.11 ± 0.07 nm to 41 

± 1 nm RMS.36 Thus we argue the increased roughness is providing more regions 

for Ag to anchor and reducing any grain dependence on the deposition. 
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Starting with mucin, Figure 4.12c shows Ag electrodeposited on BDD 

after the electrode had been held at +0.4 V vs SCE for 900 s in 0.5% mucin 

solution. The deposition varies between regions on the electrode surface, 

indicating a grain dependence on the deposition. The grains with higher boron 

doping shows densely deposited particles ranging from 70 to 300 nm, whereas 

the grains with less boron dopant density, shows Ag particles more spread out 

with sizes ranging from 120 – 600 nm. Compared to Ag deposition on the clean 

BDD surface, there is an increased grain dependence and the particles sizes have 

reduced. This behaviour highlights the presence of a “semi-permeable” layer of 

mucin on the surface of the electrode, which is acting to retard electron transfer. 

Thus, compared to the bare BDD case, the overpotential for Ag deposition is 

 

Figure 4.12. FE-SEM (a) In-Lens image of a polished annealed BDD 

surface, and (b-f) secondary lens images showing electrodeposition 

in 1 mM AgNO3  in 1 M KNO3  by applying a potential of -0.2 V vs. 

Ag|AgCl for 60 s on a (b) BDD electrode. Silver deposition after 

holding at (c) +0.4 V, and (d) -0.4 V vs SCE in mucin and (e) +0.4 V, 

and (f) -0.4 V vs SCE in BSA for 900 s each. Ag electrodeposition 

conducted under Ar.  
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reduced leading to the local resistivity of the differently doped boron grains now 

playing a more prominent role in controlling the electrodeposition structures 

formed.  

After the -0.4 V vs SCE treatment in mucin solution, the Ag 

electrodeposition performed (Figure 4.12d) shows micron sized (0.6 – 2 µm) Ag 

deposits across the electrode surface, with accumulation on the grain 

boundaries, due to the rougher regions promoting easier anchoring for Ag 

particles. This is similar to the deposition observed on the clean BDD surface, 

suggesting there is less mucin adsorbed on the surface that could be influencing 

silver electrodeposition. 

For BSA, the +0.4 V vs SCE treatment (Figure 4.12e) shows that Ag 

deposition is grain dependent. The grains with higher boron density shows 

densely packed Ag particles with sizes ranging from 20 – 160 nm, and less boron 

dense grains shows Ag particles ranging from 30 – 250 nm that are more spread 

out. The higher density of Ag particles, and smaller particles sizes compared to 

the +0.4 V vs SCE treatment in mucin, suggests that BSA has a greater effect on Ag 

electrodeposition. This is further supported by Figure 4.11, where Ag 

electrodeposition after +0.4 V vs SCE treatment was more hindered by BSA than 

mucin. After the electrode had been held at -0.4 V vs SCE for 900 s, the Ag 

deposition is very different (Figure 4.12f), with no grain dependence, and larger 

micron sized deposits, but a lower particle density compared to Ag on clean BDD, 

or after -0.4 V vs SCE treatment in mucin. This could mean there is some BSA on 

the surface that is guiding the Ag deposition. 

From the silver electrodeposition results, Figure 4.13 shows a schematic 

illustrating the role of protein adsorption versus Ag deposition during the 

different deposition conditions on BDD. When the surface is polarised to +0.4 V 

vs SCE, the results suggest that an electrically insulating, semi-permeable (to 

ions) layer of protein is covering the electrode surface. This acts to kinetically 

retard Ag electrodeposition, with respect to deposition on a bare BDD surface, 

such that kinetic differences in the grains are revealed via the Ag 

electrodeposition patterns, at the stated electrodeposition potential. However, at 

-0.4 V vs SCE, it is likely the protein layer does not cover the surface fully, or it 

desorbs with time, leaving regions free for Ag+ access (independent of boron 
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dopant density), resulting in Ag deposition across the surface with no grain 

dependence. 

 

 

Figure 4.13. Schematic to illustrate our hypothesis  on how the Ag 

electrodeposition is affected from protein adsorption on electrode 

surface. 

 

Furthermore, as proteins have regions of positive and negative charge, 

the Ag ions can also electrostatically attract towards the negatively charged 

regions on the protein surface. Additionally, BSA and mucin are known reducing 

agents used in the synthesis of Ag nanoparticles,44,71 therefore, there could also 

be the presence of Ag nanoparticles deposited around the proteins. 

A similar experiment was carried out using the sp2-BDD electrode 

(Figure 4.14). CVs were conducted in a deaerated solution of 1 mM AgNO3 in 1 M 

KNO3 on a (black line) BDD surface, after holding at (red line) -0.4 V vs SCE and 

(blue line) +0.4 V vs SCE in (a) 0.5% mucin and (b) 5% BSA solutions. The first CV 

scan on the bare surface (Figure 4.14a and b, black solid line) shows the 

characteristic peak potential for Ag electrodeposition at +0.32 V vs Ag|AgCl 

compared to +0.17 V vs Ag|AgCl on the BDD surface (Figure 4.11). This indicates 

the greater ease of Ag electrodeposition on the rougher sp2-BDD surface (RMS 

460 nm)66 compared to BDD (RMS 10 nm), providing more attachment sites for 

anchoring Ag NPs and encouraging growth into larger particles. 
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For mucin and BSA, Ag electrodeposition is greatly hindered after 

holding at +0.4 V vs SCE in the protein solutions, as the first scan does not show 

any notable deposition currents in the scan window. However, by the second 

scan, there is the appearance of a very low current deposition feature at +0.17 V 

vs Ag|AgCl and +0.01 V vs Ag|AgCl for mucin and BSA respectively. Furthermore, 

for both mucin and BSA in the second scan there is also the appearance of a 

stripping peak at +0.4 V vs Ag|AgCl suggesting that there has been some Ag 

deposited on the surface which is being removed at the more positive potential. 

After holding at -0.4 V vs SCE in mucin solution for 900 s, the subsequent 

Ag deposition CV (Figure 4.14a, red line) shows the characteristic Ag peak has 

shifted very slightly from +0.32 V vs Ag|AgCl on the clean surface to +0.28 V vs 

Ag|AgCl, with a concurrent lower current response. Figure 4.14b (red line) shows 

the response of Ag deposition after holding at -0.4 V vs SCE in BSA for 900 s, the 

 
Figure 4.14. CVs for the silver electrodeposition (first scan unless 

stated otherwise) on clean sp2-BDD electrode (black), after holding 

at +0.4 V (blue, scan 1 = solid and scan 2 = dashed) or -0.4 V (red) in 

(ai) mucin or (bi) BSA for 900 s, (aii) and (bii) show enlarged CV at 

deposition potentials for mucin and BSA respectively. Ag 

electrodeposition conducted under Ar.  
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peak current has greatly decreased from that recorded on the clean surface, and 

peak shifted to -0.09 V vs Ag|AgCl. Thus, even at the more negative applied 

potential on this surface, there is evidence of protein adsorption on the electrode 

surface that has affected Ag electrodeposition. 

FE-SEM imaging of the Ag electrodeposition on protein modified sp2-

BDD electrodes can be seen in Figure 4.15 (a) a clean sp2 – BDD surface, and Ag 

deposition on (b) clean sp2 – BDD electrode, (c) after holding at +0.4 V vs SCE and 

(d) after holding at -0.4 V vs SCE in mucin and (e) +0.4 V vs SCE and (f) -0.4 V vs 

SCE in BSA for 900 s and subsequently electrodepositing Ag. A potential of -0.2 V 

vs Ag|AgCl for 60 s was chosen for Ag electrodeposition, to allow direct 

comparison to BDD by maintaining the same conditions. 

 

 

Figure 4.15. FE-SEM image In-Lens of (a) polished sp2-BDD surface, 

and secondary lens images showing electrodeposition in 1 mM AgNO3  

in 1 M KNO3 by applying a potential of -0.2 V vs. Ag|AgCl for 60 s on 

a (b) sp2-BDD electrode. Silver deposition after holding at (c) +0.4 V, 

and (d) -0.4 V in mucin and (e) +0.4 V, and (f) -0.4 V in BSA for 900 s 

each. Electrodeposition conducted under Ar.  
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Figure 4.15a, shows the sp2-BDD surface, where the laser ablation 

patterns, used to convert the BDD surface to sp2 carbon, can be seen clearly. 

Figure 4.15b is a secondary lens image of the electrode surface after Ag 

electrodeposition at -0.2 V vs Ag|AgCl for 60 s, with the inset showing the 

enlarged surface, where Ag is clearly present more in the grooves of the lasered 

surface than on top. There is a mixture of particle sizes from 20 to 300 nm.  

Ag electrodeposition in the presence of mucin was more difficult to 

observe on sp2-BDD than BDD, additionally, the presence of insulating protein 

residues on the surface created charging and focusing issues while imaging. For 

the +0.4 V vs SCE treatment, Figure 4.15c, shows a low density of Ag particles 

(~250 to 300 nm) across the surface. Whereas, for -0.4 V vs SCE treatment 

(Figure 4.15d), there is a higher density of Ag particles of ~500 nm in size, 

deposited. Similar to the response observed in BDD, the most hindered Ag 

deposition occurs after +0.4 V vs SCE treatment, which agrees that mucin, an 

overall negatively charged molecules (in the conditions used), is electrostatically 

attracted to the positively charged electrode surface. 

Figure 4.15e shows the Ag deposition after holding at +0.4 V vs SCE in 

BSA solution. Similar to the +0.4 V vs SCE treatment in mucin, there are Ag 

particles present in the grooves of the lasered surface, ~150 to 250 nm in size. 

Compared to the deposition observed on the clean sp2-BDD, the lower particle 

density implies a hinderance to Ag deposition. After -0.4 V vs SCE treatment in 

BSA, there is a mixture of Ag particles ranging from 100 – 500 nm in higher 

density decorated around the grooves with little regions free of Ag. For both BDD 

and sp2-BDD electrodes, there is a clear potential dependence on protein film 

formation. The more positive potentials favour the formation of the protein layer 

that hinder Ag deposition kinetics observed in the CV response, which can be 

observed clearly in the corresponding FE-SEM images. 

4.4. CONCLUSIONS 

The presence of protein, mucin and BSA, was found to increase the 

viscosity of the solution, which consequently decreased the diffusion coefficient 

of Ru(NH3)63+. On the other hand, IrCl62- undergoes a chemical reduction by the 

proteins to IrCl63- prior to applying a potential. 
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Furthermore, the time-dependent fouling on three carbon-based 

electrodes: BDD, sp2-BDD, and GC were explored. Firstly, by tracking the electron 

transfer kinetics and peak currents in the absence and presence of mucin or BSA, 

in solutions containing Ru(NH3)63+ and IrCl62-. It was clear that the presence of 

proteins caused a decrease in the peak reduction current of Ru(NH3)63+ for all 

three electrodes, and the electron transfer kinetics for BDD and sp2-BDD was 

more affected by proteins than GC. The oxidation current for IrCl63- reduced over 

time, the current response in the presence of mucin were similar for all 

electrodes, however, BSA had a greater effect on GC than BDD or sp2-BDD. 

Secondly, the ΔCdl of the electrodes were tracked over time, at three 

different potentials using CV. The presence of proteins had significant effect on 

the capacitance. However, especially for GC, it was difficult to find regions that 

were purely non-faradaic to conduct accurate Cdl measurements. Although CV 

method was appropriate for BDD and sp2-BDD, this may not be the ideal method 

for other materials. 

Finally, Ag electrodeposition has been used an indirect method to 

understand protein adsorption patterns at positive and negative potentials on 

BDD and sp2-BDD electrodes, as a result of the particle size variation and grain 

dependence on deposition in the presence of proteins. At negative applied 

potentials (-0.4 V vs SCE), there was a presence of low density and large particle 

(few microns) Ag deposits, whereas at positive applied potential (+0.4 V vs SCE), 

there was a high density of smaller (few nanometres) Ag deposits. Clearly 

suggesting that along with other surface properties (hydrophilicity, roughness 

etc), the surface polarisation is extremely important for protein adsorption. 
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Chapter 5. ASSESSING BORON DOPED DIAMOND 

ELECTRODE UNDER FLOW FOR BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

Current approaches for the detection, identification, and treatment of 

critically ill patients often require bio-fluid samples obtained from a patient, to 

be sent to the lab for analysis, after which the results are forwarded to a physician 

for consideration and patient communication. This process can range from a few 

hours to several days depending on the characteristics of the target analyte, the 

measurement performed, and the level of expertise required to assess and 

disseminate the results. This long process can result in delayed response to some 

critical illnesses and have a real impact on the treatment efficiency. Methods for 

easy to use and rapid real-time detection of the physicochemical and biological 

changes produced by such illnesses and medical conditions would ensure rapid 

and efficient patient treatment, thus improving quality of life, and long-term 

treatment costs.1 

As a prime example of this, for assessing the health status of an 

individual, measurement of blood pH can be very important and is one of the key 

metrics for patient condition and treatment. Disturbances in the body’s finely 

balanced homeostasis impacts on many of the body’s functions and can be 

reflected by small changes in blood pH.2 Usually, intermittent sampling of arterial 

blood is made, and the samples are analysed in a central laboratory typically 

using a blood gas analyser. The snapshot in time nature of such measurements 

means that adverse events may be missed, and the health of the patient 

compromised.3  

Whilst the potentiometric glass pH probe is commonly used for pH 

measurement due to its high proton selectivity and sensitivity,4,5 its application 

in vivo is rather limited as a consequence of its fragility, difficulty in 

miniaturisation, and the need for frequent calibration.2 A popular alternative for 

biomedical applications is the electrodeposited iridium oxide film (IrOx) pH 

sensor6–11 which can be prepared on any electrode surface, allowing fabrication 

of miniaturised sensors. IrOx pH sensors have been used successfully to monitor 

in real-time the pH changes in brain tissue12 and oesophagus for the monitoring 
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for gastroesophageal reflux disease.13  However, being film-based, they suffer 

from long-term stability, a risk of film delamination and dissolution which results 

in toxic compounds being released into the fluid, and chloride complexation.7 

The introduction of carbon-based pH sensors offers a biocompatible 

alternative, which is also capable of miniaturisation. Here it is the redox signature 

of quinone groups on the carbon surface which undergo proton-coupled electron 

transfer (PCET) that provide the pH sensitivity. These electrodes have shown a 

Nernstian response (-59 mV/pH unit at 298 K) to pH change.14–17 As an electrode 

material, high quality BDD has been promoted in the literature as a low biofouling 

material, for both environmental18,19 and biological applications,20,21 thought to 

be due to its surface chemistry and low surface roughness.  

Recent work has demonstrated the use of boron doped diamond-

quinone (BDD-Q) electrodes, as sensors capable of exhibiting good pH sensitivity 

in buffered and unbuffered media.16,17 Here the quinone groups were robustly 

integrated into the BDD surface via a laser machining process, which introduces 

regions of oxygen-terminated sp2 bonded carbon into the surface (see also, 

Chapter 3 and 4). These regions also result in increased electrocatalytic activity 

and surface roughness compared to the starting BDD surface and thus may 

represent regions potentially susceptible to a higher risk of fouling, explored in 

Chapter 4. Furthermore, Chapter 3 explored the performance of both IrOx and 

BDD-Q pH sensors in the fouling media of 0.5% w/v mucin. It shown that the IrOx 

sensor pH response was significantly affected by the presence of mucin at the 

electrode surface.22  

Wearable technologies for continuous non-invasive monitoring are 

increasingly popular. The best suited biofluids for non-invasive wearable sensors 

include sweat, wound fluid, interstitial fluid, tears, and saliva.23–27 For sweat 

analysis, wearable patches, bands, and tattoos can facilitate electrochemical 

detection of biomarkers, such as glucose, and electrolytes.28–31 However, it is not 

always clear how representative these measurements are of underlying tissue 

and blood levels. Electrochemical sensors implanted directly into the body offer 

accurate measurements of tissue analytes and have the potential to provide high 

temporal resolution.32–35 For example, composite electrodes consisting of a 

carbon fibre core, coated with poly (p-xylylene) and poly(ethylene glycol) 
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polymer as an antifouling layer, have been implanted in the brain of a rat to 

monitor electrophysiological changes.36 The sensor was able to provide a stable 

signal over 5 weeks in the brain without signal degradation. Schwerdt et al., 

reported a carbon fibre electrode implanted in the brain, capable of tracking and 

monitoring dopamine levels for up to one year.37 Finally, implantable glucose 

sensors have been life-changing for diabetic patients, as this allows for 

continuous monitoring of blood glucose levels and be able to administer the 

appropriate insulin concentration required to balance changes.38,39 However, 

implanted devices risk infection at the implant site, impaired specific response, 

possible thrombus formation,40 which challenge sensor viability and longevity.41 

An alternative approach is to develop analytical devices based on 

microfluidics, where rather than implanting the device biofluid is removed from 

the patient and taken to the sensor. There is also the possible advantage of 

solution flow across the device increasing mass transport of reactants to the 

electrode surface, thus increasing sensitivity, and decreasing the concentration 

of analyte that can be detected. Also fouling may be reduced in a flow 

environment. Such devices have been used to monitor patients with severe acute 

brain injury in intensive care units,42–45 and monitoring cardiac arrest and 

resuscitation in animal models.46 

Hydrodynamic fluidic flow cells are increasingly being produced using 

additive manufacturing (3D printing) techniques as these offer many advantages 

over traditional PDMS-based soft lithography.42,47–50 These include access to a 

wider range of available materials, and a convenient route to scalability, which is 

essential in order to move from proof-of-concept lab-based systems to more 

easily manufacturable systems for early clinical trials. Devices can be produced 

in several unique and interesting geometries (e.g., solids containing internal 

voids)48,50–52 and devices can be rapidly prototyped.  

This study aims to develop a 3D printed flow cell in which BDD-Q pH 

electrodes can be readily incorporated, along with reference and counter 

electrodes and can easily be integrated with existing medical sampling lines. In 

this chapter, the hydrodynamic capabilities of an appropriately designed and 3D 

printed cell is first characterised by exploring the redox behaviour of 1 mM 

Ru(NH3)63+/2+ at different flow rates using a blank BDD disc electrode (1 mm 
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diameter). Following on from this, studies investigated the flow rate dependence 

on the pH measurement for both BDD-IrOx (buffered solutions) and BDD-Q 

(buffered and unbuffered solutions) pH electrodes. For biological pH 

measurements, firstly, the pH response of the BDD-Q electrode was investigated 

in 0.5% (w/v) mucin and 5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) within the flow 

cell. As shown in Chapter 3 and 4, these are known fouling agents found in 

abundance in biological systems. Secondly, the response of the BDD-IrOx and 

BDD-Q pH electrodes in whole sheep’s blood in Alsever’s solution (an 

anticoagulant) was investigated.  

 

5.2. EXPERIMENTAL 

5.2.1. Solutions and Materials 

Solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (Milli-Q, resistivity ≥ 

18.2 MΩ cm at 25 °C). All chemicals were used as received. Flow cell 

characterisation measurements were carried out in solutions containing 1 mM 

hexaamineruthenium (III) chloride (Ru(NH3)63+, 99%, Strem Chemicals) with 0.1 

M potassium nitrate (KNO3, 99+%, Acros Organics). For studies in buffered 

solutions, buffers were prepared according to the procedure described by 

Carmody53 over the pH range 2-10 using boric acid (H3BO3, 99.97%, Sigma-

Aldrich), citric acid monohydrate (C6H8O7, ≥ 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), and tertiary 

sodium phosphate (Na3PO4, ≥ 95%, Sigma-Aldrich) with a buffer capacity of 25-

30 mM per pH unit.53 For unbuffered solutions 0.1 M KNO3 was pH adjusted with 

1 M sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) or 1 M potassium hydroxide (KOH, 

≥ 99.97%, Sigma-Aldrich) to create unbuffered solutions with pH values across 

the pH range 2-12. Flow measurements were conducted in the presence of two 

proteins that are commonly found in the body and provide a mimic for the 

environment in gastrointestinal tract (0.5% w/v mucin from porcine stomach 

(Type II, Sigma Life Science)) or in blood (5% bovine serum albumin (BSA, ≥ 96%, 

Sigma Life Science)), at biologically relevant concentrations. The mucin and BSA 

were added to a HEPES buffer solution, pH 7.4 (135.5 mM NaCl, 5.9 mM KCl, 2.5 

mM CaCl2, 1.2 mM MgSO4, 5.0 mM HEPES, 3.5 mM NaOH, 10.0 mM glucose). All 

blood measurements were conducted in 50:50 sheep blood in Alsever’s solution 
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comprising dextrose, sodium citrate, citric acid, and sodium chloride), obtained 

from TCS Biosciences Ltd. The preparation of IrOx solution and the 

electrodepositions of IrOx film on BDD is described in detail in Chapter 2. 

 

5.2.2. Electrochemical Measurements 

All voltammetric measurements were conducted using a three-electrode 

set-up, with SCE or silver-silver chloride (Ag|AgCl) reference electrodes (RE), and 

a coiled platinum wire counter electrode (CE, Goodfellow), using an Autolab 

PGSTAT128N potentiostat. Given the REs are used in fouling solutions, they were 

routinely monitored for any drift (relative to a master SCE RE). The coiled Pt wire 

was flame cleaned before use to remove any unwanted contaminants. A 1 mm 

diameter BDD disc, doped above the metallic threshold (minimal sp2 content) 

and encapsulated with borosilicate glass,54 was used as the working electrode 

(WE). This electrode employed to electrochemically characterise the flow 

hydrodynamics in the channel of the flow cell, using cyclic voltammetry (CV) at a 

scan rate of 100 mV/s. Fabrication of this electrode is described in Chapter 2. 

For BDD-Q pH electrode experiments, a glass sealed 1 mm diameter BDD 

disk electrode containing a laser micromachined hexagonal array of 61, 50 μm 

diameter spots, with a centre-to-centre spacing of 100 μm was employed. 

Fabrication detailed in Chapter 2. The pH response was recorded using square 

wave voltammetry (SWV), parameters used include frequency = 100 Hz, 

amplitude = 50 mV, potential step = 4 mV. The BDD-Q electrode was stored dry 

when not in use, and between measurements, where necessary, the electrodes 

were polished first using alumina (0.05 μm, Buehler, Germany) paste on a micro-

cloth pad (Buehler), and then on an ultra-pure water wetted alumina free pad. 

For biological measurements with BDD-Q and BDD-IrOx electrodes, pH 

calibrations were performed pre- and post-biological measurement in mucin 

(0.5% w/v), BSA (5% w/v), or whole sheep’s blood (in Alsever’s solution). 

Calibrations were performed in Carmody buffer solutions before and after 

exposure to biological solutions. The electrodes were alternated between the 

biological media, and pH 7 Carmody buffer at least three times. For BDD-Q pH 

measurements, each pH measurement consists of six SWV scans, with the mean 

and standard deviation (error bars) reported. For the BDD-IrOx electrodes OCP 
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measurements are made with respect to a non-leak Ag|AgCl reference electrode, 

alternating between pH 7 Carmody buffer and biological media with at least three 

measurements in each solution. Each OCP measurement in buffer solutions are 

recorded for 60 s, and in the presence biological media this measurement time is 

extended until a plateau relative to the initial change is observed, and the end 

potential recorded.  

All pH measurements were made using a Mettler Toledo SevenGo pH 

portable meter and InLab Expert Go-ISM glass probe prior to use with BDD-Q or 

IrOx electrodes. The glass probe is kept in the Mettler Toledo InLab storage 

solution when not in use, and a four-point calibration using pH 2, 4, 7, 10 Mettler 

Toledo standard buffer solutions was conducted, as per manufacturer guidelines. 

 

5.2.3. Flow System and 3D Printed Flow Cell 

All flow cells were designed using Autodesk Fusion 360 and printed 

using a Formlabs Form 3 stereolithography (SLA) printer. Flow cells were 

printed at a 50 μm layer height in Standard Clear Resin (Formlabs). The SLA parts 

(flow cell and electrode holders) were washed (FormWash, Formlabs) in 

isopropyl alcohol to remove any uncured resin then post-cured with 405 nm light 

at elevated temperatures (FormCure, Formlabs) according to manufacturer’s 

recommended procedures.  

A square shaped flow cell channel with dimensions of 2.5 × 2.5 × 30 mm, 

tapered from the inlet pipe of 1 mm radius was designed. The WE is placed 

directly opposite the RE, in order to reduce the distance between these two 

electrodes, and so in turn minimise the uncompensated resistance in the 

system.55 As the resin used for the 3D print is translucent, the position of both 

electrodes can be seen visibly. The CE is placed downstream, to avoid 

interference from the reactions occurs at the CE, as shown in Figure 5.1. The inlet 

and outlet tubing (silicone tubing 3.2 mm bore size) were connected directly to 

the cell, the direction of flow is indicated on the flow cell.  
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Figure 5.1.  Schematic of the flow cell with cross-sections from top, 

end, and side of the cell,  indicating the positions of working, 

reference, and counter electrodes.  

 

Two separate syringes were used for the flow of fouling agents (BSA, 

mucin, and blood) and buffer solutions in the experiments conducted that 

involves alternating between solutions. Separate pipes were also used to avoid 

any cross contamination of fouling agents, these were manually switched 

between measurements, and cleaned between repeats by rinsing with ultra-pure 

water. 

 

5.2.4. Data Analysis 

Data analysis was conducted using OriginPro 9.85 (2021b, OriginLab 

Corp.), Python 3.6.5, and GraphPad Prism 9. For each individual SWV, excess 

electrical noise in the signal was removed using the Scipy Savitzky-Golay (an 

adjacent averaging method) filter with a second order polynomial and window 

length of five. The potential of the SWV current peak was identified using the 

Scipy find peaks function to identify minima within the bounds -0.2, and +0.45 V 

vs Ag|AgCl. A minimal horizontal distance between neighbouring peaks of 0.1 V 

is applied to remove false positives resulting from noise and the most prominent 

remaining peak is selected. For biological media data, this method is applied to 

the mean of six sweeps for a given run and the output data is further processed 
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using Origin to convert the potential values to a pH using the calibration 

conducted prior to exposure in biological media, and the mean of the six sweeps 

is reported with the standard deviation error bars. 

For pH calibrations .csv files containing the mean smoothed data for each 

pH buffer are processed using the peak picking method describe above. 

Calibration parameters are extracted via linear regression of solution pH vs peak 

potential data, where each data point represents the mean value of the final five 

of six recorded sweeps after smoothing, with the first sweep discarded in each 

case. All figures and further analysis of data are prepared in Origin. To evaluate 

statistical difference in the alternating pH measurements conducted between 

fouling media (mucin, BSA, and blood) and buffer solutions, under stationary and 

flow conditions, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) adjusted for Tukey 

correction was employed. Differences were considered statistically significant at 

a probability of p < 0.05. 

 

5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.3.1. Device Fabrication & Electrochemical Characterisation of 

3D Printed Flow Cell 

It is essential for understanding electrochemical behaviour in the flow 

cell to first verify that the hydrodynamics of the flow cell are well-defined and 

predictable (laminar flow). In order to have an indication of the flow profile 

within the flow cell channel, the Reynolds number (Re) can be calculated using 

Equation 5.1. Typically, laminar flow has a Re < 2000, while a turbulent flow will 

give higher values. 

𝑅𝑒 =  
Ū𝐷ℎ

𝜐
 Equation 5.1 

 

Ū is the mean fluid velocity (cm/s), which is related to Vf (cm3/s) by Equation 5.2, 

Dh is the hydraulic diameter (cm), defined by Equation 5.3, and υ is the kinematic 

viscosity (~0.01 cm2 s-1 for water at 20 °C).  

Ū =  
𝑉𝑓

2ℎ𝑤ch
 Equation 5.2 
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where, 2h and wch are the height and width of the square-shaped flow cell 

channel. 

𝐷ℎ =  
8ℎ𝑤ch

2ℎ+ 𝑤ch
 Equation 5.3 

 

For the flow cell described here, under the flow rates explored (0.1 to 

100 mL/min), the flow profile is well-defined and laminar with Re = 83 at the 

highest flow rate (100 mL/min). Previously, band47 and micro-disk56 electrodes 

have been used to access the flow characteristics within a channel flow cell, 

however, here we explore the use of a macro (1 mm diameter) BDD disk 

electrode, placed in the channel as shown in Figure 5.1. The flow cell was easily 

assembled with a commercial Ag|AgCl RE, Pt wire CE, and a BDD WE fabricated 

using in-house standard packaging methods.54 Even under the higher volume 

flow rates (100 mL/min) explored, no leak from the flow cell was observed. The 

channel is designed such that the electrode surface sits co-planar with the wall to 

avoid interference with solution flow this was confirmed via a visual assessment.  

Figure 5.2(a) shows CVs for the one-electron reduction of 1 mM 

Ru(NH3)63+ in 0.1 M KNO3, using the BDD macroelectrode in the flow cell at a 

potential scan rate of 100 mV/s, over the Vf range 0.1-100 mL/min (the limit of 

syringe pump system). Figure 5.2(b) displays the steady state limiting current, 

ilim (taken from the experimental CVs in (a)) versus 𝑉f
1 3⁄

, to verify the 

dependence of flow rate with ilim over the flow rates investigated. 
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As shown in Figure 5.2, at a volume flow rate of 6 mL/min, there is a 

transition from a peak shaped CV to a CV which displays both a limiting current 

response, and the absence of a return peak. The latter is indicative of the 

increased mass transport of species to and away from the BDD electrode surface. 

Increasing convection increases the flux of reactants towards and products away 

from the electrode surface,57 which in turn enhances the faradaic current signal, 

and also means there is no product to collect in the CV.  At higher flow rates (60 

– 100 mL/min) the current response in Figure 5.2a shows periodic oscillations, 

this is due to the noise generated from the pump.  

Under fully developed laminar flow and for conditions where 

concentration changes are confined close to the channel wall (fast flow and/or 

short electrodes), such that the Poiseuille velocity profile can be linearized (the 

Lévêque approximation),58  the ilim response, should obey the Levich equation, 

which predicts a linear dependence of ilim on 𝑉f
1 3⁄

. Figure 5.2b shows a plot of ilim 

versus 𝑉f
1 3⁄

 where the experimental data also shows a linear relationship with 

an R2 of 0.997 (n = 3). In the literature this behaviour is found most often for band 

electrodes incorporated into channel flow cells.47,57  

 

Figure 5.2.  (a) CV for 1 mM Ru(NH3)63+/2+  redox process on BDD 

electrode in a flow cell, with increasing flow rates from stationary in 

the flow cell to 100 mL/min (b) plot of limiting steady-state current 

vs volume flow rate to ⅓ to fit the Levich equation (error bars 

represent the standard deviation of the mean of n = 3).  
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5.3.2. BDD-Q & BDD-IrOx pH Electrodes 

As detailed in the introduction, accurately detecting real-time changes in 

physiological pH could be crucial for the early detection of numerous diseases2,59–

61 and flow can be useful in bringing solution to the detector. For certain analytes, 

medical devices can take advantage of the relationship of flow with signal 

intensity to improve detection limits. Flow-based systems can also be used for 

continuous long-term monitoring,42,43 demonstrating application, for example, 

within the intensive care unit for online monitoring of key neurochemical 

(glutamate, glucose, and lactate levels) changes of a brain injury patient.42  With 

regards pH measurements in flow, it is important to ascertain that the measured 

pH is independent of the flow rate used.  

Potentiometric IrOx pH sensors have been used extensively in the 

literature for pH sensing applications, in particular the ability to deposit pH 

sensitive IrOx on miniaturised sensor formats has driven interest in their use for 

biomedical applications.7 Due to this popularity, IrOx electrodes were used in this 

study as a suitable performance comparison for BDD-Q pH sensors. The primary 

concern when using any electrodeposited film under flow is the potential for 

delamination at increased flow rates. 

Herein, a 1 mm diameter BDD disk was functionalised with an IrOx film 

and inserted into the flow cell. The OCP of the sensor was measured in three 

different buffer solutions (4, 7, and 10) as a function of flow rate for three 

different flow rates (1, 10, and 100 mL/min). Unlike the potentiometric glass pH 

electrode which exhibits a Nernstian behaviour in response to pH changes,10 the 

super-Nernstian behaviour (72 mV per pH unit change) observed in Figure 5.3 is 

expected for electrodeposited IrOx pH sensors.62 Figure 5.3 shows the OCP of the 

IrOx-BDD electrode plotted as a function of pH for the stationary (n = 3) and at 

three different volume flow rates (n = 1) employed. 
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For the IrOx BDD pH sensor the linearity of the OCP versus pH slope 

remain effectively unchanged (R2 = 0.998) as a function of Vf. Table 5.1 reports 

the calibration slope and intercept, which can also be seen to remain consistent 

up to flow rates of 100 mL/min. The stationary (0 mL/min) measurements were 

conducted in triplicate, however, only one measurement was conducted at each 

flow rate due to concerns over possible delamination of the IrOx film from the 

BDD electrode, with extended use. 

 

Table 5.1.  Summary of the gradient and intercept for the 

calibration curves for BDD-IrOx, stationary in the flow cell,  and at 

different flow rates (1, 10, 100 mL/min). R 2 of all calibration curves 

for BDD-IrOx included is 0.998.  

Flow rate (mL/min) Gradient (mV) Intercept (mV) 

0 -72.8 673 

1 -72.0 667 

10 -72.3 670 

100 -72.8 673 

 

This data show that under these flow conditions explored, the IrOx film 

is sufficiently stable such that the potentiometric measurements remain 

consistent as a function of volume flow rate. In comparison, Figure 5.4 shows the 

 

Figure 5.3.  Flow rate dependence of the pH response of a BDD-IrOx 

pH sensor. Measurements are conducted in buffer solutions at flow 

rates 0, 1, 10, and 100 mL/min using OCP.  
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impact of flow rate on the pH measurements using the voltammetric BDD-Q pH 

sensor for (a) buffered (pH 2-10) and (b) unbuffered 0.1 M KNO3 (pH 2-12, where 

pH is varied using H2SO4 or KOH) solutions. For the former (a) Carmody buffers 

were used at pH values of 2, 4, 7, and 10. For the latter, 6 pH measurements were 

made at pH 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12. 

 

 

Although twelve flow rates from 0.1, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 

100 mL/min were tested, for clarity in Figure 5.4, only stationary in the flow cell, 

and flow rates of 1, 10, and 100 mL/min calibrations are shown. The mean of the 

SWV peak potential (Ep, e.g., as shown in Chapter 3) obtained from five SWV scans 

were analysed for each data point, with the standard deviation presented as error 

bars. Good linearity (lowest R2 = 0.993 for stationary unbuffered) between the 

pH (measured using a potentiometric glass pH probe) and peak potential of the 

BDD-Q SWV response is observed. 

Table 5.2 shows the mean calibration parameters for triplicate 

measurements using the BDD-Q pH electrode for stationary and at flow rates of 

0.1, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 mL/min. The minimal variation in 

calibration gradients observed across the flow rates assessed in Figure 5.4a and 

b, demonstrates flow rate independence in both buffered and unbuffered 

solutions. This is particularly encouraging, providing certainty when moving 

towards biological applications with uncontrollable variables (such as 

biofouling), that any pH changes observed are due to the biological media 

explored and not a result of the flow system. 

 

Figure 5.4.  BDD-Q pH electrode calibration curves in (a) buffered 

and (b) unbuffered solutions at flow rates 0, 1, 10, and 100 mL/min.  
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Table 5.2.  Summary of the gradient and intercept for the 

calibration curves for BDD-Q. R2 of all buffered and unbuffered 

calibration curves included is at least 0.999 and 0.995, respectively. 

Standard deviation error bars of n =3.  

 Buffered Unbuffered 

Flow rate 

(mL/min) 

Gradient (mV) Intercept 

(mV) 

Gradient (mV) Intercept (mV) 

0 -65.8 ± 0.82 566 ± 8.8 -63.4 ± 0.67 537 ± 3.8 

0.1 -66.2 ± 0.15 571 ± 2.3 -63.8 ± 1.22 545 ± 6.9 

1 -65.8 ± 1.03 567 ± 6.9 -63.3 ± 1.19 539 ± 2.5 

2 -65.3 ± 0.42 565 ± 4.7 -63.4 ± 0.96 538 ± 6.4 

4 -66.4 ± 0.34 572 ± 2.3 -62.9 ± 0.46 535 ± 5.3 

6 -66.3 ± 0.29 572 ± 3.0 -63.2 ± 1.04 537 ± 7.8 

8 -65.6 ± 1.02 566 ± 4.9 -63.4 ± 0.87 539 ± 6.1 

10 -65.9 ± 0.41 569 ± 5.4 -63.7 ± 1.00 542 ± 7.8 

20 -66.0 ± 0.26 571 ± 2.1 -64.2 ± 0.67 549 ± 7.4 

40 -65.9 ± 0.27 569 ± 4.7 -63.7 ± 0.56 544 ± 3.0 

60 -66.0 ± 0.53 568 ± 6.3 -64.3 ± 1.05 549 ± 7.6 

80 -66.2 ± 0.76 572 ± 6.0 -63.9 ± 1.69 546 ± 12.6 

100 -66.2 ± 0.83 571 ± 7.1 -63.7 ± 0.97 545 ± 8.8 

 

For the reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ on the unfunctionalised BDD electrode 

in Figure 5.2, increasing Vf results in an increase in the current and change in CV 

profile from peak shaped to limiting current. For the BDD-Q measurements, we 

are interested not in the magnitude of the peak current, but simply its position 

on the potential axis and under the flow conditions adopted this can be seen to 

remain constant.  Interestingly the current magnitude of the SWVs also do not 

appear to change with flow rate, as shown in Figure 5.5 for (a) buffered pH (i) 2, 

(ii) 7,  (iii) 10 and (b) unbuffered pH (i) 2, (ii) 8, (iii) 10, while stationary (black) 

and at flow rate of 100 mL/min (red). 
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This could be due to very low surface coverage of quinone groups on the 

BDD-Q surface, effectively resembling an array of nanoelectrodes,17 meaning that 

under stationary conditions diffusion of protons to the individual quinone groups 

is already high, as the diffusion coefficient of H+ is 9.3 × 10−9 m2/s.63 Increasing 

the convective contribution of H+ flux to the quinone surface by increasing the 

flow rate is clearly not having a significant effect due to the already high 

diffusional flux. Similar behaviour was seen when observing the voltammetric 

response of a microarray electrode in a channel flow cell i.e. no enhancement in 

the ilim was observed under flow conditions.64 We also note that the resulting 

components of the SWV (forward and reverse wave, which when added together 

give the output SWV response) lie on top of each other suggesting reversibility.65 

This is shown in Figure 5.6 for (a) buffered pH (i) 2, (ii) 7,  (iii) 10 and (b) 

unbuffered pH (i) 2, (ii) 8, (iii) 10, while stationary (black) and at flow rate of 100 

mL/min (red). Even at the highest flow rate, this behaviour is still seen, 

suggesting that the proton coupled electron transfer process has not become rate 

limited. 

 

Figure 5.5.  SWV scans for (a) buffered and (b) unbuffered pH 

measurements in solutions of pH (i) 2, (ii) 7 (buffered) or 8 

(unbuffered), and (iii) 10 
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Figure 5.6.  Forward and reverse scans for SWVs for (a) buffered and 

(b) unbuffered for pH (i) 2, (ii) 7 (buffered) or 8 (unbuffered), and 

(iii) 10 

 

5.3.3. Biological Media Measurements 

Electrochemical measurements in biological media are challenging due 

to the complexity of the matrix which contain different proteins, amino acids, 

phenols, neurotransmitters, and other biological molecules.66,67 The effects of 

these molecules can be observed in stationary measurements described in 

Chapter 3 and 4 where it is shown how the presence of BSA/mucin (proteins) 

cause fouling of the electrode surface, resulting in inaccuracy and unreliability of 

the measurement and the sensor.66 Therefore, it is important to develop a robust 

pH electrode which can be placed in different protein containing solutions with 

confidence that the electrode performance has not been compromised by the 

complex environment, and the measurements are reliable.  

Figure 5.7 shows pH measurements conducted in bulk solutions under 

stationary conditions first of (a) 5% w/v BSA and (b) 0.5% w/v mucin in HEPES 

buffer solutions. Note, in regard to Chapter 3, here we do six consecutive scans 

instead of rinsing between scans as described in Chapter 3, to assess any 

electrode fouling. Each data point represents the peak potential derived from the 

mean of six SWV scans with standard deviation error bars. One full run involves 
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first (1) calibrating the electrode using Carmody buffers (4, 7, 10). (2) Then place 

in a pH 7 Carmody buffer record the pH using SWV (mean of six scans). (3) Then 

place in the respective protein solution, measure pH using SWV (mean of six 

scans). (4) Then place back in the pH 7 Carmody buffer, measure pH using SWV 

(mean of six scans). Note the last two steps are repeated a further two times so 

in total for each run there are three protein and four buffer measurements. 

Finally (5) the electrode is re-calibrated using Carmody buffers (4, 7, 10). The 

pre-protein calibration (1) was used to calculate the pH measured on the BDD-Q 

pH electrode. Three runs were recorded in total, noting that before starting a new 

run the electrode is cleaned using an alumina polish ready for pre-calibration.  

Each SWV scan takes ~5 s, therefore, for each protein or buffer 

measurement the BDD-Q is exposed to this solution for ~50 s. Figure 5.7(i) shows 

the sixth SWV scan in BSA and mucin, for Run 1. Figure 5.7a(i) shows that when 

alternating the pH measurement between buffer and BSA, the sixth SWV scan in 

BSA shows a slight shift towards lower potentials, resulting in an alkaline shift, 

shifting from 91 to 87 to 83 mV (shift of 8 mV which corresponds to 0.13 pH 

units). In contrast, with mucin (Figure 5.7b(i)) the peak potential shift is more 

random, with the peak potential shifting from 166 to 154 to 162 mV (shift of 12 

mV, corresponding to 0.19 pH units)over the three repeats. 
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Figure 5.7.  pH measurements conducted in bulk stationary 

solutions of (a) 5% w/v BSA and (b) 0.5% w/v mucin in HEPES buffer 

solutions. (i) The sixth SWV scans from each alternating 

measurement for Run 1. Average pH measured using the BDD -Q 

electrode while alternating between (aii) 5% w/v BSA, or (bii) 0.5% 

w/v mucin and (iii) Carmody buffer pH 7 in bulk stationary solutions,  
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with standard deviation error bars n = 6. (iv) The before and after protein 

calibrations for BDD-Q pH sensor. Data shown as mean ± standard deviation, 

*p < 0.05. 

 

The average peak potentials per repeat can be converted to a pH value 

using the pre-calibration gradient data. Figure 5.7a (ii) shows the three repeats 

for the BSA data as a function of run number, where the black data points 

represent Run 1, red represent Run 2 and blue represent Run 3. For each 

individual run in BSA, a one-way ANOVA at a 5% significance level test 

demonstrates statistical significance in the pH measured in Run 2 and 3 (except 

Run 1). Also shown is the data for pH recorded in the Carmody pH 7 buffer as a 

function of run number and repeats per run. Here the four buffer measurements 

within the run (Figure 5.7a (iii)), show no clear agreement and shift randomly, 

and statistically significant. For all three runs, the greatest difference in buffer pH 

is observed between the first buffer measurement (i.e., prior to first BSA 

measurement) and the second buffer measurement, with shifts of 0.29, 0.25, and 

0.17 pH units, respectively for runs 1, 2 and 3. The inconsistency in the buffer pH 

measurements indicates that there is likely to be carry-over of protein on the 

surface of the pH electrode to the buffer solution to varying degrees. 

In contrast to BSA, in the mucin solutions, Figure 5.7b (ii) shows that the 

three repeat pH measurements per run in mucin are not consistent and the 

differences are statistically significant. For example, taking Run 1 and 3 data, and 

looking at the first and second repeat data in mucin, they show a pH increase 

from pH 6.12 ± 0.06 (Run 1) and pH 6.30 ± 0.05 (Run 3) to pH 6.29 ± 0.11 and pH 

6.67 ± 0.11, respectively. In contrast, in Run 2, the pH decreases from pH 6.52 ± 

0.05 (first) to pH 6.22 ± 0.05 (second). The buffer measurements recorded prior 

to mucin (Buffer 1) and directly after mucin (Buffer 2) in Figure 5.7b (iii) are 

statistically significant at p < 0.05 (one-way ANOVA with Tukey correction for 

multiple comparison), and show a similar response to that observed for BSA 

(Figure 5.7a (iii)) with a decrease of 0.31, 0.26, and 0.44, for Runs 1, 2, and 3 

respectively. The significant difference in pH between repeats in both, protein, 

and buffer measurements, suggests electrode fouling from protein adsorption on 
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the BDD-Q surface. However, the fouling is not reproducible and therefore 

measurements cannot be easily corrected to account for the fouling observed. 

  

Table 5.3.  Calibration equation in the format, y = mx + c, where y = 

Ep and x = pH, and the R2,  for pH measurements conducted in bulk 

solutions before and after exposure to 5% w/v BSA o r 0.5% w/v 

mucin. 

 BSA Mucin 

 Before (mV) After (mV) Before (mV) After (mV) 

1 -62.7 pH + 559 

0.999 

-60.9 pH + 543 

0.998 

-60.5 pH + 544 

1 

-58.1 pH + 531 

0.998 

2 -61.0 pH + 558 

0.999 

-58.0 pH + 529 

0.996 

-62.2 pH + 560 

0.995 

-60.6 pH + 549 

0.990 

3 -62.5 pH + 558 

0.999 

-60.4 pH + 533 

0.999 

-60.4 pH + 545 

0.999 

-58.8 pH + 535 

0.998 

 

Table 5.3 shows the calibration gradients and intercepts for the BDD-Q 

electrode recorded at the start and finish of each run. As can be seen there is only 

a small difference in the pre- and post-calibration gradients as shown in Figure 

5.7a,b (iv) and listed in Table 5.3. This suggests that the adsorption of BSA and 

mucin is weak, and the proteins can start to be removed just via the action of 

placing the electrodes in and out of buffer solutions. In Chapter 3 it was shown 

simple rinsing was an effective method for removing mucin from the surface of 

the BDD-Q electrode. To explore a more effective and controllable method of 

removing / reducing protein-based fouling from the BDD-Q electrode surface, 

use of the flow system described above was explored. Convection was thought to 

be a useful method for minimising protein fouling as the adsorption of proteins 

to the BDD-Q is weak and reversible.22 The physical action of flowing solution 

may prevent protein adsorption in the first place or remove any loosely bound 

protein from the surface. 

Figure 5.8 shows the pH measurements conducted using the BDD-Q 

electrode with solutions flowing at 100 mL/min (the highest flow rate possible 

on the syringe pumps used), for (a) 5% w/v BSA and (b) 0.5% w/v mucin in 
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HEPES buffer solutions. As the BDD-Q pH electrode measurements have been 

shown to be flow rate independent (Figure 5.4), any pH changes observed can be 

associated with possible fouling from protein adsorption. The same 

measurements were conducted as for the stationary experiments described in 

Figure 5.5, but now under flow, Figure 5.8  As before, each data point represents 

the mean of six SWV scans with standard deviation error bars. 
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Figure 5.8.  pH measurements conducted under applied flow rate of 

100 mL/min for solutions of (a) 5% w/v BSA and (b) 0.5% w/v mucin 

in HEPES buffer solutions. (i) The sixth SWV scans from each 

alternating measurement for Run 1. Average pH measured using the 

BDD-Q electrode while alternating between (aii) 5% w/v BSA, or (bii) 

0.5% w/v mucin and (iii) Carmody buffer pH 7 in bulk stationary 

solutions, with standard deviation error bars n = 6. (iv) The before 

and after protein calibrations for BDD-Q pH sensor. Data shown as 

mean ± standard deviation, *p < 0.05. 

 

Figure 5.8a, b(i) shows the sixth SWV scan recorded for pH in the repeat 

buffer and BSA/mucin solutions for Run 1. Both sets of data show good 

agreement with minimal peak shifting. For BSA a shift was observed from 118 

(BSA 1) to 114 mV (BSA 2 and 3) and for mucin, a shift from 199 (mucin 1 and 2) 

to 203 mV (mucin 3), both corresponds to a pH shift of 0.06 pH units.  

For BSA (Figure 5.8a(ii)), statistically significant difference in pH was 

observed in Run 1 (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05), with BSA 1 pH measuring 0.14 

and 0.10 pH units less than BSA 2 and 3, respectively. However, Run 2 and 3 show 

good statistical agreement, with the largest difference of 0.05 and 0.06 pH units, 

respectively, measured between BSA 1-3. For mucin, Figure 5.8b(ii), Run 1 and 2 

show good agreement, with largest difference of 0.04 and 0.02, respectively. 

However, the pH measured in Run 3 for mucin 1 significantly differs from the pH 

recorded for mucin 2 and 3, with a difference of 0.07 pH unit. 

The alternating buffer pH measurements with BSA, Figure 5.8a(iii), 

shows that in Run 1, buffer measurements 1, 3 and 4 are good agreement with 

buffer 2, possibly an outlier measuring 0.11, 0.10, and 0.15 pH units less than 

buffer 1, 3, and 4, respectively. Run 2 shows good agreement between buffer 

measurements 2, 3, and 4 (largest difference of 0.05 pH units). Finally, Run 3 

shows good agreement between all four buffer measurements (0.05 pH unit 

difference). For the pH measurements in buffer alternating with mucin, in all 

three runs, there is a good agreement between buffer measurements 2, 3, and 4, 

however, these are statistically different to the buffer 1, with 0.26 and 0.12 pH 

unit difference observed in Run 1, and Run 2 and 3, respectively. Furthermore, 
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similar to stationary measurements, the sensor calibrates well pre- and post-

protein exposure (Table 5.4). 

 

Table 5.4.  Calibration equation in the format, y = mx + c, conducted 

in stationary bulk Carmody buffer solution for pH measurement of 

5% w/v BSA or 0.5% w/v mucin and buffer solution under flow (at 

100 mL/min).  

 BSA Mucin 

 Before (mV) After (mV) Before (mV) After (mV) 

1 -64.5 pH + 561 

0.999 

-63.8 pH + 549 

0.999 

-64.4 pH + 584 

0.999 

-61.7 pH + 550 

0.999 

2 -65.7 pH + 571 

0.999 

-64.2 pH + 553 

0.999 

-63.0 pH + 565 

0.998 

-61.7 pH + 550 

0.999 

3 -64.9 pH + 560 

0.999 

-64.2 pH + 551 

0.999 

-63.1 pH + 566 

1 

-61.1 pH + 544 

0.999 

 

In comparison to the pH measurements conducted under stationary bulk 

conditions, measuring the pH of BSA and mucin under flow (100 mL/min) using 

BDD-Q electrode results higher precision, with smaller error on each data point. 

Furthermore, two out of three runs in mucin and BSA, and pH measurements for 

buffers 2, 3, and 4 show good agreement. Therefore, this experiment shows that 

flow has the potential for reducing fouling of BDD-Q electrodes by individual 

protein solutions. However, biological samples tend to be more complex, 

containing a mixture of proteins. One such example is blood. Herein, we explore 

and compare the pH measurement recorded in whole sheep’s blood in Alsever’s 

solution using both the BDD-IrOx and BDD-Q pH sensors. 

Initial assessments of performance in blood were conducted in bulk 

solutions under stationary conditions for both the BDD-IrOx and BDD-Q 

electrodes. OCP data from the BDD-IrOx electrode is presented in Figure 5.9. Here 

the electrode was calibrations prior to and after exposure to blood. Between 

calibrations alternating SWV measurements were conducted in pH 7 Carmody 

buffer (3) and blood (3), as above. The measured pH for each experiment was 

calculated using the initial pre-calibration and the results compared to the 
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calibration plots. For BDD-IrOx electrode calibrations, the OCP (which is 

converted to pH via the calibration line) was allowed to run until a stable 

potential was reached, or until it was observed that a stable potential will not be 

reached in a reasonable time (>>60 s). The potential reported is the potential 

measured at the end of this duration. 

 

 

Figure 5.9.  (a) pH calibration of BDD-IrOx electrode before and 

after exposure to blood. (b) OCP measurement for each calibration 

and alternating in blood (red) and buffer (green)solution.  

 

Figure 5.9a. show that whilst the IrOx electrodes respond linearly to pH 

both before and after the buffer/blood pH measurements, with a similar 

calibration gradient in each case, 69.3 mV and 73.9 mV respectively, there is an 

offset of -0.047 V when comparing the intercepts. When looking at the OCP data 

in Figure 5.7b, it is clear that the IrOx electrodes struggle to recover from 

exposure to blood. The initial buffer OCP data shows a flat line (green line), when 

placed in the blood for the first time (red line) the OCP continually drifts down. 

When placed back in the buffer, the OCP does not completely stabilise in the time 

frame assessed here, and the second placement in blood again shows a clear drift 

downwards in OCP which is repeated for the third buffer/blood repeat.  

The performance of the BDD-IrOx electrodes for blood pH 

measurements under flow conditions is also assessed. It is possible that flow 

conditions may prevent proteins in the blood from sticking onto or absorbing 

into the IrOx, thus improving the measurement reproducibility as observed with 

the BDD-Q electrodes in BSA and mucin. An initial flow rate of 100mL/min was 
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selected as a faster flow rate was thought to offer the highest chance of success 

in inhibiting fouling. As with the stationary measurements, calibrations in buffer 

solutions were conducted before and after alternating measurements in pH 7 

buffer and blood. The resulting data collected on three different BDD-IrOx 

electrodes is presented in Figure 5.10. 

 

 

Figure 5.10. (a) pH Calibrations for BDD-IrOx electrodes before 

(black) and after (red) exposure to blood. Line type represents 

individual electrodes. (b) OCP measurements for BDD -IrOx 

electrodes alternating between pH 7 buffer (green) and blood (red) 

solutions at a flow rate of 100 mL/min. Data is plotted on an arbitrary 

time scale for ease of comparison.  

 

It is evident from Figure 5.10(a) that, as under stationary conditions a 

shift in the calibration parameters (especially intercept) is observed on all three 

electrodes, (Table 5.5). The variation differs between electrodes most likely due 

to biological fouling being surface dependent (reflecting the difficulty in 

producing identical IrOx electrodes) and rarely reproducible. Furthermore, in 

buffer, the pH response approaches stability (although at varying potentials 

between runs) but a significant drift which does not stabilise on the timescale 

measured (≥ 60 s) is observed in the blood measurements (Figure 5.10b), as was 

observed under stationary conditions. The lack of stabilisation in the OCP value 

is also indicative of flow being unable to stabilise the IrOx response. It is unlikely 

therefore, that IrOx could be applied to biological pH measurements of blood, 

even when incorporated into a flow system.  
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Table 5.5.  Calibration equation in the format, y = mx + c, conducted 

in stationary bulk Carmody buffer solution using BDD -IrOx, for pH 

measurement of blood and buffer solution under flow (at 100 

mL/min). 

 Before (mV) After (mV) 

1 -66.7 pH + 495 

0.999 

-69.0 pH + 602 

1 

2 -69.8 pH + 593 

0.999 

-67.3 pH + 522 

0.999 

3 -66.9 pH + 521 

0.999 

-66.5 pH + 501 

0.999 

 

Initial pH measurements in blood under stationary conditions for BDD-

Q are presented in Figure 5.11(a) and recorded as detailed for BSA/mucin 

experiments, except in order to reduce the volume and exposure time of blood to 

the electrode surface, now six scans were recorded, with the sixth scan being 

shown. Fig 5.9 (b,c) shows the three alternate measurements conducted in 

sheep’s blood (b) and (c) pH 7 Carmody buffer, and (d) the calibration of the BDD-

Q pH sensors using Carmody buffers conducted pre- and post-exposure to 

sheep’s blood. Each data point represents the mean of six SWV scans with 

standard deviation error bars. 

In Figure 5.11a, the sixth scan for each alternate measurement in blood 

(for Run 1) shows a cathodic shift in the peak potential (102 to 98 to 95 mV) 

which equates to an alkaline pH shift of 0.12 pH units calculated using the 

calibration line, Ep = 64.6 pH + 556 (mV vs Ag|AgCl). With alternate pH 

measurements between blood and buffer, Runs 1, 2, and 3 show an overall 

alkaline shift of 0.13, 0.04 and 0.14 pH units in blood respectively (Figure 5.11b), 

where pH difference measured in pH for Run 1 and 3 are statistically significant 

between blood 1 and 3, calculated using one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05. Figure 5.11c 

shows an alkaline shift in buffer pH in all three runs as well, with an overall 0.11, 

0.17, and 0.12 pH units for Runs 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
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Figure 5.11. pH measurements conducted in bulk sheep’s blood 

under stationary conditions, with (a) the sixth SWV scans from each 

alternating measurement for Run 1. Average pH measured using the 

BDD-Q electrode while alternating between (b) blood and (c) 

Carmody buffer pH 7, with standard deviation error bars n = 6. (d) 

The before and after blood calibrations for BDD-Q pH sensor. Data 

shown as mean ± standard deviation, *p < 0.05. 

 

As with the BDD-IrOx, pH measurements conducted using BDD-Q 

electrodes in bulk stationary blood are showing evidence of fouling. This 

behaviour also correlates well with the results observed in stationary for BSA 

and mucin solutions. Furthermore, as with calibrations performed pre- and post-

protein exposure, the calibrations prior to and post blood immersion show fairly 

good agreement (Figure 5.11, Table 5.6), with slight deviations at the lower pH 

(4) and higher pH (10). 
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Table 5.6.  Calibration equation in the format, y = mx + c, conducted 

in stationary bulk Carmody buffer solutions using BDD -Q, for pH 

measurement of blood and buffer solution in stationary solutions.  

 Before (mV) After (mV) 

1 -64.6 pH + 559 

0.999 

-58.0 pH + 514 

0.999 

2 -63.0 pH + 557 

0.998 

-57.2 pH + 506 

0.998 

3 -66.3 pH + 570 

0.999 

-61.9 pH + 535 

0.999 

 

Moving towards a flow system, two flow rates were explored in Figure 

5.12 (a) 100 mL/min and (b) 10 mL/min for both buffer and sheep’s blood, (i) 

shows the sixth SWV scan in blood for Run 1. Alternating measurements were 

conducted in (ii) blood (3), and (iii) a pH 7 Carmody buffer (first before protein, 

then alternating 3), and (iv) shows the calibration of the BDD-Q pH sensors 

using Carmody buffers conducted pre- and post-exposure to blood. The pre-

blood calibration was used to calculate the pH measured on the BDD-Q pH 

electrode. Table 5.7 lists the pre- and post-calibration equations. Each data point 

represents the mean of six SWV scans with standard deviation error bars. 

As 100 mL/min effectively reduced BSA/mucin fouling on the BDD-Q 

electrode, this was used as the starting flow rate for blood. Figure 5.12a (i) shows 

that at 100 mL/min, the sixth scan for the three alternate measurements in blood 

for Run 1 shows a shift in peak potentials from 63 to 66 to 62 mV, an overall shift 

of 4 mV corresponding to 0.07 pH unit. Flowing blood and buffer at 100 mL/min 

show that alternate measurements in blood and buffer are consistent (Figure 

5.12a (ii), (iii)). The average pH values showing little to no variation and small 

standard deviation error bars for each data point, with only the buffer pH 

measurements in Run 1 showing statistically significant difference (particularly 

Buffer 1 and 4 pH measurements, from Tukey comparison). Flowing blood at a 

higher flow rate, as the solution is constantly moving, this limits the contact 

duration for the fouling agents in sheep’s blood, avoiding less time and 
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opportunity for surface adsorption, hence less overall fouling observed, 

compared to the stationary. 

 

Figure 5.12. pH measurements conducted under flow rates of (a) 100 

mL/min and (b) 10 mL/min. (i) The sixth SWV scans from each 

alternating measurement for Run 1. Average pH measured using the 
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BDD-Q electrode while alternating between (ii) blood and (iii) 

Carmody buffer pH 7, with standard deviation error bars n = 6. (iv) 

The before and after blood calibrations for BDD-Q pH sensor. Data 

shown as mean ± standard deviation, *p < 0.05. 

 

At the reduced flow rate of 10 mL/min, in Figure 5.12b (ii), the average 

blood pH measurements between runs show agreement at p0.05. Between Blood 

1 and Blood 2, for Runs 2 and 3, the average pH decreases by 0.05 pH units, from 

7.88 to 7.83 and 7.93 to 7.88 for Run 2 and Run 3, respectively. However, for Run 

1, the pH increases from 7.72 to 7.75. For the alternate buffer measurements 

(Figure 5.12b (iii)), Run 1 and 2 show good overlay in pH measurements, 

however, Run 3 shows an increase from Buffer 1 (prior to blood) to Buffer 3 by 

0.15 pH units, and then a decrease by 0.10 pH units (significant at p < 0.05). This 

suggests that flowing at 10 mL/min shows some improvement in accuracy over 

stationary, but there is still some fouling resulting in unpredictable shift in pH 

measurements, both in blood and buffer. Table 5.7 summaries the calibration 

equations conducted pre- and post-blood/buffer measurements at both 10 and 

100 mL/min. This along with Figure 5.12a, b(iv) shows that the electrodes 

calibrate well after exposure to blood. Although there is a small shift in the 

intercept for the calibrations for 10 mL/min. 

 

Table 5.7.  Calibration equation in the format, y = mx + c, conducted 

in stationary bulk Carmody buffer solutions for pH measurement of 

blood and buffer solution under flow rates of 10 and 100 mL/min.  

 10 mL/min 100 mL/min 

 Before (mV) After (mV) Before (mV) After (mV) 

1 -63.1 pH + 590 

0.999 

-60.2 pH + 573 

0.999 

-59.2 pH + 557 

0.991 

-55.6 pH + 533 

0.996 

2 -64.4 pH + 570 

0.999 

-62.7 pH + 550 

0.999 

-59.2 pH + 557 

0.991 

-60.5 pH + 535 

0.999 

3 -63.7 pH + 567 

0.999 

-63.7 pH + 556 

0.999 

-63.3 pH + 560 

0.997 

-62.8 pH + 551 

0.999 
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To further explore the flow rate dependence on fouling, in Figure 5.13, 

the flow rate of (a) blood was reduced to 1 mL/min (as in an ideal setting you 

would need to use reduced volumes of blood) while (b) the buffer remains at 100 

mL/min. Here the aim is to see if the higher buffer flow rate could act a cleaning 

method similar to the rinsing explored in Chapter 3. Figure 5.11 (c) represents 

the calibration of the BDD-Q electrode conducted pre- and post- each run. Each 

data point represents the mean of six SWV scans with standard deviation error 

bars. 

 

 

Figure 5.13. Average pH measured using the BDD-Q electrode while 

alternating between (a) blood at flow rate 1 mL/min and (b) 

Carmody buffer pH 7 at flow rate 100 mL/min, with standard 

deviation error bars n = 6. (c) The before and after blood calibrations 

for BDD-Q pH sensor. Data shown as mean ± standard deviation, * p < 

0.05. 

 

In Figure 5.13a, the blood measurements show an inconsistency with 

repeated measurements, for example, going from blood measurement 1 to 2 in 
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Run 2 there is decrease of 0.27 pH units from pH 8.08 to 7.82. Although Run 1 

measurements overlap, the errors indicate a variation of at least 0.1 pH unit. A 

similar effect is observed with pH buffer measurements. In particular, an increase 

in pH  is observed from buffer 1 measurement to buffer 2 measurement in Run 1 

of 0.18 pH unit, which is a pH change of pH 7.58 to 7.76. Furthermore, in Run 2, 

there is a large variation in the pH measured, with the errors observed for Buffer 

2 of 0.15 pH units. Even though the pH measurements are affected by fouling, 

similar to the response observed in mucin and BSA, the calibrations pre- and 

post-blood shown in Figure 5.13c and Table 5.8 show minimal changes.  

 

Table 5.8.  Calibration equation in the format, y = mx + c, conducted 

in stationary bulk Carmody buffer solutions for pH measurement of 

blood and buffer solution under flow rate of 1 mL/min.  

 Before (mV) After (mV) 

1 -61.8 pH + 574 

0.999 

59.4 pH + 542 

0.997 

2 -64.0 pH + 569 

0.999 

-63.3 pH + 553 

0.999 

3 -64.7 pH + 577 

0.998 

-63.5 pH + 555 

0.999 

 

The flow rate applied for the fouling solution (blood) greatly influences 

the accuracy of the pH measurement in both fouling media and buffer. 100 

mL/min has shown the most effective reduction of fouling on the BDD-Q 

electrode surface. Additionally, 10 mL/min shows some reduction in fouling 

compared to 1 mL/min and stationary, however, the response may not be as 

consistent as at 100 mL/min. 

 

5.4. CONCLUSIONS 

Herein, we have developed a 3D-printed flow cell with a laminar flow 

profile. The flow in the channel is characterised by the data for diffusion-limited 

reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ using a 1 mm macro BDD electrode, which demonstrates 
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a V1/3 dependence on flow rate (0.1 to 100 mL/min). Furthermore, the pH 

response of BDD-IrOx in buffered, and BDD-Q in buffered and unbuffered 

solutions have been assessed for the flow rate dependence on the pH response. 

BDD-IrOx showed flow rate independent pH response in the buffered solutions 

assessed at flow rates 1, 10, and 100 mL/min. BDD-Q showed flow rate 

independent response in both buffered and unbuffered solutions, at flow rates of 

0.1, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 mL/min.  

Biological media contains large amounts of proteins, in the 

gastrointestinal tract, mucin is found in high concentrations, and in the blood, the 

most abundant protein present is serum albumin. These proteins are known 

fouling agents that can hinder electrochemical measurements by adsorbing onto 

the electrode surface. Using biological concentrations of both proteins (0.5% w/v 

mucin and 5% w/v BSA), BDD-Q electrode was used to measure the pH in 

stationary solutions, while alternating with buffer solutions. The data clearly 

showed significant amount of fouling on the pH measurements conducted in both 

the protein solutions, and the buffer solutions. Therefore, we hypothesised the 

use of flow as a method to mitigate the fouling observed in the pH measurements. 

Hence, the same experiments were repeated under flow, at 100 mL/min flow 

rate. It was clear that flow clearly improved the accuracy of the measurement, 

hence reducing the fouling that was observed in stationary conditions. 

Similar experiments were conducted in blood, a more complex media 

containing multiple different proteins. Stationary and flow (100 mL/min) pH 

measurements using BDD-IrOx, showed that the sensor struggled to stabilise in 

the blood solution, and the subsequent buffer pH measurements were shifted 

from the pre-blood exposure measurement. Furthermore, stationary 

measurements using BDD-Q showed some fouling in the blood solution, however, 

the greatest effect was seen in the subsequent buffer measurements, where the 

alternating measurements did not show much agreement with the pre-blood 

buffer pH measurement. Flowing the blood and buffer solutions at 100 and 10 

mL/min showed improvement in the blood pH measurements. For buffer pH 

measurements, both flow rate showed improvement, but 100 mL/min results 

showed a smaller standard deviation on the mean pH measurements. Clearly 

flow has reduced the fouling effect observed in stationary blood pH 
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measurements, however, the alternating buffer pH measurements may still 

experience some fouling. Suggestions for future work is detailed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In Chapter 3, the pH profile of the upper gastrointestinal (GI) tract of a 

mouse, from the oesophagus to duodenum was investigated in the absence and 

presence of pharmacological agents targeted altering the acid/bicarbonate 

production. Three pH electrodes were assessed for the suitability for application 

in the GI environment, which is known to contain high concentrations of mucin. 

Therefore, a buffer solution containing 0.5% mucin was used as a mimic for the 

GI environment. The electrodes assessed include, the traditional glass pH probe, 

iridium oxide (IrOx) film electrodeposited on boron doped diamond (BDD-IrOx) 

(both operated potentiometrically), and a quinone (Q) surface-integrated BDD 

(BDD-Q) electrode (voltammetric). The latter is produced by selectively 

introducing sp2 micro-spots using a laser-ablation technique, the surface quinone 

groups undergo a proton coupled electron transfer process to provide the pH 

response. In mucin, both glass and BDD-IrOx takes ~100’s of s to provide a stable 

measurement, most likely due to fouling from mucin adsorption, in contrast the 

BDD-Q electrode takes 6 s per scan. Besides response time, both glass and IrOx 

pH were also compromised on robustness due to fragility of the glass, and 

delamination of the IrOx film, as contact with the GI tissue was an experimental 

requirement. BDD-Q was deemed the most suitable. 

Ten pH measurements were made along the GI tract oesophagus (1), 

stomach (5), and duodenum (4). Under buffered conditions, BDD-Q electrode 

tracked the pH from neutral in oesophagus, to acidic in the stomach, to alkaline 

in the duodenum. Under omeprazole (the proton pump inhibitor) treatment, the 

middle regions (body) of the stomach displayed elevated pH values. In the 

presence of melatonin (an acid inhibitor and bicarbonate agonist), the body of 

the stomach and the duodenum showed increased pH values. To reduce any 

possible fouling from tissue contact, the BDD-Q probe was gently rinsed in 

between measurements. 

Future work in this area could see the BDD-Q pH sensor technology 

moving from ex vivo to in vivo applications. This involves the need to miniaturise 

the sensor to be able to integrate into an ingestible sensor or endoscopic probes, 
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and also building the necessary electronics to support the ingestible capsule. 

Another potential area to explore is the possibility of analysing multiple analytes 

using the same electrode. As biological systems containing a multitude of 

signalling molecules, most of them electroactive, the BDD-Q sensor could be used 

for simultaneous detection of pH and signalling molecules such, as serotonin, 

dopamine etc, provided the response does not overlap with the pH signal. 

Chapter 4 investigates the time dependent effect of protein adsorption 

on three carbon-based electrodes, these include BDD, sp2 BDD, and glassy carbon 

(GC). BDD is known to be weakly adsorbing, therefore has the potential to exhibit 

a reduced fouling response. The sp2-BDD electrode is fabricated by a similar laser 

ablation method used for BDD-Q, but instead of micro-spots, the whole surface is 

graphitised. Finally, GC is typical sp2 electrode, that provides a good comparison 

to sp2-BDD electrode with its hybrid sp3 (bulk) -sp2 (surface) structure. 

The Pt microelectrode response of two transition metal redox couples, 

Ru(NH3)63+ and IrCl62- were assessed in the absence and presence of proteins, 

mucin (0.5% w/v) and bovine serum albumin (BSA, 5% w/v). BSA is one of the 

most abundant proteins (and fouling agent) present in blood. The presence of 

proteins such as, mucin and BSA in solution, was found to increase the viscosity 

of the solution, which in turn decreased the diffusion coefficient for Ru(NH3)63+. 

Interestingly, IrCl62- was found to undergo a chemical reduction to IrCl63-, most 

likely due to the cysteine residues found in mucin and BSA prior to applying any 

potential, this was observed by the shift in the zero current position. 

The time dependent cyclic voltammetric (CV) response of Ru(NH3)63+ 

was assessed for 912 s in the absence and presence of proteins. Firstly, the 

cathodic peak current of the first scan was found to decrease in the presence of 

mucin by 22%, 15%, and 12% for BDD, sp2-BDD, and GC, respectively. The peak-

to-peak separation (ΔEp) for BDD and sp2-BDD increased, but for GC there was 

minimal change. In the presence of BSA, the peak current for BDD reduced by 

52% in the first scan, but BSA had the greatest effect on sp2-BDD, with the peak 

current decreasing till 112 s, but then increasing. The peak current correlates 

with ΔEp for sp2-BDD, starting at 131 mV, increasing to 134 mV, then decreasing 

to 74 mV by 912 s. Peak current for GC in the presence of BSA reduces by 24% in 

the first scan and minimal change in ΔEp. On BDD both mucin and BSA exhibits a 
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combination of adsorption and viscosity effect, and the electron transfer kinetics 

is more affected for BDD and sp2-BDD than GC. The time dependent oxidation of 

IrCl63- was also assessed, the peak current was found to decrease over time (910 

s) for all three electrodes. BSA was found to have a greater fouling effect on GC as 

the peak current stabilise for BDD and sp2-BDD but not for GC. Furthermore, CV 

shape was observed to change from peak shaped to steady state on all three 

electrodes.  

The double layer capacitance of the three electrodes was assessed using 

CV in the absence and presence of proteins for 900 s. The capacitance was found 

to decrease over time on BDD and sp2-BDD, an indication of protein adsorption, 

as the protein layer on the surface, the capacitance drops. However, this method 

used for quantifying capacitance, was found to be challenging with the GC 

electrode, as even under degassed conditions, faradaic processes were difficult 

to eliminate.  

Finally, electrodeposition of silver was assessed using CV and scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) on the surface of BDD and sp2-BDD, as method to 

understand the protein film formation at different potentials (+0.4 V and -0.4 V). 

The characteristic Ag reduction peak was observed to shift more negative after 

+0.4 V treatment in mucin for BDD. However, after +0.4 V treatment in BSA, the 

electrodeposition was hindered, with the first scan does not show a peak for 

deposition. On sp2-BDD, the +0.4 V treatment had a greater effect in both mucin 

and BSA, as there is an absence of Ag deposition peak in the first scan. In contrast, 

the -0.4 V treatment barely shifts the characteristic Ag peak potential, except on 

sp2-BDD in the presence of BSA. SEM imaging showed, after -0.4 V treatment, 

there was a presence of large Ag particles (micron sized) at a low density, and 

after +0.4 V treatment, there was high density of smaller Ag particles (nanometre 

sized). This study shows the surface polarisation is extremely important when 

studying protein adsorption. Also, BSA has a greater fouling affect than mucin, 

especially on sp2-BDD and GC electrodes. 

A 3D printed flow cell, with laminar flow profile was developed in 

Chapter 5. The flow profile was characterised using the diffusion-limited 

reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at a BDD macroelectrode (diameter 1 mm) with 

reference electrode (Ag|AgCl) placed directly opposite and the counter Pt wire 
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placed downstream. A V1/3 dependence on flow rate was observed at flow rates 

of 0.1 to 100 mL/min. For pH sensing, the BDD macro electrode was replaced 

with either BDD-IrOx or BDD-Q pH sensor (diameter 1 mm). The pH response for 

BDD-IrOx in buffered, and BDD-Q in buffered and unbuffered solutions were 

assessed for flow rate dependence. BDD-IrOx showed flow rate independent pH 

response at flow rates 1, 10, and 100 mL/min. BDD-Q exhibited flow rate 

independent pH response at flow rates from 0.1 to 100 mL/min. 

As discussed in Chapter 3 and 4, biological matrix contains high 

concentrations of proteins that can cause electrode fouling, and result in 

erroneous measurements. Therefore, BDD-Q pH electrode was used to study the 

fouling in solutions containing biological concentrations of mucin (0.5% w/v) or 

BSA (5% w/v) in both stationary and flow (100 mL/min) conditions. The pH 

measurements were alternated with Carmody buffer solutions, to understand the 

degree of fouling on the sensor. Stationary measurements in both protein 

solutions showed significant difference in the pH measured within each run. 

Flowing the solutions at 100 mL/min showed improvement in the pH 

measurements conducted in the protein solutions, although some of the buffer 

measurements showed slight difference in pH values. The experiments 

conducted in protein solutions suggest that flow could be used as a method to 

mitigate electrode fouling from protein adsorption. 

A similar experiment was conducted in the more complex solution of 

sheep’s blood. Stationary and flow (100 mL/min) pH measurement were 

conducted using BDD-IrOx, the sensors struggled to stabilise in blood, and the pH 

was found to shift over time under stationary measurements. Under flow, the pH 

response slightly improved for the buffer measurements, with a faster response 

time, however, the pH value shifted with repeat measurements. Blood pH 

measurement under flow with BDD-IrOx, also struggled to stabilise and the pH 

value was found to shift with repeat measurements. For BDD-Q sensors, the 

stationary blood-buffer alternate pH measurements showed significant 

difference in the pH values recorded. Flowing at 10 and 100 mL/min, showed 

significant improvement in both blood and buffer measurement using BDD-Q, 

with 100 mL/min demonstrating smaller errors in the pH measurement.  
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This study has demonstrated by proof-of-concept, that flow can be used 

as a method to reduce fouling on the electrode surface. However, the method 

needs improvement. Laminar flow has the highest velocity at the middle of the 

flow channel, and reaching zero at the walls, which means the electrode surface 

experiences minimal force. Turbulent flow, however, introduces force in a 

random manner and could be used to target the electrode surface and reduce 

build-up of fouling agents on the electrode surface and/or on the walls of the flow 

cell. Therefore, introducing structures within the flow cell channel creates a 

turbulent flow rather than having a laminar flow that just flows past the electrode 

surface without actually cleaning the surface. 

A potential future work in this area would be to change the flow cell 

designs. Figure 6.1 shows potential flow cell designs to minimise this fouling 

effect. Figure 6.1a. suggests a method to introduce turbulence to the flow system 

whereby introduce microstructures on the walls of the channel to create 

turbulence, this could be easily achieved using 3D printing. Figure 6.1b. proposes 

a wall-jet design, where solution flow impinges directly on the electrode surface, 

ideally maximising removal of adsorbed protein from the electrode surface.  

 

 
Figure 6.1.  Schematic illustrating potential flow cell designs to 

minimise fouling effect by (a) generating a turbulent flow or (b) a 

wall-jet like flow cell that can directly clean the electrode surface 

with the solution flow. 
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Moving towards point-of-care, this study shows potential for integrating 

flow devices into the intravenous lines commonly used in hospitals to infuse 

fluids, electrolytes, and medications and to obtain venous blood samples from 

patients. Other applications include the use in monitoring the pH in patients 

undergoing dialysis, for brain injury and kidney functions. 

Combining the results from Chapter 4 and 5, future work can also 

explore the development of a self-diagnosing pH sensor that can detect when the 

surface has fouled beyond a point where the recorded measurements are no 

longer reliable. The information from the sensor can then trigger a cleaning 

procedure, which could involve the automatic flushing of the electrode surface, 

or a more thorough mechanical cleaning (e.g., polishing). 

 


